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ABSTRACT 
This thesis proposes a Lexical CLassifier Parameter for the nominal structure of 
two languages: Cantonese and Mandarin, based on the theory of Principles and 
Parameters (Chomsky 1981; Chomsky & Lasnik 1995), and uses it to account for 
the second language acquisition of Cantonese nominals. 
Recent theory suggests that parametric variation across languages is localized in 
the functional categories. The proposed Lexical CL(assifier) Parameter accounts 
for systematic differences between the two languages with respect to the 
functional category of CL(assifier) P(hrase). In Cantonese the relevant properties 
are definite CL-N phrases, Poss-CL-N phrases and RC-CL-N phrases. In 
Mandarin they are definite bare nouns, Poss-(i^-N phrases and RC-de-N phrases. 
The variation is shown to hinge on the (un)availability of a definiteness feature, 
[±d], in classifier lexemes. Cantonese CL lexemes have this definiteness feature 
and Mandarin CL lexemes do not. 
The feature is checked off in the functional category of CLP, in accordance with 
Feature Checking Theory (Chomsky 1995). In addition, it is shown that other 
Cantonese-specific properties, such as the A(djective)-CL(assifier) adjectival 
complex and the generic use of the plural CL lexeme, di, are indirectly linked to 
the parameter. 
The second half of the thesis reports on a longitudinal corpus of about 10 hours 
of recording from a 7-year-old Mandarin-speaking child during her first year of 
stay in Hong Kong. An informal experiment was carried out with the child to 
elicit her knowledge of the generic use of the Cantonese plural classifier di. 
The salient Cantonese nominal properties derivable from the lexical CL 
Parameter, i.e. definite CL-N phrases, Poss-CL-N phrases and RC-CL-N phrases, 
began to emerge after the first seven months of exposure. Three stages of 
acquisition were observed. The co-emergence of these three properties at the final 
stage is seen as indicating a sensitivity towards the definiteness feature of 
Cantonese CL lexemes. Some not-so-frequently produced properties, for example, 
the A-CL adjectival complex, emerged only after the Parameter had been reset. In 
the informal experiment the learner displayed her knowledge of generic di at the 
final stage. Naturalistic and elicitation speech data were also drawn from ten 
native Cantonese children for comparison with the L2 data. It is concluded that 
the subject's interlanguage grammar of Cantonese at the final stage closely 
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This study develops a parameterized theory of Cantonese and Mandarin nominals. 
The parameterization hinges on the ability of the CL(assifier) P(hrase), a 
functional category of the nominals, to denote deflniteness and the degree of its 
resemblance to ordinary nouns. This theory is used to explain the findings of a 
longitudinal study on L2 acquisition of Cantonese, based on a corpus of data 
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produced by a Mandarin (Ll)-speaking child. The corpus consists of a set of 32 
recording sessions totaling about 10 hours, with the data transcribed in CHAT 
format and input into computer files. The L2 acquisition is seen as a result of 
parameter-resetting. The data show co-occurrence of a cluster of properties of 
Cantonese nominals at about the same time, consistent with the resetting of the 
value of the parameter. 
This chapter first introduces the concept of parameter in linguistic theory, 
followed by a review of selected literature in parameter resetting in SLA. Then I 
outline the basic tenets of Feature Checking Theory, which is used to formulate 
the parameter in this thesis. The last section discusses the research goals and the 
organization of the thesis. 
1.1 What is a parameter ？ 
According to Chomsky (1965, 1981), linguistic theory has to achieve explanatory 
adequacy, which is aimed at explaining the diversity of language variation and 
the logical problem of language acquisition. The theory should hypothesize 'an 
initial structure that is sufficiently rich to account for acquisition (the logical 
problem), yet not so rich as to be inconsistent with the known diversity of 
language (language variation)' (Chomsky 1965:58). An immediate question is: 
what should such a theory look like? 
The theory of Principles and Parameters (short as P&P) as formulated in 
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Chomsky (1981) and Chomsky & Lasnik (1995) seeks to achieve explanatory 
adequacy. The Principles of the P&P theory are invariant properties that hold true 
for all languages and explain the common aspects of all languages. For example: 
9-roles of verbs are saturated ( 0-Theory); noun phrases are visible only if case-
marked (Case Theory); anaphors are locally bound (Binding Theory); empty 
categories are governed (Empty Category Principle). The Parameters o f the P&P 
theory assume the burden of explaining language variation. A parameter 
represents a grammatical dimension along which language can vary in restricted 
ways. It can instantiate a certain number of values; the particular value chosen for 
a parameter depends on the language. Take for example the position of the head 
noun with respect to its complement. The parameter concerned allows two values 
for the positions of the head noun: head-initial and head-final. The head-initial 
value of the parameter is set for English and the head-final value for Chinese, as 
far as nouns are concerned. The consequence is that English is a right-branching 
language while Chinese is a left-branching one. 
Once a parameter is set, the value chosen will have consequences for a 
cluster of properties which may not seem interrelated on the surface. In this way, 
differences among languages can be constrained by a restricted number of 
parameters. One can liken a parameter to the head switch for all the lights inside 
a building. On the surface the lights (the properties that cluster around a 
parameter) are unrelated and separated from one another, but they are related in 
the underlying circuits so that the head switch (a parameter) can turn on or tum 
off all the lights. In the above example, a relatively principled parameter may be 
the head-driven parameter which embraces the properties of the positions of all 
the heads: N, V and P valued as head-initial and head-final. English is assigned 
head-initial value; Japanese is assigned head-final value. This principled version 
of the head-driven parameter not only accounts for systematic differences 
between English and Japanese, but also simplifies the task of acquisition of 
phrasal structure. All the child has to do is to fix the direction of the head in the 
phrasal structure. 
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Research on parametric theory has shown that parameters may relate to 
different components of the linguistic theory. The head-driven parameter as 
stated above cannot account for the Chinese language because its NP is head-
final but its VP and PP are head-initial (Huang 1982). So the parameter has to be 
reformulated, giving rise to two separate parameters: the direction of case-
marking parameter, and the direction of 6-marking parameter, each with two 
values: right and left. The head-initial languages choose the right value and the 
head-final ones the left value for both parameters. The two parameters thus 
explain the direction of heads by parameterizng the directions of case-marking 
and 6-marking in Case Theory and Theta Theory respectively. 
The combination of these two parameters can account for the complexity of 
the Chinese case. Koopman (1984) claims that Chinese chooses the right value of 
the direction of case-marking parameter and the left value of the direction of 0-
marking parameter. Since N 0-marks to the left, the complement precedes the 
head N. In VP, the object NP at d- structure precedes V to receive 0-role and then 
moves to post-verbal position to receive case at s-structure. Thus the head V 
precedes its NP complement. In PP, the preceding NP-complement of the head P 
in d-structure moves to follow the P in s-structure to receive case and hence the 
head-initial P (preposition instead of postposition) in PP. 
Now the parameters of the direction of case-marking and 9-marking jointly 
cover more configurations of properties than the previous head-direction 
parameter and provide a more principled account of the complexities of language 
variation. 
As the above direction of 6-marking and case-marking parameters show, the 
locus of parameteric variation of word-order of languages lies in the direction of 
the two types of marking concerned. However, this kind of parameterization does 
not really locate the precise and specific point of parameterization. 
Chomsky (1989:44) states that the locus of a parameter lies in the lexicon. 
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As he puts it: 
We distinguish the lexicon from the computational system of the language...It has 
been suggested that parameters of UG do not relate to the computational system but 
only to the lexicon...If this proposal can be maintained in a natural form, there is only 
one human language, apart from the lexicon, and language acquisition is in essence a 
matter of determining lexical idiosyncrasies. 
On this view, the setting of parameters is associated with lexical items'. In 
language acquisition, children learn the particular values of parameters for their 
target language through exposure to lexical properties, which then results in 
subsequent acquisition of the relevant grammatical properties. 
Wexler & Manzini (1987) propose the theory of lexical parameterization in 
formulating the Governing Category Parameter (GCP). The five values of the 
GCP are defined as : 
a is a governing category for p iff a is the minimal category which contains 
P, a governor for p and a) a subject, b) an I, c) a TENSE, d) an indicative TENSE 
and e) a root TENSE. The parameter is set at value (a) to English anaphors (e.g.: 
himself) and pronouns (eg: him), value (b) to Italian anaphor se, value (c) to 
Icelandic pronoun hann , value (d) to Icelandic anaphor sig and value (e) to 
Korean anaphor caki and Kannada anaphor taanu. 
In addition, it is found that within a language, different values of the GCP 
are assumed for anaphors and pronouns. For example: the interpretation of 
Icelandic sig (an anaphor) requires that the GCP be set at value (iii) in the 
following while the pronoun hann requires the Parameter be set at value (iv). 
This led Wexler & Manzini (1987:55) to suggest the Lexical Parameterization 
Hypothesis: 
Values of a parameter are associated not with particular languages but 
with particular lexical items in a language. 
So the different values for anaphors and pronouns within a language are listed in 
their lexical entries, as shown from the examples below (quoted from Atkinson 
1992:233): 
English: 
i) himself. N; [+anaphor, -pronominal, Governing Category (a),...] 
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ii) him: N; [-anaphor, +pronominal, Governing Category (a),...] 
Icelandic: 
iii) sig: N; [+anaphor, -pronominal, Governing Category (d),...: 
iv) hann: N; [-anaphor, +pronominal, Governing Category (c),."] 
When the child leams the lexical items for the reflexives and pronouns of her or 
his first language, s/he can be viewed as setting the GCP at certain values for the 
reflexives and pronouns and hence fixing the respective governing domains for 
them. 
Recent linguistic theory constrains the parametric theory further by putting 
the burden of parameteric variation among languages on the different properties 
of functional categories in the lexicon. Unlike a lexical category, a functional 
category mainly^ has grammatical features, on which the grammatical 
relationships between lexical categories are based. For example, the 
complementizer, C^ is the head of the functional category, CP, having as one of 
its features the [±wh] feature. Then a parameter is viewed to hinge on some 
relevant functional category. Chomsky (1989:44) points out that: 
Properties ofthe lexicon too are sharply constrained, by UG or other systems ofthe 
mindADrain. If substantive elements (verbs, nouns, etc.) are drawn from an invariant 
universal vocabulary, then only functional elements will be parameterized. 
In other words, the loci of parameterization lie not only in lexical items but also 
in functional categories. Marantz (1995:371) puts these two ideas together: "the 
significant parameteric differences between languages are limited to lexical 
differences, specifically, differences in the features of the lexical elements that 
occupy the functional category nodes." In other words, differences in the features 
of lexical items among languages result in differences in the properties of the 
functional categories the lexical items belong to. 
Given the inadequacy of the Head-driven Parameter in explaining the word 
order variation between English and French, Pollock (1989) proposes the Split 
INFL hypothesis to parameterize the variation in word order. This variation in the 
two languages are summarized as follows: 
English I French 
[+ fmite] 
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V a u x - N e g V a u x " N c g 
Neg - V|ex Viex - Neg 
V a u x - A d v V a u x _ A d v 
A d v - V , e x . . V l e x - A d v 
[-finite] 
N e g - V a u x # N e g - V ^ 
N e g - V , e x N e g - V,ex 
A d v - V l e x I V l e x - A d v 
[#: Not to get arrested under such circumstances is a miracle, vs. * To get not arrested under 
such circumstances is a miracle. (Haegeman 1994: 595)] 
From the data, in the non-finite case of French, the lexical verb cannot precede 
Neg but it can precede Adv. So a position should be postulated between these 
two items. According to Pollock (1989), the INFL splits into two functional 
categories: T(ense) P and AGR(eement) P. The AGRP is placed between Neg 
and Adv, and the TP dominates NegP. The order of these maximal projections in 
the clause is: 
...TP - NegP - AGRP - VP ... (where Adv is in SpecVP) 
Since French is inflectionally rich, Pollock relates this to his claim that the 
functional head AGR is transparent to theta-role transmission. So in finite clauses, 
the verb can move out of the VP-shell and adjoin to AGR to pick up the 
agreement features and then to T to pick up the tense feature. In doing so, the 
adjoined complex: [V-AGR-T] can still transmit theta-role to the trace of V, 
which can then assign theta-role to the complement-NP of V. Hence the lexical 
verb (and also the auxiliary verb) precedes Neg and Adv in [+fmite] clause and 
precedes Adv in [-finite] clause in the surface structure. In English he claims that 
AGR is opaque for theta-role transmission and relates this to its poor inflection. 
So, the lexical verb stays inside the VP-shell rather than moves to adjoin AGR 
and T. If the verb adjoined to AGR, no theta-role would be transmitted to the 
trace of the verb because of the opaque nature of the functional head, AGR. One 
proposal for the English lexical verbs to get the agreement and tense features is 
by a feature-lowering process (e.g. Pollock 1989; Chomsky 1990). In surface 
structure, lexical verbs in English come after Neg and Adv. Given the analysis of 
the finite case, suffice it to say that the parameterization of word order in English 
and French hinges on the properties of the functional category, AGRP, whose 
opacity features are assigned differently for languages. 
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In the recent Minimalist sense of Chomsky (1993, 1995), the above 
parameter for word order in language is reduced to the checking of strong/ weak 
features (person, number and gender) in the head AGR, which will be checked 
off by matching these inherent features of the lexical verbs. In French, the AGR 
has strong features, and so the verb, which also has these strong features, moves 
to AGR to check the features off in surface structure (or before spell-out, in 
Minimalist terms). Hence, the verb precedes Neg and Adv in the surface structure. 
In English, the AGR is weak while its features still have to be checked o f fby the 
adjunction of the verb. In this case, the verb can wait and adjoin to the AGR until 
LF (or after spell-out). As a result, the verb follows Neg and Adv in the surface 
structure. 
Let's go back to the GCP in Wexler and Manzini (1987). Their version of 
GCP cannot account for the long-distance reflexives in some East-Asian 
languages, for example, ziji ‘self in Chinese. In Cole et al (1990), they 
parameterize the long/ short distance reflexives in Chinese/ English by means of 
the properties of the functional ESfFL with the interaction of empty category 
principle (ECP). In Chinese, for instance, 
[iP3 Zhangsan [ a-Infl3 renwei[a [w2 Lisi [ b-Infl2 zhidao[^i [mWangwu [c-Infll xihuan 
ziji 
Zhangsan a-Infl thinks Lisi b-Infl know Wangwu c-Infl like self 
^Zhangsan thinks Lisi knows Wangwu likes self 
the reflexive ziji originating from the object position of xihuan, can move to the 
ESIFL at LF in each ofthe three preceding clauses and the respective landing sites 
are marked as a, b and c. Hence ziji can first move to [c-Infll] and via [C1] 
(complementizer 1) to the upper [b-Infl2]. Because Infl in Chinese is lexical 
(Huang 1982), the VP of [Infl2] is not a barrier and is L-marked by [Infl2]. So the 
trace left in [C1] is properly antecedent-governed and the ECP is not violated. 
Similarly, the reflexive can move from [b-Infl2] to [a-Infl3] via [C2]. 
Consequently, ziji can corefer to any of these three antecedents. In English, 
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assuming a sentence with the same three clauses as in the Chinese case, the 
reflexive himself, for example, can only move to [c-Infll] and have Wangwu as 
the antecedent. However, it cannot proceed to move via [C1] to [b-Infl2]. As the 
Infl ofEnglish is functional rather than lexical (Huang 1982), the VP of [Infl2] is 
a barrier and is not L-marked. As a result the trace left in [C1] is not properly 
antecedent-governed. So the NP subjects beyond the most embedded clause 
cannot be the antecedents of the reflexive. In this approach, the long/ short 
distance reflexives in languages can be parameterized by means of the properties 
of the functional category DsfFL. 
From the above example, the current functional category-based linguistic 
theory alters the formulation of parameters. The two parameters for binding 
theory are reduced to a more principled one. Thus the resultant parameter can 
achieve a higher explanatory adequacy in accounting for the logical problem of 
language acquisition. 
1.2 Parameter resetting in SLA 
In the Principles and Parameters framework, language acquisition (L1) is 
seen as a process of setting a finite number of parameters by the acquirer within 
his or her language. The logical problem of acquisition is (partly) solved by 
allowing a finite amount of input data to fix the relevant values of the parameters. 
As scholars have pointed out, there is a parallel logical problem for second 
language acquisition (White 1985b, 1989; Yip 1995 in the Chinese/ English 
context). Cook (1988:176) states clearly that ‘the poverty of the stimulus 
argument applies equally to L2 learning'. Assuming the absence of negative 
evidence (Lightfoot 1982; Williams 1987) , the problem arises as to why limited 
L2 data can allow the L2 acquirer to have a certain level o fL2 knowledge that is 
beyond the scope of the data. There is also a ftirther issue why L2 acquirers 
mostly fail to achieve full competence but instead fossilize. Only the first 
problem will be discussed in this study. 
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Because of limited L2 data (whether naturalistic or instructed SLA), one 
way to study SLA is to examine Avhether the L2 acquirers can reset parameters 
and fix the L2 values. In L2 acquisition, another grammar for the L2 is 
internalized by choosing the L2 values of the relevant parameters. After the 
values of the parameters are fixed, a series of clusters of properties will be 
acquired. The L1 values of the original L1 grammar are not replaced since it is 
assumed that there are separate grammars for the two languages. So ‘resetting’ 
means fixing another set of values for an L2 grammar, not within the existing L1 
grammar (White 1989:80). 
Below I focus on four major L2 studies within the framework of Principles 
and Parameters and evaluate the validity of the parameter-resetting model for L2 
acquisition. They are: White (1985a, 1986), Hilles (1986, 1991), Lakshmanan 
(1991) and Phinney (1987), which concern the (un)success of resetting the pro-
drop parameter. 
First let me summarize their findings and results. White's studies (1985a, 
1986) investigated whether the subjects switched to the L2 values by resetting the 
pro-drop parameter. The subjects of the 1985 a study were Spanish and French 
adult speakers; those of the 1986 study were Spanish, French and Italian adult 
speakers. It is assumed that the pro-drop parameter correlates a number of 
properties: a) null subjects (including expletives and referential pronouns), b) 
subject-verb inversion and c) that-XvdiQQ effect. The subjects were required to do a 
grammaticality judgment task and a written question formation task with respect 
to the above properties. It was found that the acquirers of English whose L1 was 
Spanish or Italian (both pro-drop languages) accepted null-subject sentences 
rather than acquirers of English whose L1 was French, a non-prodrop language. 
The Spanish acquirers allowed that-XmcQ more than the French ones. However, 
all three types of acquirers showed no difference in judging ungrammatical 
subject-verb inversion sentences. These results led to the conclusion that the pro-
drop parameter was partially reset by two of the three relevant properties of the 
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L2 language clustering in the subjects' interlanguage grammar. 
Hilles (1986) looks at longitUdinal data from a 12-year-old Spanish acquirer 
of English observed for 10 months. The acquirer began with a pro-drop value (L1 
setting) and shifted to a non-pro-drop value (L2 setting), which co-occurred with 
the emergence of auxiliaries triggered by the acquisition of expletives it and there. 
In another longitudinal study of six subjects (two children, two adolescents and 
two adults), Hilles (1991) reported on the emergence of two of the properties of 
the pro-drop parameter: pronominal subjects and verb agreement. Their 
emergence was strongly correlated in three of the subjects (two children and one 
adolescent). It is concluded that L2 acquisition, like L1 acquisition, is UG-guided 
in the sense that the pro-drop parameter was reset at the L2 value for the three 
subjects. 
Lakshmanan (1991) reports longitudinal data from three children, whose 
respective first languages were: Spanish, French and Japanese. They learnt 
English as an L2 in a naturalistic setting. Covering a range from 7 months to 15 
months, this data set did not, however, display co-emergence of pro-drop 
properties in the acquisition of English. The Spanish acquirer used pronominal 
subjects but had not acquired verb agreement. The French subject did not show a 
relation between the use of pronominal subjects and verb agreement. On the other 
hand, the Japanese acquirer did not use null subjects but treated English as 
morphologically uniform without inflections. The author concludes that these 
results are not readily explained in terms of UG: the interlanguage grammar did 
not display the far-reaching properties associated with the pro-drop parameter. 
Phinney (1987) is a bi-directional study based on free written compositions. 
It looks at English-speaking acquirers of Spanish as L2 (English-to-Spanish) and 
Spanish-speaking acquirers of English as L2 (Spanish-to-English). All the 
learners were adults. The compositions were then examined for deletion of 
pronominal subjects and verb agreement. All the learners showed an asymmetry 
between the acquisition of the pronominal subjects and verb agreement in their 
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L2. They did well on verb agreement and not on pronominal subjects. The 
English acquirers of Spanish correctly deleted both referential and expletive 
pronouns while the Spanish adquirers of English deleted many expletive 
pronouns but only a few referential ones. Given the possibility that the two 
groups might not have the same level of proficiency in the target language, the 
acquirers of Spanish had reset the pro-drop parameter while those ofEnglish had 
not. 
In light ofthese studies, one can ask whether the pro-drop parameter was in 
fact reset in the interlanguage grammars of the learners. The data on this issue are 
conflicting. It is clear from White's and Hilles's studies that the pro-drop 
parameter was reset quite successfully in the sense that the co-occurring 
properties emerged in L2 acquisition to a certain degree. White's learners were 
adults, who acquired two of the three properties of the parameter. Hilles's 
subjects who reset the parameter were two children and one adolescent. 
Nevertheless there was no co-emergence of pro-drop properties in Lakshmanan's 
and Phinney's studies with child learners and adult learners respectively. 
Different researchers view the above results of the studies differently. White 
(1989)3 admits that the parameter is not always reset to L2 value and only some 
ofthe concomitant properties of the parameter co-occur. Although the traditional 
Contrastive Analysis theory may account for cases like Spanish-speaking 
acquirers using null subjects in acquiring English, she stresses that this theory 
"would not predict the difference in the two situations that Phinney looked at (i.e., 
for resetting from the [-prodrop] to the [+prodrop] value but not from the 
[+prodrop] to the [-prodrop] value.)”（p.93). On the contrary, Ellis (1995:447) 
does not regard the studies as providing “ real support for a parameter-setting 
model o fL2 acquisition..." He argues that this shift from a pro-drop L1 to a non-
pro-drop L2 does not require a UG explanation. One does not need to invoke 
parameter-setting to explain why L2 leamers with pro-drop Lls produce 
sentences with no subject pronouns in the L2. 
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The conflicting evidence vis-a-vis the validity of the parameter setting 
model may be apparent rather than real. Whether the evidence supports the model 
depends on how the pro-drop parameter is formulated. In one version of the 
parameter (Version 1), the cluster of properties are: pronominal (referential and 
expletives) subjects, verb agreement, subject-verb inversion and that-tmcQ effect 
(assumed in Chomsky 1981, Liceras 1988, Phinney 1987, Rizzi 1982 and White 
1985a,1986). The properties of the other version (Version 2) are: pronominal 
(referential and expletives) subjects, and auxiliaries and main verbs forming as 
one category (assumed in Hyams 1986 and Hilles 1986). 
Now take White's studies as an example. They use Version (1) features as 
the clustering properties for the pro-drop parameter which result in partial 
emergence of the properties with the non-emergence of subject-verb inversion. 
Nevertheless, if they assumed the clustering properties as in Version (2), full 
emergence of the properties may be effected and hence the conclusion of full 
parameter setting. This is admitted in White (1989) where the property of 
subject-verb inversion is independent of and is not a consequence of the 
parameter. In other words whether a property belongs to a parameter hinges on 
how the parameter is formulated and on how linguistic theory develops, which 
then affects the interpretation of the acquisition data . 
Such a connection between parametric formulation and the development of 
linguistic theory is stressed in White (1995). She uses the Governing Category 
Parameter (GCP) and the Proper Antecedent Parameter (PAP) to show how the 
morphological-driven style of parameterization can explain more L2 behaviour 
than the old-style one does, and highlight Progovac (1992, 1993),s Minimalist 
approach to treat the parameterization of reflexive pronouns. 
The English reflexives are XP anaphors which are morphologically complex, 
subject and non-subject-antecedented and locally bound. The Japanese reflexives 
X0 are morphologically simple, subj ect-antecedented and non-locally bound. The 
differences in nonlocal binding domain across languages are due to the properties 
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of the functional head, AGR, and the morphological status of the reflexives. An 
X0 anaphor is bound by the nearest AGR whereas an XP anaphor is bound by the 
nearest XP subject. Linking up' the lexical properties of anaphors and the 
properties of the functional head AGR, this analysis unifies the two seemingly 
independent GCP and PAP parameters into a single unified one. 
This parametric reformulation can explain why L2 acquirers choose other 
value of the GCP parameter which is not explained in Wexler and Manzini 
(1987). In Progovac & Conndl (1991), it is pointed out that Japanese acquirers of 
English mistreated English reflexives as X^ (as those in Japanese) but recognized 
the inflected AGR in English finite clauses. Therefore, they only allow non-local 
binding in nonfinite (AGR-free) clauses and local binding in finite clauses. 
In this thesis, I hope to provide further L2 evidence for how a child acquirer 
resets a parameter within the Principles and Parameters framework. 
1.3. Parameterization as feature checking 
As introduced above, in the Principles and Parameters model, recent perspectives 
on parameterization in language lie in different feature checking mechanisms of 
morphological features in their respective functional categories (e.g. checking of 
strong/weak features of AGR in Chomsky (1993, 1995). In this thesis, I adopt 
this Feature Checking Theory, based on the version in Chomsky (1995), to 
parameterize the nominal differences between Cantonese and Mandarin. 
The main motivation of feature checking is due to the interpretation of the 
grammatical properties of a linguistic expression. In order for lexical categories 
to be interpreted at LF, they have to interact with their respective functional 
categories. Since lexical categories are seen as bundles of grammatical features 
and so are functional categories, such an interaction between the grammatical 
features of these two types of categories is seen as feature checking. When the 
features ofalexical category and of a respective functional category are checked 
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offwith each other, the lexical category can be interpreted at LF. 
Take an analogy as an illustration of the idea of feature checking. In order to 
be accepted as a legal immigrant of a country, a person has to not only hold a 
passport for the country, Passport F, but also checks it with the customs of that 
country, Customs F. Only such a matching: Passport F - Customs F guarantees 
the person to be accepted as a legal immigrant. There are two cases for the person 
not to be accepted as legal and not to be allowed to enter the country. First, the 
person with Passport F bypassed Customs F, not checking the passport with the 
customs officers. Call this case 'unchecked'. Second, the person checked his/her 
Passport F with a wrong customs, Customs C. Call this case as ‘mismatch,. 
Entering a mismatching customs, s/he has to move to the right one, i.e. Customs 
F in order to get Passport F checked. Call this 'move'. 
In this analogy there are three constraints for the person to be accepted as a 
legal immigrant. Put them in informal terms as: (a) unchecked, (b) mismatch and 
(c) move. Back to feature checking in language. Take The cake was eaten as an 
example. In order for the cake (as the person in the analogy) to be interpreted as 
the subject of the sentence (as an legal immigrant), it has to check off its 
nominative-case feature (as Passport F) against the respective functional category, 
AgrSP (as Customs F) with the same feature, as in Fig.1.1 (assuming feature 
checking as spec-head agreement). If the cake bypasses AgrSP, its nominative-
case feature will be left unchecked (as an illegal immigrant), violating Constraint 
(a): unchecked. However, if the cake with its nominative-case feature (as 
Passport F) enters a mismatching functional category, AgrOP, (as Customs C), as 
in Fig. 1.2, the nominative case feature cannot be checked off since AgrOP has 
an accusative-case feature. Hence there is a mismatching of features and the 
derivation crashes (as an illegal immigrant), violating Constraint (b): mismatch. 
If the cake wants to be interpreted as the subject of the sentence, it has to move 
from AgrOP to AgrSP to check off its nominative-case feature, as in Fig.1.3, 
fulfilling Constraint (c): move. 
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AgrSP AgrSP AgrSP 
/ ^ / \ / \ 
the cake AgrS' ‘ AgrS' the cake AgrS' 
^ / ^ ^ \ 丁 / \ 
AgrS ... AgrS... | AgrS... 
八 八 八 
Ag^OP A ^ P I AgrOP 
/ \ / ^ I y ^ 
AgrO, the cake AgrO' i c * � 
y ^ y K ^ ‘ Spec AgrO' 
AgrCL. AgrCL. " ^ ^ 
Fig. 1.1 Fig. 1.2. r . 1 , AgrCL. 
Fig.1.3. 
Put in formal terms, the principles governing the above feature checking 
mechanism are expressed as: 
(A) Morphological features must be eliminated for convergence prior to PF and 
LF 
(Marantz 1995:363). 
(B) Features cannot be checked under feature mismatch (Chomsky 1995:308). 
OR, 
Mismatch of features cancels the derivation (Chomsky 1995:309). 
(C) Move raises a only if morphological properties of a itself would not 
otherwise be 
satisfied in the derivation (Chomsky 1995:261). 
As Fig. 1.1 shows, the position of the cake for checking off its nominative-
case feature is in the Spec position of the functional head, AgrS. This position 
can be seen as an operational site for doing the feature-checking against a 
functional head. According to Chomsky (1995:177-8), there are three more of 
these operational positions for feature checking against a functional head. So 
altogether these four positions are defined as the checking domain of a functional 
head. Assuming a functional head, H, the four positions allowing for feature 
checking against the head are defined as follows (Fig. 1.4): 
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(a) the specifier of H (i.e. ZP) HP, 
(b) a head position adjoined to H (i.e. X) ^ ^ 
(c) a position adjoined to the maximal UP ^ J ^ 
projection o f H (i.e. UP) “ 2p H, 
(d) a position adjoined to the specifier o f H (i.e. 入 入 




In this thesis, I will use the above version of Feature Checking Theory to 
develop a parameter for nominal differences between Cantonese and Mandarin. 
1,4. Research goals and outline of the thesis 
The thesis has a twofold aim. First, it establishes a parameter for the nominal 
differences between two Chinese languages (Cantonese and Mandarin) making 
use of the feature checking theory. In recent generative approaches, for example 
the Minimalist Program in Chomsky (1995), lexical items are viewed as bundles 
of features. They have to be checked off by matching with corresponding 
functional categories for interpretation. So parameterization of languages is 
reduced to the variation of these features. Capturing the nominal differences of 
the two languages, the parameter to be proposed is called the Lexical CL(assifier) 
Parameter, hinging on a feature called the definiteness feature. The functional 
category in the nominal structure for the checking mechanism of this feature is 
called CL(assifier) P(hrase). The instantiation of this parameter in the two 
languages is that the classifier lexeme of Cantonese has the definiteness feature 
while that in Mandarin does not. In Cantonese, the nominal properties that cluster 
around the parameter are: definite CL-N phrases in subject and object position, 
Poss(essor)-CL-N phrases and R(elative) C(lause)-CL-N phrases. In Mandarin 
the corresponding nominal properties are: definite bare nouns, Poss-<ie-N phrases 
and RC-Je-N phrases. In the end, I will show how this definiteness feature of 
Cantonese classifiers correlates with their NOUNrNfESS/ nouniness. 
Accompanying this feature is another set of nominal properties: A(djective)-CL 
complex and CL-ge association (where ge is the genitive marker in Cantonese). 
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Since Mandarin classifiers do not have the definiteness feature, they do not have 
the (big) NOUNEsfESS, but only the (small) nouniness. So nominals in Mandarin 
do not have these properties: * A-CL complex and ^CL-de association (where de 
is the genitive marker in Mandarin). 
Second, the thesis provides empirical evidence for parameter resetting in the 
acquisition of Cantonese nominals by a seven-year-old Mandarin speaking child. 
The evidence is drawn from a corpus of longitudinal data and from an informal 
experiment comprising a comprehension task and an act-out task. Also, this L2 
learner's data is compared with data (both speech-type and experiment-type) 
from ten native Cantonese children. To begin with, I will describe the subject's 
general development of Cantonese nominals in the observation period. Then 
based on the development of each Cantonese-specific CLP properties, I will 
establish three stages of acquisition. The whole acquisition pattem of Cantonese 
CLP properties is then compared with speech data from ten native Cantonese 
children. It is found that the interlanguage grammar at Stage 1 of Ching shows 
sharp contrast with that of the natives'. As the development proceeded to Stage 3, 
Ching's representation of Cantonese grammar comes closer to the natives' state. 
Then I will demonstrate how the child reset the Lexical CL Parameter by 
showing that most of the above mentioned CLP properties co-emerged at Stage 3. 
Since there is no production data of the use of generic di in the corpus, I set up an 
informal experiment to elicit the child's comprehension of it. 
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. 
Chapter 2 introduces some approaches of parameterizing nominals in 
Romance and Germanic languages followed by an evaluation of the existing 
models for Chinese nominal structure. I demonstrate how the feature checking 
mechanisms of the suggested definiteness feature can account for the differences 
and similarities of Cantonese and Mandarin nominals. Then I formulate the 
Lexical CL Parameter for the parametric variation in the nominal structure of the 
two languages. 
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The L2 study is described in detail in Chapter 3 and 4. Chapter 3 introduces 
the methodology for studying Ching's acquisition of Cantonese nominals, which 
is mainly based on a corpus covering ten hours of recording of naturalistic speech 
data from the subject. A description of the background of the subject, the 
duration of recording and the content of what was recorded then follows. Chapter 
4 demonstrates how the parameter is reset with a detailed description of the 
development of Ching's acquisition of Cantonese-specific nominal properties. 
Accompanying this is a comparison with native children's speech data. 
Chapter 5 centres on an experiment for eliciting Ching's understanding of 
the generic use of the plural classifier di in Cantonese and also of the (in)definite 
use of CL-N phrases. The result is compared with that from ten native Cantonese 
children. Finally, Chapter 6 rounds up the thesis by summarizing the theoretical 
claims and the empirical findings. 
Notes on Chapterl. 
‘The idea of lexical parameterization originated in Borer (1984) 
2 Chomsky (1995:230): 'the basis for the distinction [between formal features and semantic 
features] and its effects raise substantial questions.' 
3 White (1989) does not examine Lakshmanan (1991). 
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CHAPTER 2. 
PARAMETERIZATION IN CHINESE NOMINALS 
•V ‘ t 
In this chapter, I review the DP-analysis of the internal structure of nominals 
(Section 2.1) in English, Hungarian and Hebrew, respectively by Abney (1987), 
Szabolcsi (1994) and Ritter (1991). The purpose of choosing these three analyses 
is to show that the suggestion of the DP as a functional category in nominals 
receives cross-linguistic support. Then in light of language variation in nominal 
structure cross-linguistically, I review different approaches towards 
parameterization in nominals: GB approach (Giorgi & Longobardi 1991; Valois 
1991) and Minimalist approach (Longobardi 1994), which involves feature 
checking mechanism in the functional category, DP. After an evaluation of the 
models for Chinese nominal structure (Section 2.2), I will suggest that variation 
in the nominal structure of Cantonese and Mandarin can be derived by a 
definiteness feature being checked off in the functional category, CL(assifier) 
P(hrase) of the nominal structure (Section 2.3). Finally, I formulate the above 
parameterization of the nominals in the two languages as a parameter, called, the 
Lexical CL Parameter, with further description of the relative degree of 
nouniness of the classifier lexemes as independent evidence (Section 2.4). 
2.1. DP-analysis and its parameterization 
2.1.1. DP as a functional category 
In the past decade, a great deal of attention has been devoted to the study of 
functional categories in terms ofX-bar theory, analysing these categories on a par 
with lexical categories. While lexical categories consist of semantic^ content (e.g. 
Noun Phrase ), functional categories provide grammatical relationships for 
linking up the semantic content (e.g. Agr(eement) P(hrase) assigns nominative 
and accusative case to Noun Phrase in subject and object position respectively). 
On a par with clauses, from a cross-linguistic point of view, scholars suggest that 
there is (at least) a functional category inside nominals to achieve grammatical 
functions (e.g. the assignment of genitive case). Abney (1987) proposes a DP-
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analysis for the noun phrase in English. Szabolcsi (1994) extends the DP-analysis 
by paralleling it with CP in Hungarian. Using data from Hebrew, Ritter (1991) 
further articulates the functional ckegories inside nominals into two, namely DP 
and NumP. 
The DP-analysis of Abney (1987) is motivated by consideration of the 
gerundive construction, e.g. John's building a spaceship. The analysis solves the 
problem faced by the traditional approaches toward the gerundive construction. 
In Jackendoff (1977)，the construction occupies a three-level phrase structure 
(Fig. 2.1a). 
Obviously, it violates the X-bar syntax in that N'" 
it has three-level of projection. Secondly, how john N，’ 
the possessive '^ ‘‘ is realized is not worked out. ."^^^,, 
-mg V， 
Jackendoff only mentions that it is by I 
� V' 
‘insertion，(p.223). y ^ 
build a spaceship 
Fig.2.1a 
In Chomsky (1981), although he puts the NP 
gerundive construction on a two-level NP, the NP VP 
structure still violates X-bar syntax because John's building a spaceship 
Fig.2.1b 
the VP heads an NP projection (Fig. 2.1b). I f the VP is not the head o f the NP, 
then the NP will be unheaded. Secondly, Chomsky (1986) takes the noun to be 
the genitive case-assigner. However, since there is no head noun in the structure, 
the genitive case cannot be assigned to the possessor. Abney also points out (in 
Note: 53) that Chomsky claims the VP as a case-assigner. Then the problem 
arises as to why VP in nominals acts as a phrasal case-assigner while in clauses 
the head V o fVP is the case-assigner? 
2 0 
Therefore, Abney proposes that there ^ ^ ^ 
should be an abstract AGR in the functional john's D' 
head D^ of DP , which selects an NP as its AGR NP 
complement, as in Fig. (2.1c). This AGR . ^ ^ ^ 
-ing VP 
assigns a genitive case to the possessor, John, / \ 
V DP ‘ 
realized as ' 5 ' . This idea is parallel to the build a spaceship 
situation in a clause where an AGR assigns 
Fig. (2.1c) 
nominative case to the subject. 
Another consequence of this proposal is that it can capture the non-
cooccurrence of possessors and determiners in English. Abney assigns 









D^ is already occupied by AGR and no determiner is allowed in D^. Therefore, 
* John 's the/ that/ some/ booJ^ is ungrammatical because the determiner and the 
AGR co-occur in the head D � . When a determiner precedes the head N, the 
possessor has to occupy a post-nominal position and is assigned case by the 
preposition of, as in: the book of John 's. In such a phrase, the postnominal phrase, 
John ’s, is interpreted as the possessor. The book is owned or written by John, and 
not about John. Such a constraint can be summarized as: 
(1) AGR in D does not co-occur with lexical determiners, (p. 271) 
This DP-analysis is extended to Hungarian nominals in Szabolcsi (1994), 
who parallels DP in nominals with CP in clauses. She uses extraction of two 
types of possessor, namely nominative-possessor and dative-possessor to 
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illustrate that the DP dominating NP provides an escape hatch for the extracted 
possessor in the nominal, resembling the CP behaviour in the clausal structure. 
(2) a. (a) Mari kalap-ja [nominative-possessor] 
the Mari-NOM hat -POSS.3SG 
'Mari's hat, 
b. Mari-nak a kalap-ja [dative-possessor] 
Mari-DAT the hat-POSS.3SG 
‘Mari,s hat, 
c. [DP [SPEC ] [D’ a [(N+i)p Mari kalap-ja]]] 
d. [DP [SPEC Mari-nak ] [o' a [(N+i)P t kalap-ja]]； 
e. Mar i -nak� [Dp [sPEC t' ] [D' a [(N+i)p t kalap-ja]]: 
f. * MarL. [DP [SPEC ] [o' a [(N+i)p t kalap-ja]]； 
(2a) shows a phrase with a nominative-possessor and (2b) with a dative-
possessor, whose structures are represented in (2c) and (2d) respectively. Note 
that Szabolcsi (1987, 1990) suggests an NP-internal INfFL in Hungarian which 
assigns case to the possessor in SpecNP. So the possessor agrees with the head N 
in person and number. The whole NP is represented as 0sf+I)P in (2 c-f). In 
nominative-possessive construction, the possessor is in NP, following the article, 
a, as in (2c). In dative-possessor construction, the possessor with the dative 
marker, nak, precedes the article, a, is confined to SpecDP, leaving a trace in 
SpecNP, as in (2d). It is argued that SpecDP is in fact an A,-position since 
SpecNP, from which Mari moves, is already a case-marked A-position. The A'-
position in SpecDP resembles the A’ nature of SpecCP in the clausal structure. 
Further, it is evidenced that only the dative-possessor, Mari-nak, can be extracted 
out of the whole DP as in (2e) leaving an intermediate trace t' in SpecDP. 
However, the nominative possessor, Mari, cannot do the same as in (2f) because 
it skips the escape hatch SpecDP. If it had landed in this site, it should have 
picked up the dative marker, nak, but now in (2f) it does not have that marker. 
Besides DP, another functional category, NumP is argued for in Modern 
Hebrew noun phrases in Ritter (1991). The relation between a possessor and a 
head noun can be expressed in two noun phrase structures: construct state (CS) 
and free state (FS). They differ in that CS does not allow a determiner to precede 
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the head noun (3b) and FS allows for that with an insertion of a preposition, sel 
(4): 
••» � 1 
(3) CS: a. beyt ha-mora b. *ha-beyt ha-mora 
house the-teacher the-house the-teacher 
‘the teacher，s house ‘ 
(4) FS: ha-bayit sel ha-mora 
the-house of the teacher 
'The teacher's house' 
(5) ha-axila sel Dan et ha-tapuax 
the-eating of Dan ACC the-apple 
'Dan's eating the apple’ 
In (3a) the head noun preceding the possessor is due to the N^-to-D^ movement 










ti Fig. 2.2 (CS) 
In 3(b) the determiner on the head noun, beyt, is ungrammatical. It is suggested 
that it co-occurs in the head D � w i t h an abstract case-assigner, Dgen, which is 
made visible through the support of the N^-movement. So in CS, the determiner 
on the head noun and the Dgen in the head D^ are in complementary distribution. 
Observing the FS noun phrases in (4) and (5) , Ritter proposes another 
functional category, NumP, between DP and NP in (5) (Fig. 2.3). Similarly, for 
(4), bayit will occupy the head Num� , so the head noun does not cooccur with the 
determiner ha in the head D^ as it does in (3b). 
2 3 
DP DP DP 
八 ^ 八 
D NUMP D NumP D NumP 
ha X \ axilat�/^\ ha y ^ 
NUM NP Dan, Num' Num' 
axila, / \ / \ X \ 
Subj N' Num NP Num NP 
sel Dan y " \ ^ X ^ \ axilat� y^^\ 
N Obj AP NP AP NP 
ti et ha-tapuax ha-menumeset / \ ha-menumeset y^^\ 
h N' sel Dan N' 
Fig. 2.3 / \ / ^ ^ " \ 
N DP N DP 
?j et ha-tapuax tj et ha-tapuax 
Fig. 2.4 (CS) Fig. 2.5 (FS) 
She uses this new model with two functional categories to demonstrate that 
the NumP is present not only in FS, but also in CS. This is evidenced by the 
relative positions of adjectives in the two structure, as in (6) and (7) with 
respective structures in Fig. 2.4 & 2.5. 
(6) CS: axilat Dan ha-menumeset et ha-tapuax 
eating Dan the-polite ACC the-apple 
(7) FS: ha-axilat ha-menumeset sel Dan et ha-tapuax 
the-eating the-polite of Dan ACC the-apple 
(Both mean: ‘Dan，s polite eating of the apple.') 
In the CS case (Fig. 2.4), the head noun, axilat, undergoes head-movement from 
N^ via Num^ to D^ to support the abstract genitive case-assigner, Dgen, and the 
adjoined complex assigns genitive case to the possessor, Dan, which has 
undergone spec-head movement from SpecNP to SpecNumP. As a result, on 
surface, the possessor comes before the adjective, ha-menumeset. In the FS case 
(Fig. 2.5), the head noun, axilat, now lands at Num�and oes not move further to 
D � . It does not need to support the abstract Dgen there to assign genitive case to 
the possessor Dan since it is assigned by the dummy preposition sel in SpecNP. 
Because the head noun does not move into D^, it the determiner ha can occupy 
D^. On surface, the possessor comes after the adjective ha-menumeset. 
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2.1.2. Parameterization in nominals 
• On a par with cross-linguistic variation in word order in the clausal structure, 
there is also variation in word order in nominal structure. Consider the following 
two sets of data in English (Germanic) , French (Romance) and Italian 
(Romance): 
(I) English: Rembrandt's (agent) portrait of Aristotle (theme) 
French: Le portrait de Rembrandt (agent) d,Aristote (theme) 
Italian: il libro di Gianni (poss) 
(II) English: ancient Rome 
Italian: Roma antica 
In set (I), across the three languages, the position of the head noun (bold-faced) is 
different with respect to the other arguments. In English, the head noun cannot 
precede all the other arguments while in French and Italian the head noun can do 
so. In set (II), English allows the head noun to follow the adjective while Italian 
allows it to precede the adjective. 
In view of this variation in word order in nominals across these three 
languages, I review some recent studies on parameterization of word order in 
nominals in different approaches. In the GB approach, Giorgi & Longobardi 
(1991) suggests a Head-Subject Parameter in nominals while Valois (1991) 
argues for parameterizing through head-movement to inflectional morphology. 
Longobardi (1994) proposes the N^-to-D^ movement in the parameterization of 
nominals in overt/ covert syntax. In the Minimalist approach, Longobardi (1994) 
further articulates his theory in the appendix in terms of feature-checking 
mechanism of a referentiality feature in DP. 
2.1.2.1. GB approach 
Giorgi & Longobardi (1991:117) suggests an internal argument hierarchy in 
nominal: possessor > agent > theme. This Thematic Hierarchy is syntactically 
realized as in Fig.2.6: 
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N ' " Germanic Romance 
/ \ NP NP � � ^^ ^_^ 
N " possessor / ' ^ » s ^^^^^~~~^ 
y ^ \ Spec N' Spec N' a (ext) 
N' agent (ext)a X \ X \ 
/ \ N ^(int) N ^( im) 
N theme 
Fig. 2.6 Fig. 2.7 Fig. 2.8 
The Thematic Hierarchy is supported by the asymmetric c-commanding relations 
among the three arguments on the basis of binding relations. Higher arguments 
bind the lower ones, but not vice-versa. For example, in (8a) the theme-pronoun, 
lui is bound by the agent, Gianni, although the former comes before the latter on 
surface. According to the Hierarchy in Fig. 2.6, the agent (one of the external 
arguments) occupies a higher position and so c-commands the theme (the internal 
argument). Therefore, the two arguments have a co-indexing relation. However, 
the possessive pronoun, sua, in (8b) cannot be bound by and so cannot be co-
indexed with the theme, Gianni because in Fig. 2.6, the possessor occupies a 
higher position and so c-commands the theme. Therefore the R-expression， 
Gianni is bound and violates Principle C of the Binding Theory. 
(8) a. Italian: La descrizione di lui; della madre di Giannij e troppo 
lusinghiera 
(theme-int) (agent-ext) 
the description ofh im of Gianni's mother is too flattering 
'Gianni's mother's description ofhim... ' 
b. * La suai descrizione della madre di Gianni i e troppo lusinghiera 
Q)oss-ext) (theme-int) 
his description of Gianni's mother is too flattering 
‘His description of Gianni's mother...' 
c. English: John's book 
d. Italian: il libro di Gianni 
'the book of Gianni， 
e. English: * the e book of John 
f. Italian: * il Gianni+GEN libro 
‘the Gianni+GEN book， 
With the establishment of this Thematic Hierarchy, data from (8c-f) show 
the different word order of arguments in nominals between English and Italian is 
due to the positions of the external arguments (agent and possessor). Giorgi & 
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Longobardi propose the Head-Subject Parameter to account for the word order 
(Fig. 2.7 for Germanic languages; Fig. 2.8 for Romance languages). In Germanic 
languages, the external argument is base-generated in the SpecNP, i.e. on the left 
of the head N (Fig. 2.7). So in (8c), the possessor, John, as the subject of the 
nominal precedes the head N, book. In (8e), the possessor occupies a postnominal 
position, i.e. on the right of the head which does not fit Fig. 2.7. Romance 
languages base-generate the external arguments (including the possessor and the 
agent) on the right, as in Fig. 2.8. So in (8d) , the possessor, Gianni occupies a 
postnominal position in Fig. 2.8. In (8f), the nominal is ungrammatical since the 
possessor is prenominal and Italian does not have a prenominal genitive marker 
for the possessor. To sum up, the Head-Subject Parameter can account for the 
variation of argument positions in nominals in English (Germanic) and Italian 
(Romance). 
Valois (1991) proposes that in spite of the asymmetry for argument 
positions in nominals between Germanic and Romance languages as proposed by 
Giorgi & Longobardi (1991), the nominal structures for these two types of 
languages are in fact the same. The parameterization of the word order inside the 
nominals lies in the movement of the head noun to inflectional heads, just as the 
movement ofverbs in clauses of the two languages (c.f. Larson (1988); Sportiche 
(1990)). Take the following prenominal and postnominal data as an illustration. 
(9) a. English: Rembrandt's (agent) portrait ofAristotle (theme) 
b. *the portrait of Aristotle of Rembrandt 
c. French: Le portrait de Rembrandt (agent) d'Aristote (theme) 
‘the portrait ofRembrandt ofAristotle, 
In English (9a-b), the agent, Rembrandt, has to occupy the prenominal position to 
get the genitive case, <y; otherwise, the nominal will be ungrammatical if the agent 
follows the head noun. In French (9c), the agent can occupy the postnominal 
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Valois proposes that the nominals of the two languages have the same 
structure as in Fig 2.9 - 2.10, in which NP* accommodates the agent. The 
parameterization between them lies in the N-movement from the innermost NP 
just as the V-movement from the VP shell in the two languages (e.g. Pollock 
1989, Chomsky 1990). So in both languages the head noun is generated in the 
innermost NP taking the theme as the complement. In French (Fig. 2.9), the head 
noun moves via the head N*, crosses the agent in SpecNP* and lands at Num^ to 
pick up the plurality/singularity feature there, which is analogous to the verb 
moving upwards to get tense and agreement feature in a clause. As a result in the 
nominal the head noun precedes the agent. In English, as in the clausal case that -
tense and agreement features move downwards by Affix-hopping to the verb 
inside the VP-shell, the head noun remains unmoved inside the innermost NP. 
Through Affix-hopping, the plurality/singularity feature moves downwards from 
Num^ via N* to the head noun. Hence in English the agent precedes the head 
noun. Therefore, the parameter for the word order in Germanic and Romance 
nominals hinges on the choices between N-movement and inflectional affix-
hopping. 
In Longobardi (1994), word order in nominals is parameterizaed in terms of 
the overt/ covert N^-to-D^ movement. The motivating dataset is the word order of … 
adjectives and proper nouns in Italian and English. Consider: 
(10) a. Old John came in. 
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b. * John old came in. 
c. * The old John came in. 
(11) a. L'antica Roma 
•') ^ t 
'the ancient Rome' 
b. * Antica Roma 
c. Roma antica 
In English (lOa-c), John cannot precede the adjective and even if it follows the 
adjective, there cannot be a lexical determiner (e.g. the) preceding the whole 
nominal. In Italian (11 a-c), the word order is just the opposite. A lexical 
determiner must precede the adjective if Roma remains post-adjectival; otherwise, 
Roma must precede the adjective. 
The basic assumption for explaining the data is that an empty D^ in the 
nominal, like other empty categories, should be lexically governed. So nominals 
with an empty D^ can be lexically governed in object position, but not in subject 
position. The reason is that the existential closure in VP can bind the empty D^ of 
the DP in object position. Thus, in subject position, the empty D^ has to be filled 
either by a lexical determiner or by the head noun moving to D^. And the 
parameterization of the nominals in the two languages lies in this N^-to-D^ 
movement. 
(12) N raises to D (by substitution^) in the Syntax in Italian but not in English. 
Italian (S-structure: overt movement) English (LF: covert movement) 
DP DP 
y ^ y ^ 
D' D, 
八 八 
D NP D NP 
T / ^ T y ^ 
I N, I N, 
I I I ！ 
I N I N 
Fig.2.11 Fig.2.12 
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The difference between Italian and English is that in Italian, the N^-to-D^ 
movement takes place in overt syritax, i.e. at S-structure, while in English, it does 
so in covert syntax, i.e. at LF. In Fig. 2.11, the Italian proper noun, base-
generated at N。，moves to lexically govern the empty D^ (or D^ can be filled by 
an appropriate lexical determiner). If there is an adjective in SpecNP, the noun 
will precede it at S-structure. However, in English (Fig. 2.12), the empty D^ still 
has to be governed. Since English does not allow a lexical determiner to associate 
with proper nouns, N^-to-D^ movement seems to be a possible way. But unlike 
Italian, English does not allow the proper noun to precede the adjective, so it is 
suggested that the same movement takes place at LF in order for the empty D^ to 
be licensed by lexical government. To sum up, the word order in nominals of 
Italian and English lies in whether N^-to-D^ movement (due to lexical 
government) takes place in overt or covert syntax. 
2.1.2.2. Minimalist approach 
As recent linguistic theory suggests that parameterization of languages lies in 
functional categories, in the appendix of Longobardi (1994:659-662), he 
reformulates the above parameter for word order in nominals in terms of feature 
checking mechanism in the Minimalist spirit. He proposes a referentiality feature 
[±R] for the definite and non-definite readings of nominals. The general idea is 
that in Italian, this feature is strong and so attracts the head noun to undergo N^-
to-D^ movement to check it off in overt syntax (S-structure). In English this 
feature is weak, so it can wait until LF to be checked off by the same N^-to-D® 
movement. 
Adopting the principle of Procrastinate in Chomsky (1993), Longobardi 
reformulates the parameterization ofDP structure in Minimalist spirit as follows: 
(13) All D positions are universally generated with an abstract feature 土 R 
(suggesting "referential"), which must be checked with respect to at least one 
of its values. 
(14) This 土 R feature is strong in Romance and weak in Germanic. 
(15) +R is universally checked iff the D is interpreted as being in a chain 
containing an object-referring expression (in the sense clarified in the text, 
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i.e., a pronoun or a proper name). 
(16) -R is universally checked iff the D is interpreted as being in a chain not 
containing any object-referring expression. 
(17) The lexical government requirement on empty heads universally applies 
atLF. 
(18) The existential interpretation of empty Ds universally applies freely (is 
an "anywhere" rule). Once it is assigned, it cannot be removed, nor can the D 
be filled by any material. 
There are three categories that D � c a n base-generate: a pronoun, a lexical 
determiner or an empty category. First consider when +R value of the referential 
feature is checked off (c.f. condition (15)). When a pronoun is in D。，(15) is 
fulfilled because a pronoun is an object-referring expression, as in Italian in (19a) 
and in English (19d). When a lexical determiner is in D。，there are two cases to 
be considered: an expletive article and a non-expletive article. In case of an 
expletive article, +R will be checked off only if D^ forms a chain with a proper 
name, as in (19b) for Italian. But this is not true for English (19e) since the 
language does not have the expletive function of articles^. In the case of a non-
expletive article, there leaves no possibility in (15) to check +R value off. When 
0^ is empty, a proper name raises to D^ to form a chain with an object-referring 
expression in both languages, as in (19c). 
(19) a. Italian: noi (medici); d. English : we (doctors) 
b. Italian: la Maria; e. English: * the Maria 
c. Italian: Maria f. English: Maria 
Now let's check the -R value of D^. When it is occupied by a pronoun, no -
R value is checked because of condition (16). When there is a lexical determiner, 
again there are two cases: an expletive one and a non-expletive one. In the case of 
an expletive determiner, when the N is an object-referring expression, forming a 
chain with D, condition (16) is violated and no -R value is checked off. When the 
N is a common noun, -R is checked off and the structure is assigned a generic 
reading. This result is obtained in both Italian and English, as in (20). When D is 
occupied by a non-expletive determiner, which behaves as an operator^, the range 
for its variable will be provided by a non-object referring common noun. Thus a 
specific reading is obtained for both languages, as in (20b). 
(20) a. Italian: il castoro/ i castori (generic reading) 
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English: the beaver 
b. Italian: il castoro/ i castori/ogni castoro/alcuni castori, etc. (specific 
reading) 
English: the beaver/the beavers/every beaver/some beavers, etc. 
c. Italian: castori (specific existential reading in lexically governed 
positions) 
English: beavers 
d. Italian: * castori (generic reading) 
English: beavers (generic reading) 
When the D � i s empty, movement of an object-referring proper name will 
violate condition (16). I f N is replaced by a common noun, its movement to D^ 
will obtain a generic reading, as in the English example in (20d). The 
ungrammatical Italian counterpart will be explained later. However, if the 
common noun does not raise to D^, -R value can still be checked off by 
interpreting D。，since D^ still does not relate to an object-referring expression (c.f. 
(16)). So (17) and (18) are applied and D^ is frozen up to LF. This existentially 
interpreted empty D will then have the -R value checked off. Therefore, the bare 
nouns in (20c) get the existential reading in lexically governed positions (eg. in 
the object position) for both languages. 
Go back to the ungrammatical Italian bare noun in (20d) when it is 
interpreted as generic. In Romance, since 士 R feature is strong as assumed before, 
if the - R value is checked off, this has to be done before PF. Because -R value 
can be checked offby interpreting the empty D^ without any N^-to-D^ movement, 
only the existential reading is obtained from bare nouns (18), but not the generic 
reading. In Germanic languages, because the feature is weak, the - R feature can 
wait for being checked off until LF by Procrastinate. As a result, a bare noun is 
ambiguous between being existentially interpreted at D^ or moving to D^ for a 
generic reading. That is why a bare noun (eg. in English as in (20d)) can get a 
generic reading. 
In conclusion, the previous parameterization for the internal structure of DP 
that N^-to-D^ operates in overt syntax in Romance but in LF in Germanic can be 
reduced to the strong/ weak difference in the referential feature of the functional 
head D � : the feature is strong in Romance and weak in Germanic. 
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This section has reviewed selected studies on GB and Minimalist 
approaches to parameterization in 'nominal structures in Romance and Germanic 
languages. Later in this Chapter, I will demonstrate how such a parameterization 
can be applied to the nominal structure of Cantonese and Mandarin. First I 
present an evaluation of four models for Chinese nominal structure. 
2.2 Evaluation of the four models ofChinese nominal structures 
To date, there have been four models for Chinese (Mandarin) nominal structures, 
namely Tang (1990a, b), Gao (1993), Sung (1994) and Cheng & Sybesma (1997) 
(shortened as: C&S (1997)). The first three are based on Mandarin data while the 
fourth one covers both Cantonese and Mandarin data. 
2.2.1. Mandarin 
2 2.1.1 Tang (1990a, b) - a DP analysis 
Tang (1990a,b) is the first one who applies the DP-analysis of Abney (1987) to 
Mandarin nominals, as in Fig. 2.13. The structures in Study (a) and Study (b) are 
the same except that the former names CLP as KP. The main feature is that the 
maximal projection ofMandarin nominals is also a DP, similar to that ofEnglish 
nominals. The configuration of the DP model in Fig. 2.13 can predict the 
sequence ofdata in (21a), with na in D, san in Num, ben in CL and syu in N and 
can rule out the ungrammatical sequences in (21 b-f). 
(21) a. na san ben shu DP 
that three CL book ^ ^ 
b. * na ben san shu spec ^ ^ ^ 
that CL three book D CLP 
c. * san na ben shu / \ 
three that CL book s p e c ^ ^ c ^ 
d. * san ben na shu cL NP 
three CL that book A A 
e . * b e n n a s a n s h u Num CL spec N' 
CL that three book ^ 
f. * ben san na shu Fig. 2.13 
CL three that book 
The model can also capture the fact that D or DP is not necessarily present 
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in the structure, as shown in (22a). 
(22) a. san ben shu 
three CL book 
'three books' 
b. na ben shu 
that CL book 
'that book’ 
c. * na san shu 
that three book 
‘those three books' 
d. * na shu 
that book 
Numerals O^um) and classifiers (CL) form a constituent under the head CL. 
In the presence of D, Num-CL has to be present as a whole. Otherwise, the 
structure will be ungrammatical, as in (22c-d). In (22b), there should be a 
phonologically-deleted Num, yi ‘one，，which is due to stylistic reasons, (Tang 
1990a:346). So Num-CL is still present as a whole. Even in the absencl o f D , 
Num-CL still has to be present as a constituent, which correctly rules out (23a-b), 
or the constituent has to disappear as a whole as in the case ofbare nouns (23c) .‘ 
(23) a. * san shu 
three book 





There is no more than a single Num-CL constituent with the Num preceding 
the CL. So, either (24a) with more than one CL or (24b) with CL preceding Num 
is correctly ruled out. 
(24) a. * na ben san ben shu 
that CL three CL book 
b. * na ben san shu 
that CL three book 
Another feature of the model is that the head CL selects NP. Tang 
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(1990b:401) claims that this selectional relationship between the classifier and 
the head noun in fact is a kind of ‘agreement,. Therefore it is the CL - ben and 
not ge - that selects shu ‘book，(25a). On the other hand, it is the CL ge _ and not 
ben _ that selects ren 'man' as head noun (25b). 
(25) a. na san berv' *ge shu 
that three CL/CL book 
‘those three books' 
b. na san ge/ *ben ren 
that three CL/CL man 
'those three men’ 
The positions of SpecDP and SpecNP in the DP model can also predict the 
word order in (26) (Tang 1990a:347). The PossP, Zhangsan de, occupies SpecNP 
in (26a) and SpecDP in (26c). This alternation is due to movement from SpecNP 
to SpecDP, given that the PossP is base-generated in SpecNP (Fig. 2.13). Further 
the movement is not allowed to stop at SpecCLP between SpecDP and SpecNP 
and hence the ungrammatical (26b). 
(26)a. na yi ben Zhangsan de shu 
that one CL Zhangsan ,s book 
'that Zhangsan's book' 
b. * na Zhangsan de yi ben shu 
that Zhangsan's one CL book 
c. Zhangsan de na yi ben shu 
Zhangsan's that one CL book 
‘Zhangsan's that book' 
Despite the correct prediction of the above distributional facts, there are 
some problems in Tang's model. The head numeral and the head CL as a 
constituent under the head of CLP violate the X-bar theory, which requires an X^ 
to be filled by one lexical head. Second, the head Num and the head CL need not 
combine as a constituent in a nominal. While it is true that the presence o faNum 
entails that of a CL, as in (23a), it is not true for the reverse. Although Tang 
claims that (23b) is ungrammatical (due to the absence ofNum), it is well-formed 
in the following. 
(27) Ta mai-le ben shu 
he buy-PFV CL book 
'He has bought a book.’ 
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Moreover, i f N u m and CL form as a constituent^ that means other lexical items 
cannot be inserted between them.* In fact, this will incorrectly rule out (28), in 
which an adjective can be inserted between Num and CL. 
(28) san da ben shu 
three big CL book 
‘three big books' 
Thirdly, in the treatment of the alternating positions for PossP in (26a-c), it is 
claimed that the PossP cannot stop at SpecCLP (Fig. 2.13). It is alright since not 
everything can be a candidate for a certain spec-position. However, Tang does 
not discuss the role of SpecCLP; nor does she suggest anything to fill the 
position. 
2.2.1.2. Gao fl993) - an NP analvsis 
The main feature of Gao's model is that the nominal is analysed as an NP, in 
which CLP occupies SpecNP. While demonstratives are located at SpecCLP, 
Num-CL is still analyzed as a ‘compound，，filling the head CL, although in the 
tree diagram he does not mark the two heads: Num and CL explicitly under the 
head CL. 
The data motivating his model in Fig. 2.14 are the number ofoccurrences of 
phrases: CLP, PossP and R(elative) C(lause) in a nominal, and their iterable and 
scrambling properties. Consider the number ofCLP first, as in (29a-b). 
(29) a. * yi bu yi ben xiaoshuo NP 
one CL one CL novel ^ " ^ ^ " \ 
'one unit and one unit ofnovel' ^ ^ 9 ^ ^ ^ ^ i L ^ 
, 朱 , . 1 . , Dem CL’ Complement N 
b.不 zne wei zhe ming zhe ge xuesheng | 
this CL this CL this CL student CL* 
‘this unit, this unit and this unit ofstudent' [*: the CLP is headed by a lexical CL 
and a numeral as a compound.] 
Fig.2.14 
The number of CLP, whether SpecCLP has a demonstrative (29b) or not (29a), 
has to be limited to one. This is predicted by the structure because only one CLP 
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is allowed in SpecNP. If there is more than one CLP, there will be no SpecNP to 
accommodate them. 
•> ^ t 
Unlike CLP, PossP and RC can iterate in a nominal. Because of this 
unlimited number of iteration, Gao suggests that PossP and RC are adjoined to 
NP or N, level since there is no limit to adjunction. In the case of PossP (30a), 
the two PossP, Zhangsan de and Lisi de are adjoined to NP, forming two 
adjoined nodes, NP，(30b.) where Wangwu is the complement o fN . In the case of 
RC (31), the two RC both can adjoin to N,(31b) or to NP (31c). Or one ofthem 
adjoins to NP and the other to N,, as in (31a). 
(30) a. Zhangsan de Lisi de na ben Wangwu de xiaoshuo 
Zhangsan DE Lisi DE that CL Wangwu DE novel 
(i) The novel about Wangwu that is written by Lisi and that belongs to 
Zhangsan' 
(ii) ‘the novel about Wangwu that belongs to Lisi and that is written by 
Zhangsan' 
b. [NP'Zhangsan de [NP, Lisi de [NP na ben [N, [compiementWangwu de [^ 
shu]]]]]] 
(31) a. [NP" wo renshi de [n? na wei [N, jiao yuyanxue de [w yinguo laoshi]]]] 
‘ I know DE that CL teach linguisiics DE British teacher 
‘the English teacher that I know who teaches linguistics' 
b. [NP na wei [N，wo renshi de [N, jiao yuyanxue de [N yingguo laoshi]]]] 
c. [NP，wo renshi de [肥 jiao yuyanxue de [NP na wei [N, [N yingguo 
laoshi]]]]] 
In a nominal, PossP and RC can not only iterate, but also scramble with 
each other. This free order supports the suggestion they associate with the head 
noun by adjunction. In (32a-f), PossP is marked in italics and RC in bold-face 
and the meanings of all these sentences are the same. 
(32) a. wo xihuan de Zhangsan de na san zhi qianbi 
I like DE Zhangsan DE that three CL pencil 
‘those three pencils of Zhangsan's that I like, 
b. wo xihuan de na san zhi Zhangsan de qianbi 
c. na san zhi wo xihuan de Zhangsan de qianbi 
d. Zhangsan de wo xihuan de na san zhi qianbi 
e. Zhangsan de na san zhi wo xihuan de qianbi 
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f. na san zhi Zhangsan de wo xihuan de qianbi 
. ‘t 
Num and CL combine as a compound under the head CL. Apart from the 
inability of insertion between Num and CL, he argues that the number feature of 
a head noun is contributed by both Num and CL. For example, in (33), although 
the Num is yi ‘one，，it combines with the plural CL, qun ‘flock，. Therefore the 
head noun is marked as plural. 
(3 3) yi qun haizi/ haizimen 
one CLPi kid/kids 
'a group ofkids' 
Again，like Tang's model, Gao's puts Num-CL as a compound in the head 
of CLP. Although he justifies this position by number agreement between the 
noun and the whole Num-CL compound as shown in (33), such a compound 
violates the X-bar theory because the two lexical items: Num and CL occupy one 
head position. Later I will show that such a number agreement can only resort to 
usual spec-head agreement in X-bar theory. Second, it seems too free to iterate 
PossP (and also RC) at NP and N, level so that interpretation ofmore than one 
PossP is difficult. Back to (30a), suppose the nominal is reduced to: Zhangsan de 
Lisi 论 x i — u o 'Zhangsan,s Lisi,s novel，，it is difficult to process both 
Zhangsan and Lisi as possessors of the head noun. Third, in his model, CLP is in 
a specifier position. Since in X-bar theory, a specifier position o f X P is optional, 
the CLP should be predicted as optional. However, as later sections show, the 
CLP in fact occupies a prominent position, even in a bare noun. 
2.2.1.3. Sung (1994) - a DP analysis 
Different from the above models, Sung's includes a Numeral projection, NumP, 
which selects an NP (Fig. 2.15). Like Gao's, the CLP is in SpecNP. Building on 
such a DP model, Sung proposes a CL^-to-Num^ incorporation to account for the 
assignability of genitive case to a true CL and a measural CL by the head N. 
Consider: 
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(34) a. sanben(*de)shu (true CL) ^ ^ 
three CL DE book D， 
‘three books' > / ^ 
b. san bang (de) rou (measural CL) ^ ^ 
three CL DE meat Num， 
'three pounds of meat' ^Nu^T^NP 
I y ^ 
(34a) involves a sortal CL, ben, which cannot I CLP N, 
丨 八 I 
be followed by de in the nominal, but in (34b) a I CL' N 
measural CL, bang, is used and can optionally ‘ CL 
Fig 2 15 
associate with de (Chao 1968; Cheung 1972). . 
It is proposed that a CL^-to-Num^ incorporation mechanism accounts for the 
distribution of the genitive marker, de, in the above data. In the case of a sortal/ 
true CL, de cannot be inserted between the CL and N because the lexical CL has 
incorporated into the Num^ and associated with the lexical Num (Fig. 2.15). So 
the CL, no longer in SpecNP, cannot be assigned the genitive case marker, de, by 
the head N. When there is a measural CL, de is optional because the lexical CL 
does not necessarily incorporate into the Num� . As a result it can stay in the 
SpecNP and gets the genitive case marker, de. When the measural CL 
incorporates into Num。，it will not be case-marked or associated with de. 
Using this case-driven mechanism, Sung also explains the alternating 
positions of a PossP in SpecNP and SpecDP by genitive-case assignment. 
Consider: 
(35) a. [NumP san ben [NpZhangsan de [N’[N shu ]]]] OSfumP) 
three CL Zhangsan DE book 
‘three books of Zhangsan's' 
b. [DP Zhangsan de [NumP san ben [NP [N，[N shu ]]]]](DP) 
Zhangsan DE three CL book 
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, Zhangsan' s three books' 
In (35a), the PossP, Zhangsan, b~se-generates in SpecNP where it is assigned the 
genitive case marker, de. This SpecNP is available because the true CL, ben, has 
already incorporated into Num 0. In (3 5b), the PossP moves from SpecNP to 
SpecDP through spec-to-spec movement. 
One of the problem in Sung's model is that CLP is in SpecNP, like Gao's. 
Since a specifier in X-bar theory can be optional, CLP is also predicted to be 
optional in SpecNP. Secondly, there is one specifier position being left 
undiscussed, namely SpecNumP. When a PossP moves from SpecNP (after the 
lexical CL has incorporated into Numo), it is not allowed to land in SpecNumP 
and has to move upward to SpecDP. Otherwise (36a) will be generated. 
(36) a. * [oP Na [NumP Zhangsan de [Num san ben [NP t [N shu ]]]]] 
that Zhangsan DE three CL book 
'those Zhangsan's three books' 
b. * Na mei san ge ren 
those every three people 
'those every three men' 
Thirdly, his model can wrongly generate (36b) where the universal quantifier, 
mei 'every' occupies SpecNumP since it is a reasonable position for quantifiers. 
One may argue that the quantifier may occupy DO and the ungrammatical (36b) is 
due to co-occurrence of mei and na in the same DO. But then apart from the 
SpecCLP, there will be another superfluous specifier, SpecNumP. 
2.2.1.4. Cheng & Sybesma (1997) - a CLP analysis 
Of the four models of nominal structure, C&S (1997) is the only one which 
covers data from both Mandarin and Cantonese. With regard to the data, C&S 
not only discuss the distributional facts but also the semantic interpretations, such 
as (in)definiteness and genericity. They account for these interpretations in terms 
of the functional category, Classifier Phrase, in the nominal structure. 
Since their studies involves some semantic notions and so does the thesis, I 
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give their working definitions as follows: 
A generic noun denotes a set to which the object named belongs (Krifka 
1995; Chen 1987). For example, ‘John likes books ' 
A definite noun denotes (i) an object/ individual that is identifiable by the 
speaker and the hearer in the discourse (Giv6n 1984; Chen 1987). For example: 
in T v e bought the book，，both the speaker and the hearer have the same 
reference denoted by the noun 'the book'; (ii) an object/ individual that is 
referred to with some pointing gesture by the speaker even that object/ individual 
is not mentioned before in the discourse. A definite noun of such use is called a 
deictic noun. For example: ‘Look! The car is coming.’ (the speaker pointing to a 
car). 
A non-specific indefinite noun denotes an arbitrary instance of the objects/ 
individuals in the set whose kind is denoted by the noun. For example: ‘There are 
two apples on the table., 
A specific indefinite noun denotes an arbitrary instance of the subset of 
objects/ individuals expressed by the noun which has been introduced before in 
the discourse. In other words, the noun has a partitive reading (En9^ 1991; 
Diesing 1992). For example:'There were ten apples on the table. Suddenly two 
apples fell on the floor.’ 
In C&S (1997), there are two structures for both Mandarin and Cantonese 
nominals. In Fig. 2.16, the structure is for indefinite (specific and non-specific) 
interpretation where the head Num selects a CLP, whose head then selects an NP. 
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Fig. 2.16 (indefinite) Fig. 2.17 (defmite & generic) 
Their theoretical assumptions are as follows: 
(37) The indefinite interpretation of nominals in Chinese is linked to the presence 
of a NumeralP (with an overt or non-overt head) (p.20). 
(38) A noun in a language like Chinese can only be indefinite in case there is a 
numeral (p.20). 
(39) In Mandarin, overt classifiers are always accompanied by a Numeral. The 
Numeral is overt or non-overt (p.21). 
In Mandarin, the motivating noun types are bare nouns, CL-N phrases and 
Num-CL-N phrases. Their interpretations are summarized in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1 • Interpretations of noun phrases in Mandarin 
Mandarin 
spec, indefinite non-spec indefinite definite generic 一 
bare noun - + + + 
CL-N - _ + ： ： 
Num-CL-N + 一 + ： ： 
Bare nouns in object position can denote indefinite (non-specific) reading (40) 
but cannot in subject position (41). 
indefinite (non-specific) 
(40) Hufei mai shu qu le [object] 
Hufei buy book go SFP 




dog want cross road 
'The dog wants to cross the road., 
NOT: 'A dog wants to cross the road.’ 
". ^ i 
For (40), since the bare noun is interpreted as non-specific indefinite, according 
to (38)，its structure is in Fig. 2.16, which has a NumP projection. This NumP 
projection contributes to indefinite interpretation (37). The non-specific reading 
is due to the non-overt head Num^. In (41) due to the definiteness effect (Chao 
1968, Zhu 1982), the bare noun in the subject position cannot be interpreted as 
non-specific indefinite reading. This is due to the empty head Num^ (Fig. 2.16), 
which is left ungoverned lexically in the subject position (c.f. the ungovemed 
empty D^ in Longobardi (1994)) because there is no lexical verb preceding the 
subject to lexically govem the empty Num^. 
Bare nouns either in subject position (42) or in object position (43) can have 
a definite interpretation, 
definite: 
(42) goujintian tebie tinghua [subject: 
dog today very obedient 
‘The dog/dogs was/were very obedient today.’ 
(43) Hufei he-wan-le tang [object] 
Hufei drink-finished-LE soup 
'Hufei finished the soup.’ 
The definite bare noun is not limited to lexically governed positions. That is, it 
can appear in subject position. The structure for this definite bare noun is Fig. 
2.17, which does not have a NumP. Due to (37), the structure has no NumP and 
its interpretation is non-indefinite. 
However, the problem still remains as to why the structure in Fig. 2.17 can 
occur in subject position (where there is no lexical government) since there is an 
empty CL� . This is solved by the N^-to-CL^ movement, like the N^-to-D^ 
movement in Longobardi (1994). In doing so, there will be no ungovemed empty 
heads and so the definite bare noun can appear in subject position. 
Bare nouns can also denote genericity in both object (44) and subject (45) 
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positions. Because the interpretation is non-indefinite, the structure of generic 
bare nouns involves Fig.2.17 where there is no NumP projection. Given that 
generic bare nouns are not subject to lexical government (45), they have 
undergone the N^-to-CL^ movement, governing the empty head CL^ . So the 
movement is the same as in the case of definite bare nouns. However, C&S do 
not show how the two readings: definite and generic can be distinguished by the 
same movement. 
generic 
(44) wo xihuan gou [object] 
I like dog 
‘I like dogs., 
(45) gou ai chi rou [subject] 
dog love eat meat 
‘Dogs love to eat meat.’ 
Before moving to the structures and interpretations of CL-N phrases in 
Mandarin, let me repeat Fig. 2.16 and Fig. 2.17 as Fig. 2.18 and Fig. 2.19 
respectively. 
NumP 
- - ^ ^ \ CLP 
Num, y ^ ^ \ 
^ \ CL, 
Num CLP / < / ^ 
y ^ ^ ^ CL NP 
CL， 丨 
^ \ N 
CL NP 
I 
N Fig. 2.19(defmite) 
Fig. 2.18 (indefinite) 
In Mandarin, CL-N phrases are non-specific indefinite (46a) in object 
position, but not in subject position (46b) . C&S demonstrate the non-specific 
reading of the indefinite CL-N by putting it in a bounded predicate (47b). It is 
found that since a bounded predicate forces the specific reading of an indefinite 
noun (Sybesma 1992: 176-178), the sentence in (47b) with a non-specific 
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indefinite CL-N phrase, wan tang, is ungrammatical. But in (47a), the Num-CL-
N phrase, yi wan tang, can be forced to have a specific reading and hence the 
grammaticality. This fact also shows that CL-N phrase is not due to the 
phonological deletion of >'/-CL-N phrase because if they differ only at this 
phonological point, they should be expected to behave grammatically in both 
(47a-b). 
indefinite (non-specific): 
(46) a. wo xiang mai ben shu [object 
I would like buy CL book 
‘I would like to buy a book， 
b. * ben shu bu hao 
CL book not good 
‘the/ a book is not good.， 
(47) a. wo he-wan-le yi-wan tang 
I drink-finished-LE one CL soup 
'I finished a bowl of soup.， 
b. * wo he-wan-le wan tang 
I drink-finished-LE CL soup 
‘I finished a bowl of soup., 
Now let's consider the structure of CL-N phrases. Because it has an 
indefinite interpretation, it should consist of a NumP and hence the structure in 
Fig. 2.18. Although there is a NumP, there is no overt head Num� . As in the case 
ofnon-specific indefinite bare nouns, the non-overt head Num^ in indefinite CL-
N phrases leads to the non-specific reading. It may be argued that the NumP with 
a non-overt head lacks Quantifier Raising . Instead, it relies on the presence of 
existential closure to supply the existential quantification, yielding a narrow 
scope non-specific reading (p.21; c.f. Diesing 1992). The non-specific indefinite 
CL-N phrase is not allowed in subject position as in (46b) because the empty 
head Num^ in Fig. 2.18 is ungovemed. 
In Mandarin, CL-N phrases do not denote definiteness in either subject 
position (48a) or object position (48b). 
(48) a. * Ben shu han hao kan 
CL book very good read 
'The book is very readable.' 
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b. # Ni mai-le ben shu mei-you? 
you buy-LE CL book no-have 
NOT: 'Did you buy the book?' 
BUT: ‘Did you buy a book?' 
Apparently, the CL-N phrases may be argued to have the structure for 
definiteness in Fig.2.19. In fact, they do not. C&S make an assumption in (39) 
that in Mandarin, overt classifiers are always accompanied by a Num (be it overt 
or non-overt). Therefore, Fig. 2.19, which has no NumP projection, is not 
available in CL-N phrases and hence no definite interpretation for them. 
Finally, as for the (non)-specificity readings of indefinite Num-CL-N phrases 
(Table 2.1.), their indefinite meaning is due to the presence of the NumP 
projection. So the structure will be Fig. 2.18. And since the phrases have an overt 
head Num^ the NumP is ‘a fullfledged quantifier and thus can undergo QR' 
(p.21). As a result, they can escape the existential quantification and be 
interpreted as specific. If they choose not to QR, they remain within the VP shell 
and are bound by the existential quantifier. 
2.2.2. Cantonese 
22.27. Cheng & Sybesma (1997) - a CLP analysis 
Of the above four models for Chinese nominal structure, only C&S (1997) 
discuss Cantonese data in their model and attempt to explain the differences and 
similarities between Cantonese and Mandarin nominals. The Cantonese data are 
based on bare nouns, CL-N phrases and Num-CL-N phrases. The interpretations 
ofthese various nominals are summarized and compared with those in Mandarin 
in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2. Interpretations of noun phrases in Cantonese and Mandarin 
Cantonese Mandarin _ 
indef. indef. def. generic indef. indef. ~~def. | generic 
spec. n. spec spec. n. spec 
bareN - + I + _ + + + 
CL-N - 一 + + ~~： - — ~ ~； ： ：~~ 
Num-CL-N + + I I + + I ^ 
The structures ofCantonese nominals are the same as those ofMandarin, as in: 
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NumP 
/ ^ \ ^ , ‘‘ CLP 
Num' / \ 
/ ^ ^ \ CL' 
Num CLP x ^ \ 
X ^ CL NP 
CL' 丨 
y ^ N 
CL NP 
N Fig.2.21 (definite) 
Fig. 2.20 (indefinite) 
As in Mandarin, bare nouns in Cantonese denote non-specific indefinite 
reading in object position (49a.), but not in subject position (49b) due to the 
definiteness effect. 
indefinite (non-specific) 
(49) a. Wufei heoi maai syu [object] 
Wufei go buy book 
'Wufei went to buy a book/books.' 
* indefinite 
b. * gau soeng gwo maalou [subject] 
dog want cross road 
‘The dog wants to cross the road.， 
They have the structure in Fig. 2.20 in which the NumP projection is for 
indefinite interpretation. The empty head Num^ is for the non-specific reading 
and is subject to lexical government. Hence bare nouns are not allowed in subject 
position where there is no lexical government on the empty head Num� . 
Bare nouns in Cantonese cannot be used as definites both in subject and 
object positions, as they do in Mandarin. Consider: 
* definite 
(50) a. Wufei jam-jyun *(wun) tong la. [object] 
Wufei drink-finish CL soup SFP 
‘Wufei finished drinking the (bowl of) soup.， 
b. * (zek) gau gamjat dakbit tengwaa [subject] 
CL dog today special obedient 
‘The dog is specially obedient today.， 
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C&S suggest that Cantonese does not choose N^-to-CL^ movement in Fig. 2.21 
to mark definiteness. Instead it chooses CL-insertion in Fig. 2.21 to make a CL-N 
___ ., ^ t 
phrase definite. This definite CL-N phrase will be explained later. 
Cantonese bare nouns, like Mandarin's, can denote genericity in both object 
and subject positions, as in: 
generic 
(51) a. ngo zung-ji gau [object] 
I like dog 
'I like dogs., 
b. gau zung-ji sikjuk [subject 
dog like eat meat 
‘Dogs love to eat meat.’ 
The structure involved is the CLP in Fig.2.21 where there is no NumP. In order 
to govern the empty CL^, the bare noun undergoes N^-to-CL^ movement. So it 
can appear in subject position. Also because there is no NumP, the bare noun 
does not denote the non-specific reading in the CLP structure. 
CL-N phrases in Cantonese can denote non-specific indefinite reading in 
object position (52), as they do in Mandarin. 
indefinite (non-specific^) 
(52) ngo soeng maai bun syu (lei taai) [object] 
I want buy CL book (come read) 
'I want to buy a book (to read).， 
The structure for this CL-N phrase is in Fig. 2.20 in which the NumP contributes 
the indefinite reading. Because there is no overt head Num^ in the NumP 
projection, the CL-N phrase is not allowed for QR and has to remian in the VP-
shell. Hence the indefinite reading is non-specific. 
Unlike Mandarin, the CL-N phrase in Cantonese can denote definiteness in 
both object and subject position (53a-b). If the overt CL is deleted, the resultant 
bare nouns cannot be definite. Hence ‘#，in (53a) marks a non-definite reading 
for the bare noun in object position. 
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definite 
(53) a. Wufei jam-jyun #(wun) tong la. [object: 
Wufei drink-finish CL soup SFP 
'Wufei finished drinking the (bowl of) soup., 
b. * (zek) gau gamjat dakbit tengwaa [subject] 
CL dog today special obedient 
‘The dog is specially obedient today.， 
The structure responsible for the definite CL-N phrase is Fig. 2.21, which is for 
definite interpretation. Because of the assumption made in (39), overt classifiers 
in Cantonese do not need to be accompanied by the NumP projection , be the 
head Num^ overt or non-overt. 
Now the fact is that in Cantonese, definites are due to the insertion of an 
overt classifier while in Mandarin, they are due to N^-to-CL^ movement by bare 
nouns. C&S (1997:21) suggest that ‘Cantonese simply presents the default option 
by choosing the insertion'^. 
Finally, as for the Num-CL-N phrase, the structure is the one in Fig. 2.20 in 
which a NumP proj ection is present. The interpretation of the phrase is indefinite, 
by assumption (38). This indefinite interpretation also involves both specific and 
non-specific readings because as a full-fledged quantifier, the NumP can allow 
the whole nominal to optionally undergo QR. The result of QR is the escape from 
the VP-shell and hence the specifc reading. If the NumP chooses not to QR, it 
remains in the VP-shell bound by the existential quantifier and hence the non-
specific reading. 
C&S (1997) offer a new perspective of examining the structure of nominals 
in terms of semantic (indefinite and definite) interpretations of them. The 
indefinite reading is mapped on a CLP structure headed by a NumP whereas the 
definite one on a CLP structure with no NumP. Second they try to parameterize 
the difference of nominals between Cantonese and Mandarin by suggesting that 
in Mandarin, an overt CL has to be accompanied by a NumP projection, which 
can have an overt or a covert head. Third, they employ the mechanism of N^-to-
CL^ movement, which is due to lexical government, to explain the asymmetry of 
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the distribution of bare nouns with non-specific indefinite, definite and generic 
readings in both Cantonese and Mandarin. 
.., ‘t 
However, their analysis is not without problems. First, they do not explain 
how to differentiate generic bare nouns and definite in Mandarin since both of 
them undergo the same N^-to-CL^ movement (Fig. 2.21). Second, in the structure 
where a NumP selects a CLP (Fig. 2.20), while they claim that the empty Num^ is 
subject to lexical government, they do not discuss whether there should also be 
N^-to-CL^ movement for the empty head CL^ in non-specific indefinite bare 
nouns in both Cantonese and Mandarin. 
This section has reviewed the four models for Chinese nominal structure: 
Tang (1990 a,b), Gao (1993), Sung (1994) and C&S (1997). The first three are 
motivated by Mandarin data while the fourth one covers data from both 
Cantonese and Mandarin. In the following section, I propose a parameterization 
for the differences as well as the similarities in Cantonese and Mandarin 
nominals under a new CLP model, which covers not only the data in both 
languages discussed above, but also the data of possessive construction and 
nominals with relative clauses in both languages. By means of feature checking 
theory, the semantic interpretations in nominals can also be explained. 
2.3. Parameterization in Cantonese and Mandarin nominals 
First I will present my model of nominals as a CLP, in the spirit of C&S (1997) 
and highlight the main features of it. Then I will propose a definiteness feature in 
Cantonese classifier system and a lack of such feature in Mandarin classifier 
system. The difference of the two languages in this aspect will result in different 
feature checking mechanisms in the funtional category, CLP, leading to 
parametric variation in their nominals. In the demonstration of the feature 
checking mechanisms, I will discuss the differences between the two languages 
(Cantonese first and Mandarin second) as well as their similarities. 
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2.3.1. Mv CLP model 
My model for nominal structure of Cantonese and CLP 
Mandarin has four characteristics (Fig. 2.22): NumP CL' 
(i) the head CL^ and the NP are in head-complement Num, O ^ ^ ^ F 
relation; ^ ^ \ 
Num N' 
(ii) the NumP is in SpecCLP; | 
… N 
(iii) there are no surplus specifiers, and Fig.2.22 
(iv) there is no DP 
I follow Tang (1990 a,b) and C&S (1997) in that the functional category, 
CLP, occupies a prominent position in the nominal structure: CL^ heads its own 
projection and selects an NP as its complement. Such a head-complement 
relation not only captures the fact that only in the presence ofalexical CL can the 
number of the head noun be counted, but also allows for the definite use of bare 
nouns and of CL-N phrases, as discussed before in C&S (1997). Later in this 
section I will also present data of Poss-CL-N phrases and RC-CL-N phrases 
whose structures hinge on this CLP functional category. 
Second, regarding the relationship between number and classifier, it has 
long been observed in the literature from the semantic viewpoint that there is a 
close relationship between the two elements in the sense that the quantity of the 
head noun is counted at the level of classifier (Paris 1989; Croft 1994). Moreover, 
from the structural point of view (e.g. Tang 1990a,b), nothing can be inserted 
between the number and the classifier, except some restricted adjectives, as in: 
yi da wan fan 
one big CL rice 
‘abig bowl ofrice,. 
However, there is no consensus on how to express such closeness between the 
number and the classifier in syntax given the previous four models. In my model, 
I put the NumP in the SpecCLP so that a specifier psfumP) - head (CL^) 
agreement relationship is established. 
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But the question is: what is the agreement between the number and the 
classifier? or: why should they be in a spec-head relation? Such an agreement 
• , » ( 
relationship can be viewed as a mathematical calculation between the number 
and the classifier for the quantity of the head noun. When there is no number, the 
classifier itself still has a default number. So in CL-N phrases, the default number 
of the CL is expressed and denotes the quantity of the head N. For example, 
singular classifiers, ge (in Mandarin )/ go (in Cantonese), denote a SEs[GULAR 
quantity. Moreover, there is another CL denoting a fuzzy PLURAL quantity. In 
Cantonese this plural CL is di and in Mandarin xie. As a result, CL-N phrases can 
denote a singular or a plural quantity. On the other hand, Chinese also has a 
classifier denoting a default number as TWO: dui (in Mandarin)/ deoi (in 
Cantonese), which means 'a pair of in English. When a number precedes a 
lexical CL, the CL itself acts as a unit on which the number is counted. That is, 
the number gives the quantity of the unit created by the CL, but not the quantity 
of the head noun, as illustrated in the following Cantonese example: 
saam deoipei-haai 
three pair shoes 
‘three pairs of shoes' 
The number saam does not refer to the individual shoes, but to the unit that is 
being counted and the unit is deoi . So the actual number of individual shoes is 
obtained by processing a mathematical calculation between the number saam 
‘three, and the default number (two) of deoi 'pair'. The quantity of individual 
shoes is six. Therefore, it is the numeral content of a classifier that interacts with 
the preceding number. If there is no number, the default numeral value of the CL 
is realized for the quantity of the head N，resulting in SEsfGULARITY or 
PLURALITY. In case of an overt number, it specifies the actual quantity of the 
unit inherent in the CL. Since the head of a NumP denotes an actual quantity and 
a CL has its default numeral content, these two categories have a numeral 
element as their common point. Such a common point is the agreement between a 
NumP and the head C L � o f CLP. Hence, the NumP occupies the SpecCLP, 
establishing a spec-head agreement with CL^. 
Moreover, the specifier position, SpecCLP, that the NumP occupies can find 
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support in Chomsky (1995: 54). He suggests that a functional element “may or 
may not take a specifier.". Since the CLP is assumed to be a functional category 
, ‘ ( 
in nominals, it is expected to optionally take a specifier. And the data of CL-N 
phrases discussed in C&S (1997) fit this condition because a NumP does not 
necessarily precede the CL. So the NumP may not be present in SpecCLP. 
In my model in Fig. 2.22 , there are no superfluous spec-positions and there 
will be no burden to make extra requirements to prohibit a certain category from 
being a superflous specifier. As will be shown in later sections, SpecNP can 
optionally accommodate possessors and SpecNumP generates demonstratives 
and quantifiers. 
Because the CLP can have deictic/ definite function as shown in C&S (1997) 
and in later sections, I do not postulate a DP for accommodating demonstratives. 
Instead I put them in SpecNumP, agreeing with the head Num^. In the absence of 
demonstratives, the Num-CL-N phrase cannot be deictic or definite^^. When a 
demonstrative precedes the phrase, it restricts the object denoted by the head 
noun to an identifiable one. So such a restriction can be captured by a spec-head 
agreement. 
As for the role of DP, C&S(1997) queries the position of demonstratives in 
DP by pointing out that in many languages, for example, Arabic and Greek, 
demonstratives and determiners can cooccur. Bernstein (to appear, cited in C&S 
(1997)) shows this cooccurrence in Spanish, Japanese and colloquial varieties of 
Swedish and Norwegian. 
(54) a. el hombre este (Spanish) 
the man this 
‘this man’ 
b. den herre klokka O^orwegian) 
the here watch-the 
‘this watch, 
C&S (1997) mention that Bemstein ‘generates demonstratives in a specifier 
position of an XP lower than DP’. 
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2.3.2. Definiteness feature of classifiers , 
.‘ ‘t 
Basing on the above CLP model for Cantonese and Mandarin nominal structures, 
I propose the following: 
(55) The functional head CL^ of CLpH in Cantonese and Mandarin is assigned a 
definiteness feature, [±d], with two values: [+d] value for definite interpretation 
and [-d] value for indefinite interpretation. 
(56) Cantonese CL lexemes have the definiteness feature [±d]; Mandarin's do 
not. 
(57) Mandarin CL lexemes assume a default value, [-d] for indefinite 
interpretation. 
The checking mechanisms among these three assumptions are based on the 
principles discussed in Chapter 1, repeated as follows: 
(A) Morphological features must be eliminated for convergence prior to PF and 
LF. 
(B) Features cannot be checked under feature mismatch . OR, 
Mismatch of features cancels the derivation. 
(C) Move raises a only if morphological properties of a itself would not 
otherwise be satisfied in the derivation . 
Because of (A), the definiteness feature of the functional head CL^ and that of the 
CL lexeme have to be matched with each other and checked off in order to obtain 
the definite reading ([+d] value) and the indefinite reading ([-d] value) for 
nominals. Due to (B), if the CL lexeme has a definiteness feature, it has to match 
with a functional category with the same feature, i.e. the functional category, 
CLP. 
Put in more detail, the definiteness feature [±d] is seen as a morphological 
feature that is inherent in the functional head CL^ as well as in the CL lexeme (c.f. 
the referentiality feature [±R] in D^ in Longobardi 1994). It is suggested in 
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Chomsky (1995:240) that 'D may be the locus of what is loosely called 
referentiality，. Since the CLP structure is responsible for definite/ deictic 
•> ‘» 
interpretations of nominals as shown in C&S (1997)，parallel to the DP structure 
in this aspect, it is feasible to suggest that the functional head CL^ is the locus of 
the definiteness feature [±d:. 
Seen as a morphological feature, the semantic notion ‘definiteness’ will be 
handled in the syntax in this thesis. Empirical evidence (e.g. Matthews & Yip 
1994; C&S 1997) shows that Cantonese can mark definiteness in CL-N phrases 
but Mandarin cannot. Through syntactic operations inside the nominal structure 
(e.g. the feature checking theory introduced in Chapter 1), the syntactic 
configurations for (in)definite nominals will converge at LF and be input in the 
semantic component for interpretation. 
This syntactic treatment of semantic notions such as definiteness is not new 
in the literature. Given the parallelism between nominals and clauses (in 
semantics in Partee (1973, cited in Hyams (1996)) for example; and in syntax in 
Szabolsci (1994) for example), I (ES[FL) in IP/ CP marks finiteness or temporal 
anchoring whereas D in DP marks nominal anchoring (Hyams 1996). That means 
‘a finite I situates the event described by the verb at a specific interval of time, 
either past or present. In a similar way, D specifies the relation of its NP-
complement to the DPs in discourse representation, (p. 110-111). In achieving 
the temporal achoring , an I, a functional head, is responsible for checking off the 
tense feature of a verb (c.f. the split-ESfFL in Pollock (1989)). Similarly, in 
anchoring an NP to a referent in the discourse, the functional head D^ in 
nominals can also involve some feature (e.g. the referentiality feature in D^ in 
Longobardi (1994)) to be checked off. By the same token, the definiteness feature 
of the functional head CL^ in the CLP of Cantonese and Mandarin nominals has 
to be checked off in order to achieve the same function as D^ in anchoring an NP 
to a referent in the discourse. 
As a result of checking off the definiteness feature in the functional head 
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CL^, the head is marked as either [+d] value or [-d] value. Since the SpecCLP is 
within the domain of the checking domain of this definiteness feature, the 
category occupying the specifier should match with the value specified in the 
head CL� . I f t he category in SpecCLP is NumP, according to C&S (1997), the 
NumP projection is interpreted as indefinite. This [-d]-valued NumP will check 
off the [-d] value of the definiteness feature of the functional head CL�，as in Fig. 
2.24. If there is no NumP, it is assumed that the empty SpecCLP has a default 
definite value and the [+d] value of the definiteness feature of the functional head 
C L � i s checked off, as in Fig. 2.25. 
^ 5E? ^E? 
^ \ / ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ \ 
NumP CL， NumP CL’ spec CL' 
/ ^ ^ / ^ " ^ / ^ / " ^ ^ " " ^ [+d] / • • ^ ^ ^ 
Num' CL NP Num' CL NP CL NP 
I / ^ 丨 [ - d ] X ^ [+d] X \ 
Num N' Num N' N, 
I [-d] I I 
N N N 
Fig. 2.23 [-d] value: indefinite [+d] value: definite 
Fig. 2.24 |Fig. 2.25 
Given that in (B) mismatch of features cancels the derivation, when a CL 
lexeme is inserted into the functional head CL^, it has to match with the value of 
the defmiteness feature in the head CL^. By (56), since a CL lexeme in Cantonese 
has a [±d] feature, it can match with the [+d] value (definite) or [-d] value 
(indefinite) of the functional head CL^ and be specified as such value. So in Fig. 
2.24, the CL lexeme matches its [-d] value with the [-d] value in the functional 
head CL� . In Fig. 2.25, the CL lexeme matches its [+d] value with the [+d] value 
in the functional head CL� . By (57), since a CL lexeme in Mandarin does not 
have this feature and assumes a [-d] value as its default value, it can only match 
with the [-d] value of the functional head CL^in Fig. 2.24. When this Mandarin 
CL lexeme is inserted in Fig. 2.25, its [-d] value does not match with the [+d]-
valued head CL� . Such a mismatch of values of the defmiteness feature cancels 
the derivation. 
2.3.3. Distinctive properties of Cantonese nominals 
Given the differences between the nominals in Cantonese and Mandarin, I will 
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use the above feature checking mechanisms in the CLP model to explain the 
Cantonese data first. 
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2.3.3.1. Bare nouns 
In Cantonese, bare nouns are not used as definite, as in (58a) (c.f. C&S (1997)). 
Jyun-bat ‘The pencil(s), is of non-native use in a definite context. It sounds more 
native if a CL lexeme, zi, is added to the bare noun. 
(58) a. */? (Zi) Jyun-bat m gin-zo 
CL pencil no see-PFV 
'(The) pencil disappeared.' 
However, in some marked cases, bare nouns in Cantonese do denote 
definiteness 
(Matthews & Pacioni 1997). In (59a), the sentence is in a listing context while 
(59b) is an instance of topicalization. 
(59) a. Ngo zoeng ce maai-zo, zoeng uk maai-zo, mat-je dou mou-saai laa3. 
I ZOENG car sell-PFV ZOENG house sell PFV what all not-have all 
SFP 
'I've sold the car, sold the house, there's nothing left at all.， 
b. Ce jau maai-zo, uk jau maai-zo ,mat-je dou mou-saai laa3. 
Car also sell PFV house also sell PFV, what all not-have all SFP 
‘I 've sold the car, sold the house, there's nothing left at all.， 
c. Casa, macchina, barca, ho venduto tutto prima di partire. 
house car boat have sold all before to-leave 
‘House，car, boat, I sold everything before leaving.' 
They also observe that English and Italian use bare nouns as definite in some 
listing contexts. 
Since bare nouns in Cantonese does not denote definiteness it is argued in 
(C&S 1997) that the language does not choose N^-to-CL^ movement to mark 
definiteness; rather it chooses insertion with a CL lexeme. However ifthe head N 
does move, it may choose the configuration in Fig.2.26. According to previous 
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assumptions, when the SpecCLP is empty [+d] value is ^ ^ ^ 
checked off in the functional head CL� . The moved noun ^ K ^ 
matches with the [+d] value there and is specified as [+d] [+d j^j^ tbat ^[ 
value, having a definite reading. This mechanism is ^ 
probably allowed in a listing or a topicalizing context. pig. 2.26 f 
2.3.3.2. CL-N (subject/ object) 
Cantonese can use CL-N phrases to denote definiteness in both subject (60a) and 
object position (60b). Consider: 
(60) a. bun syu m gin-zo 
CL book no see PFV 
'The book disappeared.' 
b. nei maai-zo bun syu mei ？ 
you buy PFV CL book yet 
‘Have you bought the book yet?' 
In Fig. 2.27, since a CL lexeme has a definiteness feature, CLP 
[±d], as proposed before, it can match with the [+d] value of CL’ 
the functional head CL� . This [+d] value of the head C L � i s [+d] ^ T ^ p 
checked off by the empty SpecCLP as assumed before. So the — A 
[+d] syu 
CL-N is definite. Since the phrase does not contain any empty 
Fig 2 27 
head, it is not subject to the definiteness effect and can 
occupy the subject position as well as the object position. 
2.3.3.3. Poss-CL-N 
Cantonese can employ the CL-N phrase in the possessive nominal, Poss-CL-N as 
in (61a). The head noun , syu, is specified as singular by the singular CL lexeme, 
bun. If the plural CL lexeme, di, is used, the noun will be plural (61b). In addition, 
the language can also use ge-constmction in possessive nominals (61c). Notice 
that the number ofthe head noun is unspecified for singularity and plurality in the 
ge-construction. 
(61) a. Siuming bun syu 
Siuming CL book 
'Siuming's book' 
b. Siuming di syu 
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Siuming CL^' book 
'Siuming's books' 
c. Siuming ge shu 
Siuming GE book 
'Siuming's book(s)' 
Since a possessor is a proper noun or a pronoun, it CLP 
denotes a unique referent in the world. In this [+d]Siuming CL' 
sense,it has a definite interpretation and assumes a [+d] c ^ ^ ^ N P 
:+d] value. In Fig.2.28, when a possessor, Siuming, bun A 
[+d] syu 
occupies SpecCLP , it can match its [+d] value with 
Fig. 2.28 
the [+d] value of the functional head CL� through spec-head checking. This spec-
head checking relation is plausible because the SpecCLP is within the checking 
domain of the head CL� . After the insertion of a CL lexeme with the [±d] feature, 
the lexeme matches with the [+d] value of the head C L � a n d gets specified as [+d] 
value. The possessive nominal is then interpreted as definite. 
The definite interpretation of Cantonese Poss-CL-N is also supported by 
Cheng (1997),s illustration of its behaviour in 5aa/-quantification construction. 
As the quantified element is definite (Lee 1987, 1996; Mo 1993; Tang 1996), the 
CL-possessive construction is preferred (63) and the indefinite 洪-possessive 
construction is not allowed (62). 
(62) * keoi jam-saai wun nei ge tong 
he drink-SAAI CL you GE soup 
'He drank and finished the bowl of soup which is yours.’ 
(63) keoi jam-saai nei wun tong 
he drink-SAAI you CL soup 
'He drank and finished your bowl of soup.’ 
She then draws the conclusion that 'possessor must appear bare in pre-classifier 
position if [CL-N] is definite' Qp.5). 
The structure of ge-possessives (61c) will be shown together with de-
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possessives in Mandarin in later sections. 
2.3.3.4. RC-CL-N ” 
As in Poss-CL-N, Cantonese can use the CL-N phrase in RC-CL-N phrases (64a), 
apart from the ge-construction (64b). The number of the noun is marked as 
singular with a singular CL lexeme. In 评-construction，singularity and plurality 
of the head noun is unspecified. 
(64) a. Paau-gan-bou go/ di hok-sang. 
run-PROG-step CL/ CL '^ student 
‘The student/s who is/are running.' 
b. Paau-gan-bou ge hok-sang 
run-PROG-step GE student 
'The student(s) who is (are) running.' 
The function of an RC is to restrict the instances of a set denoted by the 
head noun to a subset. When it is followed by a singular CL lexeme, the subset 
will be a singleton set. So the singleton instance is interpreted as definite, 
denoting an instance of the head noun known to the speaker-hearer pair in the 
discourse. If the plural CL lexeme, di, is used, the instances of the subset 
restricted by the RC will denote a fuzzy quantity. And this fuzzy quantity of the 
instances is still known to the speaker-hearer pair in the discourse. 
Since an RC functions as restricting the number CLP 
of instances of a set denoted by a head noun, it can {+d]paau-gan-bou CL’ 
be assumed to have a [+d] value just as a possessor [+d] c L ^ ^ ^ ? 
does. When this [+d]-valued RC occupies SpecCLP, 卯 A 
the definiteness feature of the functional head CL^ is [+d] ^ 。―叩 
Fig. 2.29 
checked off and the head C L � i s pecified as [+d] value through the spec-head 
checking relation. When a CL lexeme is inserted in the functional head CL。，the 
definiteness feature of the former has to match with the [+d] value of the latter. 
The CL lexeme is then specified as [+d] value. As a result the RC-CL-N is 
interpreted as definite. 
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2.3.3.5. Generic ‘di’ 
Given that di in Cantonese is a plural CL lexeme denoting a fuzzy quantity, the 
� ^ i 
(i/-N phrase can also denote definiteness the same way as a singular CL lexeme 
does. 
In addition, Au-Yeung (1996) observes that the <i/-N phrase can associate 
with a generic interpretation , as in (65a) when the predicate of the sentence is an 
individual-level predicate (Krifka 1995). This point is also recognized in C&S 
(1997:25). The CL lexeme, di, is optional in di maa-lau ‘The monkey，. The 
presence/ absence of di does not affect^^ the generic interpretation of the subject 
in the sentence. If di is replaced by a singular CL lexeme, which does not denote 
plurality, the resultant nominal will not be generic, but definite (65b). 
Z)/-N phrases can also appear in object position as in (65d). However, the 
generic reading is forced in the presence of a modifying phrase, mou-wat ge 
'seedless'. In the absence of it, i.e. just the di-N phrase, a definite reading is 
easily obtained instead, as in (65c). 
(65) a. (Di) maa-lau zung-ji sik hoeng-ziu 
CL monkey like eat banana 
‘The monkey (generic) / Monkeys (generic) like(s) eating bananas., 
b. Zek maa-lau zung-ji sik hoeng-ziu 
CL monkey like eat bananas 
‘The monkey (definite) likes eating bananas' 
c. Siumingjung-ji sik di sai-gwaa 
Siuming like eat CL^ ' watermelon 
'Siuming likes eating the watermelons.' 
d. Siumingjung-ji sik di mou-wat ge sai-gwaa 
Siuming like eat CL^ ' seedless GE watermelon 
‘Siuming likes eating the seedless watermelons.’ 
Cross-linguistically, definites correlate with generics. Krifka (1995:67-69) 
also points out this correlation in English, French, German and Indonesian with 
the evidence that languages can use a definite article/ affix to mark genericity, as 
shown in Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3. Generic and definite markers 
Cantonese English French German Indonesian 
generic (di) maalau The panda is Le panda/ (Die) -itu, or -nya 
zung ji sikextinct Lespandas". Pandabaren.. 
hoengziu . 
def marker def. CL def. article def. article def. article def. affix 
singular/ plural singular singular/ plural ？? 
plural plural 
Therefore, it is not unreasonable to link the definite J/-N phrase with a generic 
reading. C&S (1997:25) suggests that ‘if it {di) happens to pick up a whole kind, 
the generic interpretation is possible".this may relate to the mass plural structure 
of nouns.， 
On a par with the concept of an expletive determiner, CLP 
for example, the in the panda is extinct, in which the CL， 
panda is a generic noun (Longobardi 1994:661), di in [+,_d?] c i T ^ N P 
Cantonese may also be regarded as an expletive element 汤 A 
. . maalau 
(which is not an operator requiring a range of its variable 
丄 ？ r / , , 1 � � T 1 , . , . Fig. 2.30 expletive CL di 
to quantity (p.661)). I leave open the issue which value of 
[±d] is checked off in the checking domain of the CLP in 
generic di-^ phrases (Fig.2.30). 
Notice that since this generic use of di can only be seen as a property 
indirectly linked to the definiteness feature of CL lexemes, it will not be 
considered as one of the properties that cluster around some parameter to be 
proposed later. Therefore, in the study of L2 acquisition in the second part ofthe 
thesis, the acquisition of generic di will be discussed separately in Chapter 5. 
2.3.4. Properties ofMandarin nominals 
Having demonstrated the feature checking mechansims of Cantonese nominals: 
bare nouns, CL-N phrases, possessive construction (Poss-CL-N phrases) and 
complex nominals with an RC (RC-CL-N phrases), I tum to Mandarin nominals. 
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2.3.4.1. Bare nouns 
In Mandarin, bare nouns can be used as definite，as in (66). 
••> ^ % 
(66) Qian-bi shi shui de? 
pencil is whose DE 
‘Whose pencil is this?' 
The definite bare nouns are allowed in both subject CLP 
. . y ^ 
and object position. That means they are not limited CL， 
to lexical government position. This is due to the N^- [+d] ^ L NP 
to-CL�movement (C&S 1997) by the head noun [ + d ] % " 八 
N, 
(Fig.2.31). Since by assumption an empty SpecCLP 
N 
has a [+d] value, the definiteness feature of the ^ 
functional head CL^ is checked off and is specified Fig.2.31 
as the [+d] value. As a result ofN^-to-CL^ movement 
due to government of the empty head CL。，the noun matches with the [+d] value 
ofthe head CL� . Then it gets specified as [+d] value and interpreted as definite. 
Alternatively, adopting the idea of interpretation of a chain in Longobardi 
(1994), as the head of the chain due to N^-to-CL^ movement, the head CL^ 
position is interpreted (as the D position is interpreted in Longobardi (1994)) and 
hence the definite reading of the bare noun. 
2.3.4.2. CL-N (subject/ object) 
In Mandarin, the CL-N phrase cannot denote definiteness in object position (67b) 
although they can be used as indefinite. When it is in subject position, the 
sentence is ungrammatical (67a). 
(67) a. * Ben shu bujian-le. 
CL book not appear PFV/SFP 
‘The book disappeared.' 
b. # Ni mai-le ben shu mei-you? 
you buy PFV CL book not have 
#'Have you bought the book?' OK: 'Have you bought a book?’ 
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As the empty SpecCLP is marked as definite, [+d], CLP 
— f\ ***"**"*"*"**"*"*""^ 
by assumption (Fig. 2.32), the functional head CL checks CL' 
I / \ 
off its definiteness feature and gets specified as [+d] [+d]CL NP 
value. However, the CL lexeme does not carry the r±dl ben A 
[?] shu 
feature by (57). Bearing only the [-d] value as default, the 
Fig. 2.32 
lexeme cannot match with the [+d] value of the head CL 
in either subject or object position. Hence the derivation 
crashes. 
2.3.4.3. Poss-CL-N 
Mandarin cannot use Poss-CL-N as its possessive construction (68a). Instead it 
has to use Poss-J^-N (68b). 
(68) a. * Xiaoming ben shu 
Xiaoming CL book 
'Xiaoming's book., 
b. Xiaoming de shu. 
Xiaoming DE book 
'Xiaoming's book(s)' 
As in Cantonese, the functional head CL^ in Mandarin CLP 
checks offi ts definiteness feature by matching its [+d] [+d]Siuming CL, 
value with the [+d] value of a possessor in SpecCLP. [+d]cT^P 
Since a Mandarin CL lexeme does not have the ben A 
[?] shu 
definiteness feature, it cannot match with the [+d] Fig. 2.33 
value in the functional head CL^. So the derivation 
crashes, as in Fig. 2.33. 
2.3.4.4. RC-CL-N 
On a par with the ungrammatical Poss-CL-N phrases in possessive nominals, 
Mandarin does not allow RC-CL-N phrases in complex nominal (69a). Only the 
^/^-construction is allowed in (69b). Again in ^/^-construction, the number of the 
head N is unspecified. 
(69) a. * Pao-zhe-bu ge xuesheng 
run-PROG-step CL student 
'The student who is running.' 
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b. Pao-zhe-bu de xuesheng 
run PROG step DE student 
'The student(s) is (are) running.' 
In Fig. 2.34, given that the RC is assumed as 
CLP 
+d]-valued, when it is in SpecCLP, through spec- / ^ - """ \^ 
head checking relation, the functional head CL® is [+dt^ <^ w ^ he bu ^^CL^ 
specified as [+d] value after the defmiteness [+d]CL NP 
^^ y ^ 
feature is checked off. However, the CL lexeme in [?] xuesheng 
Mandarin does not have the defmiteness feature Fig.2.34 
and so cannot match with the [+d] value in the 
functional head CL� . Hence the derivation crashes. 
2.3.4.5. Generic 'xie ‘ 
Like di in Cantonese, the plural CL lexeme, xie, in Mandarin denotes a fuzzy 
quantity. However, x/e-N phrases cannot denote genericity (70). In fact, the 
sentence is ungrammatical in whatever interpretation. 
(70) * Xie ma-liu xi-huan chi xiang-jiao 
CL monkey like eat bananas 
‘The monkey likes eating bananas.’ 
Given a connection between definites and generics，since the CL-N phrase 
in Mandarin cannot be definite, it is not possible for the phrase to be generic even 
if the CL lexeme is plural. Further it is tempting to link the non-generic use ofxie 
to the lack of the defmiteness feature in Mandarin CL lexemes. 
2.3.5. Similarities of Cantonese and Mandarin 
On the one hand, the (un)availability of the defmiteness feature in CL lexemes of 
Cantonese and Mandarin leads to different feature checking mechanisms in the 
functional category in CLP, explaining the differences of the nominals between 
the two languages as shown above. However, on the other hand, this defmiteness 
feature should also account for the similarities between the two languages in their 
nominals. In the following discussion, I will only use the Cantonese data in 
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showing the checking mechanisms for clear exposition purpose . 
2.3.5.1. Bare nouns (generic) 
Both languages can use bare nouns to denote genericity. Consider: 
(71) a. Maa-lau zung-ji sik hoeng-ziu (Cantonese) 
b. Ma-liu xi-huang chi xiang-jiao (Mandarin) 
Monkey like eat bananas 
'Monkeys like eating bananas.， 
Generic bare nouns can appear in subject and object position 
because the empty CL^ is lexically governed by the movement of 
Vw'JL/A 
the head noun from N^ (Fig. 2.35). As mentioned above, after the - ^ ^ 
CL， 
N^-to-CL^ movement, definite reading is yielded as the head of y ^ " \ 
the chain is interpreted. Now it is the foot of the chain, N^, is 二— A 
interpreted, yielding the generic reading. This idea is adapted ^ 
from Longobardi (1994:649) where interpreting the foot of the N 
N^-to-D^ chain results in generic reading because 'the semantic 广 
content ..amounts to the designation ofthe kind referred to by the Fig. 2.35 
noun.， 
2.3.5.2. Bare noun (non-specific indefinite) 
As discussed in C&S (1997), bare nouns can have a non-specific indefinite 
reading in object, but not in subject position. 
(72) a. Keoi ceot heoi maai syu (Cantonese) 
S/he out go buy book 
b. Ta mai shu qu le (Mandarin) 
S/he buy book go SFP 
‘S/he goes out to buy a book/ books., 
c. * Syu maai-dak hou peng (Cantonese) 
Book sell MOD very cheap 
‘Books are sold cheap.’ 
d. Shu mai- de hao pian-yi. (Mandarin) 
Book sell MOD very cheap 
‘The book/s is/ are sold cheap.’ 
# 'A booky^  Books is/ are sold cheap., 
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In both languages, the bare noun object is allowed to denote non-specific 
indefinite reading (72 a-b). However, this non-specific indefinite reading is not 
allowed for the bare noun in subject position (72 c-d). 
Recall that when the SpecCLP is empty , [+d] value will CLP 
• 0 ^^"^^^^^^^^^^^^^  be checked off in head CL which then carries a [+d] value. [-d]NumP CL， 
Now when a NumP with an empty Num^ occupies the ^ ^ ^ m ' [ - d ] C L ^ P 
SpecCLP, [-d] value will be checked off in CL�(Fig.2.36) I — I 
Num [-d] N' 
since a NumP is an indefinite element. Due to the lexical 0 | 
government of the empty head CL^, N^ moves to the empty ^ 
head C L � a n d then matches with the [-d] value there. Then the Fig. 2.36 
interpretation of the bare noun will be indefinite. 
This indefinite reading is in fact non-specific because the Num^ is empty. 
This is in line with Cheng & Sybesma(1997:21),s suggestion that an empty Num^ 
lacks QR while an overt Num^ allows QR. So an empty Num^ in NumP needs the 
existential closure to supply existential quantification and hence the narrow scope 
non-specific reading, (c.f. Diesing 1992) 
This suggestion leads to the consequence that a non-specific bare noun 
cannot be licensed in subject position since there is no existential closure to bind 
the empty Num^ and hence the violation of the definiteness effect (e.g. Chao 
1968; Zhu 1982) . In object position, the empty Num^ is bound by the existential 
closure and the bare noun is allowed for a non-specific indefinite reading. 
2.3.5.3. CL-N (non-specific indefinite) 
The CL-N phrase is prohibited from denoting a non-specific indefinite 
(indefinite-existential) reading in the subject position in both Cantonese and 
Mandarin because of the definiteness effect in Chinese, as in (73 a-b). 
(73) a. Bun syu hai toi soeng min. (Cantonese) 
CL book at table on face 
* There is a book on the table.， 
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T h e book is on the table.， 
b. * Ben shu zai tai shang. (Mandarin) 
CL book at table on 
‘There is a book on the table.， 
However, when the CL-N phrase is in the object position, it can only have a 
non-specific indefinite interpretation in both languages (74 a&b). 
(74) a. Ngo maai-zo bun syu. (Cantonese) 
I buy-PFV CL book 
T v e bought a book., (ALSO: T v e bought the book.') 
b. Wo mai le ben shu. (Mandarin) 
I buy PFV CL book 
T v e bought a book.' 
In Fig. 2.37, because of the presence of a NumP (with an 
"^^y -p 
empty Num。）in SpecCLP, the functional head CL^ gets a [-d] ^^/^^^"\^ 
(indefinite) value (due to spec-head checking relation). In ["^ JNumP ^ ^ ^ 
Cantonese the CL lexeme is specified with the [-d] value of its Num' [-d]CL NP 
I bun A 
:±d] feature. In Mandarin the CL lexeme, being lack in the Num [-d] syu 
:±d] feature, has a [-d] default value for indefinite reading (Fig. ^ 
2.37). Therefore the CL-N phrase is interpreted as indefinite. Fig. 2.37 
Moreover, like the indefinite bare noun, this indefinite CL-N is non-specific. 
This is due to the empty Num^, which has to be governed in the object position 
and gets existentially quantified by the existential closure. The empty Num^ is 
not allowed in subject position because of the lack of lexical government on the 
empty Num^^^ In other words, the CL-N phrase as subject is ungrammatical in 
Mandarin for whatever reading and in Cantonese it is grammatical only to get the 
definite reading, i.e. in the absence ofNumP in SpecCLP. 
2.3.5.4. CL-N (specific indefinite) 
CL-N phrases in Cantonese and Mandarin do not denote a specific indefinite 
reading in a partitive context. Consider (75 a-b): 
(75) a. Dei-haajau sap bun syu, keoi lo-zing *(jat) bun syu. (Cantonese) 
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floor have ten CL book s/he take-leave one CL book 
b . Di-xia you shi ben shu, ta na-xing *(yi) ben syu. (Mandarin) 
floor have ten CL book s/he take-leave one CL book 
‘There are ten books on the floor. S/he takes all but one book., 
In (75 a-b), the object of the second part of the sentence is required to be 
specific indefinite because it refers to an instance of the set previously introduced 
in the first part of the sentence. This specific reading is known as partitive 
reading (En9 1991). The CL-N phrase without the numeral jat/yi is 
ungrammatical because it denotes a non-specific indefinite reading. However 
since a Num-CL-N can denote both specific- and non-specific indefiniteness, it is 
allowed in the partitive context as shown in (75a,b). 
Because Num-CL-N can be specific indefinite, it does not violate the 
definiteness effect in subject position, maintaining a partitive reading while CL-N 
phrases are disallowed. Consider (76): 
(76) Dei-haajau hou-do syu, *(jat) bun syu hai ngo ge, saam bun syu hai keoi 
ge. 
floor have many book one CL book is mine SFP three CL book is 
his/hers 
‘There are many books on the floor. One of them is mine; three ofthem are 
his/hers' 
(The Mandarin version exactly parallels the Cantonese.) 
In the second part of (76), if jat bun syu changes to bun syu, the result is 
ungrammatical since the CL-N phrase violates the definiteness effect due to its 
non-specific indefinite denotation^^. 
Summarizing, CL-N phrases in Cantonese and Mandarin are used as non-
specific indefinites, but not as specific indefinites. 
2.3.5.5. Num-CL-N (non-specific/specific indefinite) 
Apart from being specific indefinite (75, 76), in which the head Num^ has to be 
overt, the Num-CL-N phrase can also be non-specific indefinite, as shown 
ungrammatical in subject position of existential sentences (77a-b). The 
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obligatoriness of the existential verb jau 'have' is due to the definiteness effect in 
both languages. 
(77) a. Kam-jat, *Oau) saam go sai-gwaa hai toi soeng-min (Cantonese) 
yesterday (have) three CL watermelon on table up 
b. Zuo-tian, *(you) san ge xi-gua zai tai shang (Mandarin) 
yesterday (have) three CL watermelon on table up 
‘Yesterday, there were three watermelons on the table.' 
As suggested in Cheng & Sybesma (1997:21), an overt Num^ allows the 
whole nominal to be specific and non-specific. Because the quantification is 
supplied by the overt Num^ it can allow QR and hence a specific indefinite 
reading. Or it can choose not to QR, remaining a narrow scope non-specific 
indefinite reading. On the other hand, due to the overt Num� , the whole nominal 
is not restricted to lexically governed positions (i.e. object) and can appear in 
non-lexically governed positions (i.e. subject). 
In Fig. 2.38, since a NumP is interpreted as indefinite and CLP 
has a [-d] value, through spec-head checking, the [-d] value of [-d]NumP CL， 
the definiteness feature of the functional head CL^ is specified. ^ ^ ^ ’ � ^ , ^ - f ^ , ^ 
r Num [-dJCL NP 
By matching with this value, the definiteness feature of the CL ' bun A 
1 ^ ^ . Num [-d] syu 
lexeme ot Cantonese is checked off and gets specified as [-d] saam 
value. In Mandarin despite the lack of such feature, the CL Fig. 2.38 
lexeme can still match with the [-d] value of the head CL^ by 
its default [-d] value. Therefore，Num-CL-N phrases are 
interpreted as indefinite (specific and non-specific)^^ 
In addition, Num-CL-N phrases can also be used as definite (Chen 1987:90), 
as in (78). 
(78) Menyi da-kai, jin lai yi nanliangnu san geqingnian_ 
door once hit-open enter come one male two female three CL youngster 
san ge keren xiuxiu bizi... 
three CL guest smell nose... 
‘Once the door was opened, three youngsters, one male and two female 
came in... 
The three guests smell with their nose..., 
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The same is true for Cantonese Num-CL-N phrases. However, I maintain that the 
definite reading of Num-CL-NP in the subject position is due to the marked 
context of the sentence and is irrelevant to the internal nominal structure. 
In some other context, the Num-CL-N phrase can occupy the subject 
position, denoting a quantity , but not individuals (Li 1997a). Consider (I just 
follow Li's Mandarin examples): 
(79) Wu ge ren chi-de-wan shi wan fan^^ (quantity NP) 
five CL people eat-MOD-finish ten CL rice 
(i) 'the capacity of five people can finish (the quantity) often bowls ofrice. ' 
(ii) * ‘there exists five people such that each of them can finish ten bowls of 
rice., 
(80) You wu ge ren chi-de-wan shi wan fan (individual-denoting (indefinite) 
NP) 
have five CL people eat-MOD-finish ten CL rice 
(i) * 'the capacity of five people can finish...’ 
(ii) ‘there exists five people such that each ofthem can finish...' 
In (79), the subject wu ge ren denotes a quantity of the capacity of five people 
rather than an indefinite number of individuals. That is why reading (i) rather 
than (ii) is allowed. Being an existential sentence, (80) requires a non-specific 
indefinite reading of the subject wu ge ren which should denote a set of 
individuals in that particular context rather than the quantity of the people's 
capacity. Therefore the subject has to follow the existential verb, you (due to the 
definiteness effect) and hence reading (ii) is allowed. 
More examples ofNum-CL-N phrases denoting a quantity reading are: 
(81) a. san ge ren zuo yi jian shi, tai shao/qingsong le ba! Qx7) 
three CL people do one CL thing too little/ easy SFP SFP 
‘Three people do one thing, (it is) too little/ easy., 
b. yi zhang chuang shui san ge ren, liang zhang chuang keyi shui ji ge ren? 
0^ .7) 
one CL bed sleep three CL people two CL bed can sleep how many CL 
people 
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‘One bed sleeps three people, how many people can two beds sleep 
(accommodate)?' 
2.3.5.6. Dem-CL-N 
Both Cantonese and Mandarin (Tang 1990) follow the sequence: Dem-Num-CL-
N, as in (82). In the presence of demonstratives, when the overt Num^ is one, it 
can be phonologically omitted, as in (83). 
(82) a. Ni/ Go saam bun syu. (Cantonese) 
this/ that three CL book 
‘these/ those three books' 
b. Zhe/ Na san ben shu (Mandarin) 
this/ that three CL book 
'these/ those three books' 
(83) a. Ni/ Go (jat) bun syu (Cantonese) 
this/that (one) CL book 
‘this/ that book, 
b. Zhe/ Na (yi) ben shu. (Mandarin) 
this/that (one) CL book 
‘this/ that book， 
In (83), the demonstrative of the CL-N phrase apparently Cantonese 
occupies SpecCLP. However, given that the number jat/yi CLP 
‘one, can always be recovered between Dem and the CL Nump""^^^^^^L' 
lexeme, there should be a NumP projection in this sequence. In ^ ^ ^ - ^ " ^ 
^ J ” Ni Num' [+d]CL NP 
Fig. 2.39, the demonstrative is suggested to be in SpecNumP. [+d] | [+d] bun / \ 
The yi/jat ‘one, in the head Num^ can be phonologically 二？ — 
reduced by incorporating into the demonstrative in SpecNumP, Fig. 2.39 
giving rise to: zhe+ yi-> zhei 'this' ； na+yi-> nei ‘that, in Mandarin 
Mandarin. However Cantonese does not allow such CLP 
incorporation. N u m P ^ ^ C L , 
X ^ / ^ 
[+A]zhe Num'[+d]CL NP 
In addition, SpecCLP is not a favourable position for Dem I ben A 
because when a number larger than one is involved, the ^^^ [ d ] ' 血 
number cannot be reduced and has to be realized. So when the ^. � , ^ 
r lg. z.4U 
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Dem is in SpecNumP, the number can be accommodated in the 
head Num� . 
The challenge for feature checking arises here. In Cantonese (Fig. 2.39)，the 
Dem makes the whole nominal definite, and the head C L � i s pecified as [+d . 
The CL lexeme can match with the [+d] value and get specified as [+d] value. As 
a result, the nominal gets a definite interpretation. But in Mandarin (Fig.2.40), the 
CL lexeme can only have a default [-d] value, which crashes with [+d] value of 
the functional head CL^ due to the presence of the Dem . 
One ad hoc explanation is that in Mandarin when Num�checks [-d] value 
with the functional head CL^ the CL lexeme can match this value with its default 
[-d] value. However when another element Dem (which is interpreted as definite) 
is in SpecNumP, there are two values competing for interpretation: the definite 
value o f the Dem, and the indefinite value ofNum^ and of the head CL� . So the 
dominating Dem wins the competition for interpretation and the [-d] value has to 
be deleted so as to give way for the specification of the definite reading ofDem. 
So the [-d] values ofNum�， the head C L � a n d the CL lexeme are deleted, giving 
way for the Dem to percolate its definite value to the head noun. 
2.3.5.7. Poss-ge/ de- N 
As pointed out previously that Mandarin does not allow CL-N phrases in the 
possessive construction, but uses ^/^-construction (84b). Apart from Poss-CL-N 
phrases, Cantonese can also use ^^-construction in its possessives (84a) 
(Matthews & Yip 1994). Both languages are common in that they do not allow 
the co-occurrence of CL and ge/de (84c-d). 
(84) a. Siuming ge syu (Cantonese) 
Siuming GE book 
'Siuming'sbook(s)' 
b. Xiaoming de shu. (Mandarin) 
Xiaoming DE book 
'Xiaoming's book(s)' 
c. * Siuming ge bun syu (Cantonese) 
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Siuming GE CL book 
'Siuming's book' 
d. * Xiaoming de ben shu (Mandarin) 








Due to the lexical government of the empty category, CL 0, 
there is an NO -to-CL 0 movement (Fig. 2.41). Since the 
possessor is a definite element, the head CL 0 agrees with the 
SpecCLP and is specified as [+d]. After movement, the head N 
matches with this [+d] value and gets specified as [+d] value. 




2.3.5.8. Poss-Num-CL-NI Num-CL-Poss-N 
Both Cantonese and Mandarin have alternations between Poss-Num-CL-N 
phrases and Num-CL-Poss-N phrases, as in (85 a-d). The Poss-Num-CL-N 
phrases are definite and are not allowed in existential sentences (85 a-b) while the 
Num-CL-Poss-N phrases are indefinite and are allowed in existential sentences 
(85 c-d). 
(85) a. * Toi-seongjau [Siuming ge saam bun syu] (Cantonese) 
table-up have Siuming GE three CL book 
'There are Siuming's three books on the table' 
b. * Zhuozi-shang you [Xiaoming de san ben shu] (Mandarin) 
table-up have Xiaoming DE three CL book 
'There are Xiaoming's three books on the table' 
c. Toi-seongjau [saam bun Siuming ge syu] (Cantonese) 
table-up have three CL Siuming GE book 
'There are three books of Siuming' s on the table.' 
d. Zhuozi-shang you [san ben Xiaoming de shu] (Mandarin) 
table-up have three CL Xiaoming DE book 
'There are three books of Xiaoming' s on the table.' 
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In Poss-Num-CL-N phrases, the possessor adjoins to the CLP 
matrix CLP (Fig. 2.42). The definite reading o f the nominal is s — ^ i ^ ^ ^ T ^ L P 
contributed by the [+d] value o f t h e possessor. As in the case ^ u m P ^ ^ u 
of Dem, the same challenge arises here with two competitors ^ ^ ^ / ^ ^ ^ 
Num' CL NP 
for interpretation: the [+d-valued Poss and the [-d]-valued | bun A 
NumP. Using the same mechanism as in the case of Dem, the Num syu 
SClGfft 
[-d] value is deleted from Num。，the head CL® and the CL pig 2 42 
lexeme. The definiteness property of the possessor in the 
adjoined CLP position can be percolated to the whole nominal. 
As suggested in Chomsky (1995)，the maximal adjoined 
position of a functional category also belongs to the checking 
domain of the category. So it is plausible for the possessor to 
maximally adjoin to the CLP to percolate definiteness 
throughout the whole nominal. 
If a Num-CL-Poss-N phrase is put in the object 
position of an existential sentence, it does not violate the CLP 
definiteness effect. This shows that it is an indefinite nominal. N u ^ i T ^ ^ C L , 
This can be predicted from the structure (Fig.2.43) because the " ^ ^爪，C ^ w 
NumO checks a [-d] value against the head CL^ which is then 丨 bun / \ 
.r- J r 11 XT Num Siuming ge N' 
specihed as [-d]. No competitor joins the feature checking. So saam | 




Now the possible position for the PossP is the SpecNP. This fits Tang's 
(1990) movement treatment that a possessor is base-generated in SpecNP and 
subsequently moves to SpecDP in her DP-model. Ifmovement also applies here, 
the possessor can first originate in SpecNP and then it adjoins to SpecCLP. 
Finally it adjoins to the matrix CLP. 
2.3.5.9. RC-ge/de-N 
Like the case in Foss-ge/de-CL-^ , ^const ruct ion and ^construct ion can be 
used in RC-ge/ de-N in Cantonese and Mandarin respectively (86a-b). 
(86) a. [Paau-gan-bou ge] hok-sang (Cantonese) 
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run-PROG-step GE student 
'The student(s) who's ('re) running.' 
b. [Pao-zhe-bu de] xue-sheng (Mandarin) 
run-PROG-step DE student 
T h e student(s) who's ('re) running.' 
As in the case of Poss-ge/de-N, due to the lexical 
government on the empty category, CL^ there is an N^-to-CL^ ^ ^ C L ^ 
movement (Fig. 2.44). Since the RC has a [+d] value as paau-gm-bouge CL， 
assumed before, the functional head CL�agrees with the f+dl- [+^] 「丄⑴广,^^… 
J L+dJCL NP 
valued SpecCLP and is specified as [+d]. After movement, the [+^]hok-sang A 
head N matches with the [+d] value and hence the definite Fig. 2.44 
interpretation of the nominal. 
2.3.5.10. RC-Num-CL-N/Num-CL-RC-N 
In both languages, RC can be pre-CL (87 a-b) or post-CL (87 c&d). The pre-CL 
RC turns the nominal to be definite (87e), violating the definiteness effect in 
existential sentences while the post-CL RC makes the nominal indefinite (87f). 
(The same holds true in Mandarin). 
(87) a. [Paau-gan-bou ge] saam go hok-sang (Cantonese) 
run-PROG-step GE three CL student 
'the three students who're running' 
b. [Pao-zhe-bu de] san ge xue-sheng (Mandarin) 
run PROG step DE three CL student 
‘the three students who're running.' 
c. [Saam go paau-gan-bou ge] hok-sang (Cantonese) 
three CL run-PROG-step GE student 
‘three running students' 
d. [San ge pao-zhe-bu de] xue-sheng (Mandarin) 
three CL run PROG step DE student 
‘three running students' 
e. * Go gung-jyunjau [paau-gan-bou ge] saam go hok-sang (Cantonese) 
CL park have mn-PROG-step GE three CL student 
‘There are the three students who're running in the park.， 
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f. Go gung-jyunjau saam go [paau-gan-bou ge] hok-sang (Cantonese) 
CL park have three CL run-PROG-step GE student 
‘There are three running students in the park.’ 
Since an RC has a [+d] value, it adjoins to the 
CLP 
matrix CLP. The [+d] value will percolate to the head ^^/^""^>^ 
noun (Fig.2.45), as in the case of a possessor discussed P : J ; ^ ^ 3 ^ 
previously. The nominal will then get a definite ^Nu^ CL’ 
interpretation. Num' CL NP 




If the RC is placed in the SpecNP and the 
CLP 
SpecNumP is left empty (Fig. 2.46), the nominal is then ^ ^ ^ ^ \ 
predicted as indefinite. The [-d] value of the definiteness ^^!!^^ y ^ ^ 
feature is checked off in the checking domain of the Num, CL NP 
• go y ^ 
functional head CL • So the nominal is interpreted as Num paau-gan N' 






Cantonese and Mandarin allow a full-fledged nominal either in the Poss-Dem-
Num-CL-N phrase (88a, c) or in the RC-Dem-Num-CL-N phrase (88 b,d) where 
ge and de are optional. 
(88) a. Siuming ni saam bun syu (Cantonese) 
Siuming this three CL book 
‘these three books ofSiuming's' 
b. Paau-gan-bou (ge) ni saam go hok-sang (Cantonese) 
run-PROG-step GE this three CL student 
‘these three students who are running.' 
c. Xiaoming zhe san ben shu (Mandarin) 
Xiaoming this three CL book 
‘these three books ofXiaoming,s, 
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d. Pao-zhe-bu (de) zhe san ge xue-sheng (Mandarin) 
run-PROG-step DE this three CL student 
'these three students who are running.' 
In a full-fledged CLP, the definite element, CLP 
i Siuming y^^^\ 
be it a Poss or an RC, adjoins to the matrix CLP Hpaau-gan-bou CLP 
(Fig. 2.47). The demonstrative remains in (评） ^^"^^ 
NumP CL, 
SpecNumP. All positions except the SpecNP are ^ \ x ^ ^ ^ 
. j T . ni Num' CL NP 
occupied. It can optionally be filled by an | ibun y ^ \ 
adjectival phrase, another Poss or another RC, Num ngo N' 
saam 
like the iterable modifying phrases in Gao N 
(1993). ii hohLg 
Fig. 2.47 
2.3.5.12. Demonstratives and quantifiers 
Neither language allows the co-occurrence of the demonstrative and the 
quantifier, as in (89 a,d). Also the quantifier and numeral adverbials cannot co_ 
occur in the nominal (89b,e). Finally, the demonstrative should be 
complementarily distributed with numeral adverbials (89 c,f). 
Cantonese Mandarin 
(89) a. * Go mui bun syu d. * Na mei ben shu 
that every CL book that every CL book 
'that every book， 'that every book, 
b. * Mui zeoi-siu saam bun syu e. * Mei zui-shao san ben shu 
every at least three CL book every at least three CL book 
‘every at least three books' 'every at least three books' 
(*Zeoi-siu mui saam bun syu) (* Zui-shao mei san ben shu) 
‘at least every three books' ‘at least every three books' 
c. * Zeoi-siu go saam bun syu f. * Zui-shao na san ben shu 
at least that three CL book at least that three CL book 
‘at least those three books' ‘at least those three books' 
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Given the traditional position of a quantifier being CLP 
in the spec-position of the Quantifier Phrase or the NumP CL, 
Numeral Phrase, the advantage of putting demonstratives * g o ^ ^ ^ N u m， c T ^ P 
in SpecNumP is that the co-occurrence of the quantifier ' 识 A 
Num hoksang 
and the demonstrative can be correctly ruled out because saam 
both of them occupies the same SpecNumP (Fig. 2.48). Fig. 2.48 
The numeral adverbial zeoi-siu/zui-shao ‘at least’ can also be accommodated in 
SpecNumP and (89b-f) are correctly ruled out. 
2.3.5.13. Proper names and pronouns 
A proper name denotes a designate individual/ object and so it is interpreted as 
definite. It is first base-generated at head N^ and then moves to head C L � t o get 
the [+d] value which is checked off by the empty SpecCLP in Fig. 2.49(i). The 
reason may be due to the need for checking off the definiteness feature in the 
functional head CL^ of the nominal or the need for lexical government in the 
empty head CL^ as suggested in C&S (1997) (c.f. Longobardi 1994). However 
when a CL lexeme is inserted in the functional head CL^ and the proper name 
remains in N � a s in Fig.2.50(i), it gets a non-definite reading (C&S 1996), as in: 
(90) ngo gin-dou saam go Siuming (Cantonese) 
I see RES three CL Siuming 
I saw three Siuming's.' 
CLP CLP 
八 八 
CL' NumP CL, 
八 A 八 
CL NP Num' CL NP 
i. Siuming / \ | go / \ 
ii. ngo N' saam N' 
I I 
N N 
t i. Siuming 
ii. ngo 
Fig. 2.49 Fig. 2.50 
Similar to proper names, pronouns can also be interpreted as indefinite apart 
from the definite reading (F9g. 2.49ii). For example: ( I just use the Cantonese 
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data) 
(91) saam go ngo (Cantonese) 
three CL me 
'three me's' 
(92) hou-do go ngo-dei18 (Cantonese) 
many CL us 
'many us's' 
Since there is a NumP in SpecCLP, the [-d] value of the definiteness feature is 
checked off in the functional hed CL 0• So the pronoun is interpreted as indefinite. 
As for the definite reading in Fig. 2.49(ii), the pronoun undergoes NO -to-CL ° 
movement to lexically govern the empty head CLo. Because of the empty 
SpecCLP, the [+d] value of the definiteness feature of the functional head CL ° is 
checked off. The pronoun then matches with this [+d] value and gets specified as 
[+d] value. 
2.4. The Lexical CL Parameter 
In the above analysis of nominals in Cantonese and Mandarin, I propose that the 
(un)availability of a definiteness feature in the classifier system of the two 
languages is the source of parametric variation. I have used it to account for the 
differences and similarities between Cantonese and Mandarin. Among the 
differences, Cantonese uses CL lexemes prominently in: definite CL-N (as 
subject and object), Poss-CL-N phrases and RC-CL-N phrases. All these 
properties have been shown to hinge on the definiteness feature of the classifier 
system in Cantonese. On the other hand, Mandarin uses CL lexemes less 
prominently in the respective phrases: definite bare nouns (as subject and object), 
Poss-de-N phrases and RC-de-N phrases. 
In other words, for each of the two languages, there are a cluster of 
properties connecting the (un)availability of the definiteness feature in its 
classifier system. Therefore, I propose the Lexical Classifier Parameter for the 
nominals in Cantonese and Mandarin as follows: 
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(93) The Lexical CL Parameter hinges on the definiteness feature in the lexical 
classifier system: 
Cantonese CL lexemes have the definiteness feature, [±d]; 
Mandarin CL lexemes do not have the definiteness feature, [±d . 
The clusters of properties resulted from the setting o f the Lexical CL Parameter 
are summarized as follows: 
Table 2.4. Clusters of properties of the Lexical CL Parameter 
Lexical CL Parameter 
Cluster of properties under the Cantonese Cluster of properties under the Mandarin 
setting setting 
1. definite CL-N 1. definite 0 - N (bare noun) 
2. Poss-CL-N 2. Foss-de-^ 
3. RC-CL-N 3. RC-de-N 
2Al.NOUNrNrRSS/ nounliness ofclassifiers - fiirther e v i d e n c e 
Apart from the above different clusters of properties due to the Parameter, the 
nominals in the two languages differ in the ability of the CL lexemes in 
associating with adjectives (i.e. A-CL) and with ge (in Cantonese) / de (in 
Mandarin) (i.e. CL-ge/de) (Thomas, Lee^^ p.c.). I will show below that 
Cantonese CL lexemes have this ability. Call it 'NOUND^IESS', whereas 
Mandarin CL lexemes do not have this ability and I label it as 'nouniness'. Such 
a differentiation of NOUMNESS and nouniness (i.e. the ability of A-CL 
association and CL-ge/de association) further supports that there should be a 
parameter for the variation of nominal structures in Cantonese and Mandarin. 
2.4.1.1. A-CL adjectival complex 
As Cheng & Sybesma (1996:3, to appear) argues, Chinese does not 
grammaticalize count-mass distinction on the level ofnouns but ofclassifiers. So 
there are two types of CL: "count-classifiers" ( C L � ) and "mass-classifiers or 
massifiers”（CLm). The CL�individuates objects by singling out “one countable 
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discrete unit" while the CLm creates the measuring unit but does not single out 
discrete unit. The latter can then be associated with a count noun but the whole 
nominal still denotes a mass, for example: 
jat soeng syu 
one box book 
'a box ofbooks' 
I just use Cantonese as an example because the two langauges are the same in 
this aspect. The CLm soeng ‘box，only creates a measuring unit for count and 
actually it is not the CL to individuate books: one cannot know how many units 
ofbooks there are in the box in the above example. The distinction between CLc 
and CLm shows asymmetric patterns in association with adjectives and ge/de in 
both languages. 
It is observed that the number of adjectives that can precede a CL lexeme is 
limited , the most common ones are : daai (Cantonese)/ da (Mandarin) ‘big, and 
sai (Cantonese)/ xiao (Mandarin) ‘small’ (Matthews & Yip 1994; for a detailed 
survey of adjectives, see Lu 1993). Despite this, Cantonese CL lexeme (count or 
mass) can be preceded by an adjective to form an adjectival complex, A-CL, 
while Mandarin CL lexemes cannot, as in: 
(94) a. Ni gaan hok-haau hou daai gaan. (Cantonese) 
this CLc school very big CLc 
Zhejian xue-xiao hen da (* jian) (Mandarin) 
this CLc school very big (CLc) 
‘this school is very big., 
b. Ni doi min-faa hou daai doi (Cantonese) 
this CLm-bag cotton very big CLm-bag 
Zhe dai mian-hua hen da (* dai) (Mandarin) 
this CLm-bag cotton very big CL^-bag 
‘this bag of cotton is very big.， 
Whichever the CL lexeme is count or mass, it is allowed to be modified by the 
adjective in Cantonese while it is not allowed in Mandarin for neither CLc nor 
CLm. 
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This asymmetry between the two languages is also observed in situations 
where the A-CL adjectival complex phrases are in pre-nominal positions. 
Consider: 
(95) a. Gam sai-gaan hok-haau (Cantonese) 
so small-CLc school 
Na-me xiao- (*jian) de xue-xiao (Mandarin) 
so small-CLc DE school 
‘ such a small school’ 
b. Gam sai-doi min-faa (Cantonese) 
so small-CLm-bag cotton 
Na-me xiao- (*dai) mian-hua (Mandarin) 
so small-CLm-bag cotton 
‘such a small bag of cotton’ 
Again the limitation for CL lexemes to associate with an adjective to form an 
adjectival complex is not related to the type of CL lexemes in Mandarin whether 
it is mass or count. 
Such an ability of a Cantonese CL lexeme to associate with an adjective to 
form A-CL adjectival complex receives attention in Li (1988) and Zhang (1987). 
The A-CL complex can act as a predicate, a preverbal adjective, a postverbal 
resultative, a subject and an object of a sentence. Sentences (94) are examples of 
A-CL as a predicate. Sentence (95) are those of A-CL as a preverbal adjective. 
The following gives examples of A-CL as a postverbal resultative, a subject and 
an object respectively. 
(postverbal resultative) 
(96) Ni gin saam zou-dak taai sai gin, zoek m lok (Cantonese) 
this CL shirt make-AUX too small CL wear NEG down 
‘This shirt is made too small. I can't put it on., 
(subject) 
(97)Zing20 ginm hou,faan heoi zungjiu zaam (Cantonese) 
whole CL NEG good back go FOC need cut 
'It,s not good to have it as a whole. After going back it needs cutting., 
(object) 
(98) Ngo jiu daai tiu ge 
I need big CL GE 
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‘I need some big ones., 
Furthermore, in Cantonese, since the A-CL phrase can function as an 
adjectival complex, it is allowed to be followed by ge^^, just like the ordinary 
simple adjectives as in: 
(99) a. Gam sai-gaan ge hok-haau (Cantonese) 
so small-CLc GE school 
'such a small school, 
b. Gam sai-doi ge min-faa (Cantonese) 
so small-CLrn-bag GE cotton 
‘such a small bag of cotton’ 
From the above examples, despite the limited number of adjectives it is 
obvious that Cantonese is productive in having A-CL adjectival complex. Since 
an adjective modifies its following nominal, it is possible to claim that the 
Cantonese CL lexeme following the adjective in A-CL complex has more degree 
of nouniness than the Mandarin counterpart. Therefore Cantonese CL lexemes 
have the big NOUNE^ESS. 
This NOUNDv[ESS of Cantonese CL lexemes can be supported by the fact 
that in Cantonese, the association of A-N^^ is far more productive than in 
Mandarin. While both allow A-N phrases in (lOOa), only Cantonese allows the 
examples in (lOOb, c). 
(100)a. siu-sam (Cantonese)/ xiao-xin (Mandarin) 
small-heart 
‘careful， 




b. Keoi hou leng-zai / aang-geng/ sai-daam/ daai-wok 
he very pretty boy/ hard neck/ small bile/ big pan 
‘He is very smart/ stubbom/ cowardly/ in great trouble 
c. daai-/sai-fung; daai-/sai-jyu; daai-/sai-mou; daai-/7sai-syut, 




On a par with K-CL-ge as in (99a, b), these A-N adjectival complexes can also be 
followed by ge, for example: 
(101) a. Ni go gam sai-daam ge naam-zai (Cantonese) 
this CL so small-bile GE boy 
‘this so cowardly boy，, 
b. Gam daai-fung gejat-zi (Cantonese) 
so big wind GE days 
‘these so windy days' 
This paradigm of A-N adjectival complexes in Cantonese can be paralleled 
with that of A-CL phrases and hence the generalization of the NOUMNESS of 
Cantonese CL lexemes. 
2.4.1.2. CL-Ge/de association 
In Num-CL-N phrases, de is allowed to follow Mandarin CLm and so can ge in 
Cantonese CLm, as in (102 a-d): 
(102) a. san wan (de) tang (Mandarin) 
b. saam wun (ge) tong (Cantonese) 
three CLm-bowl DE/GE soup 
‘three bowls of soup， 
c. liang xiang (de) shu ^^  (Mandarin) 
d. loeng soeng (ge) shu (Cantonese) 
two CLm-box DE/GE book 
‘two boxes ofbooks' 
Nevertheless, Mandarin CL�cannot be followed by de, as in (103 a-b) (C&S 
1996; Tang 1990; Chao 1968; Paris 1981) whereas the Cantonese counterpart can 
(Thomas Lee, p.c.; Tsang 1997, which suggests this form is frequent in formal 
register), as in (103 c-d). 
(103) a. wu zhi (* de) qian-bi (Mandarin) 
five CLc DE pencil 
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Tive units of pencils' 
b. si ge (*de) shu-bao 
four CLc DE schoolbag 
‘four units of schoolbags' 
c. ng zhi (ge) jyun-bat (Cantonese) 
five CLc GE pencil 
d. sei go (ge) syu-baau 
four CLc GE schoolbag 
So in Mandarin only CLm is allowed to be followed by de while there is no such 
restriction on Cantonese CLm or CLc. 
This restriction is also observed in phrases where a demonstrative is present. 
Cantonese allows ge to follow CL (Matthews & Yip 1994; Zeng 1995), as in 
(104 a-b), but Mandarin only allows this in the case ofCLm, as in (104 c-d). 
(104) a. Ni ng zi (ge) jyun-bat (Cantonese) 
this five CLc GE pencil 
‘these five units of pencils' 
b. Ni saam wun (ge) tong 
this three CL^-bowl GE soup 
'these three bowls of soup' 
c. Zhe wu zhi (* de) qian-bi (Mandarin) 
this five C L � D E pencil 
d. Zhe san wan (de) tang^^ 
this three CLm-bowl DE soup 
2.4.2. Unifying the Lexical CT. Parameter and NOUNmRSS/nouniness n f r j . 
I have presented the arguments for the NOUMNESS of Cantonese CL lexemes 
and the nouniness ofMandarin CL lexemes. From the following table, there lies a 
dose relationship between the defmiteness feature and the NOUNmESS in the 
Cantonese classifier system. 
Table 2.5. Defmiteness and NOUNES[ESS 
Cantonese Mandarin 
featoes [definiteness1 [nouninessI rdefmiteness] rnouniness1 ~ 
Nouns V HIGH* 一 ^| . f J J ^ 
Sortal classifiers V HIGH x ^ 
Demonstratives V [ ^ ^ HiGH “ 
[*: Such 'highy'low' labelling is suggested by Thomas, Lee.] ‘ 
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It is not accidental to have a close relationship between the definiteness 
feature and the NOUNLE^JESS in Cantonese CL. As Table 2.5 shows, the two 
features co-exist in nouns in both languages although it is not common for bare 
nouns to denote definiteness in Cantonese. In Mandarin, the demonstrative has 
both of the features. Its nounliness can be demonstrated by its isolated^^ use in 
argument positions (Zhou 1997): 
wo yao zhe, bu yao na (Mandarin) 
I want this, not want that 
‘I want this, not that.， 
zhe bu hao, na cai hao (Mandarin) 
this not good that FOC good 
‘this is not good; only that is good.， 
This pronominal use of Mandarin demonstratives resembles that of English. 
However, Cantonese demonstratives cannot be used in isolation: 
* Ngo jiu ni, m jiu go 
I want this not want that 
‘I want this, not that.’ 
* Ni m hou, go sin hou. 
this not good that FOC good 
'this is not good; only that is good.， 
It is possible to say that there is also co-existence of the definiteness feature 
and the big NOUN^ESS in Cantonese CL lexemes since I have independently 
provided its definite properties and its high resemblance to a noun^^ In Mandarin, 
CL lexemes are lack in the definiteness feature and have small nouniness. 
Based on such a close relationship between the definiteness feature and the 
NOUNDs[ESS/nouniness, the original Lexical CL parameter can have an 
alternative: 
(105) Revised Lexical CL Parameter for nominals in Cantonese and Mandarin: 
Cantonese CL lexemes have the definiteness feature and NOUNE^JESS; 
Mandarin CL lexemes do not. 
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2.4.3. Evidence from SLA data 
Having formulated the Lexical CL Parameter by capturing the cluster of 
properties of the nominal structures of Cantonese and Mandarin, I will use it to 
account for the acquisition of Cantonese by a Mandarin-speaking child in the rest 
ofthis thesis. I will show that she simultaneously acquired the Cantonese-specific 
nominal properties which cluster around the parameter and will demonstrate how 
the acquisition is a result of parameter resetting. 
Notes on Chapter 2. 
1 It is not clear that lexical categories have purely semantic content. For example, as lexical 
categories, verbs have agreement features which are checked offin syntax. 
Abney (1987: 272) treats John 's every wish, as an anomaly, an idiom on a par with in as much 
as or the be all and end all. 
3 For the argument for substitution, see Longobardi (1994: 640 and note 34). 
4 It is claimed that English does not have an expletive article. But in the case ofsingular nonmass 
generics as in The lion hasfour legs, the definite article can be regarded as expletive (Longobardi 
1994:652). 
5 For the details of a DP-intemal tripartite structure, refer to the original paper. 
6 Later in Tang (1990b) it is suggested that the head Num separates from the head CL. A NumP 
selects a CLP: [DP [NumP [CLP [NP ]]]]. However, there will be two spec-positions, namely 
SpecNumP and SpecCLP, unknown for what should be the hosts. Pan (1990) has also a structure 
similar to: [DP [Nump [CLP [NP ]]]]. 
:En9 's use of specificity is different from Belletti's (1988). 
Again this use of(non)-specificity is different from the traditional one in that the latter requires 
an NP to be specific if the speaker has an object ofthis NP in the mind. 
9 Further in footnote 11 of C&S (1997), it is claimed that the insertion choice does not fall within 
‘economy ofderivation' (Chomsky 1995) since different numerations (movement vs. insertion) 
are dealt with. 
n Except in marked cases, Num-CL-N phrases do denote defmiteness. See Chen (1987) 
As shown in C&S (1997)，classifiers can have definite function in association with nouns as in 
definite CL-N phrases in Cantonese. CL is similar to D in this aspect. So ifLongobardi (1994) 
assigns a referential feature to D, CL can also be assigned a similar feature for denoting 
(in)definiteness. Also Chomsky (1995: 240) suggests 'D may be the locus ofwhat is loosely 
called referentiality'. 
121 do not say that the generic readings of di-N phrases and ofbare nouns are the same. So far I 
have not figured out what the difference is. ’ 
13 Here my NumP is in SpecCLP while the NumP ofCheng & Sybesma (1997) selects the CLP. I 
am not sure whether the lexical government is also required in the head ofNumP which is in the 
SpecCLP in my model. I leave this issue open. 
14 These examples also disconfirm the claim that the CL-N phrase is a phonologicallv reduced 
form ofjat/ji-CL-N. 
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151 have no suggestion for how (non)specificity is checked off in the CLP. 
16 Tsai (1996) also discusses this kind of data and offers an explanation of an extended version of 
Diesing's (1992) Mapping Hypothesis. 
17 As pointed out in the section on Poss-CL-N phrases in Cantonese, Cheng (1997) claims that 
Poss-ge-N phrases in Cantonese is indefinite. The structure can be that the possessor occupies 
SpecNP and the head noun remains in the head N®, without movement. The SpecCLP will be 
occupied by NumP (with overt or covert head Num。)，which gives rise to the indefinite 
interpretation. 
18 Imagine a magician created three pairs ofPeter and May in front ofthe real Peter and May. 
Then Peter could say to May like this: go mo-seot-si bin-zo hou-do go ngo-dei / that magician 
creat-PFVvery many 
CL us/ 'The magician created very many copies of us.’ But in Mandarin the outcome is 
ungrammatical: *...han-do ge women /...very many CL us/ ‘very many copies ofus ' 
19 The main idea in this section is contributed by Thomas Lee. 
20 This is from direct quotation despite its not being an adjective. In fact it is a universal 
quantifier. 
21 In some cases, Mandarin also allows A-CL to be followed by de when it is preceded by zhe me 
'so'. E.g. Jia gei zhe me da ge de zhang-fu! marry to so big husband/ ‘marry to a so big husband， 
(example from Li 1991:111) 
22 • 
Again the adjectives are limited in number. 
23 Although ‘book，is a count noun, the CL lexeme used is a mass-CL, creating a measuring unit 
and so not of the individual-type. 
24 Cheng & Sybesma (1996:23 to appear) points out that the demonstrative in modifies wan 
'bowl', but not tang ‘soup， 
25 Li (1988) (also Shi 1996) points out that Dem-N is allowed in Mandarin but not in Cantonese, 
e.g. Mandarin: zhe yu, na shu /this fish, that book/ ,this fish, that book' ， 
26 Cantonese: *Ni jyu, go syu /this fish, that book/ 'this fish, that book' 
26 Some evidence can be found in Abney(1987:353)'s illustration that Det has the [+F] 
(functional) and [+N] features. Since CL and D are common in that they have deictic function 




Given the Lexical CL Parameter developed in Chapter 2, the rest of the thesis 
provides empirical evidence to see how the Parameter can be reset in a Mandarin-
speaking child's acquisition of the properties of Cantonese CLP, namely definite 
CL-N, Poss-CL-N, RC-CL-N, and A-CL adjectival complex. The evidence is 
based on longitudinal data collected over a one-year period from the conversation 
between Ching, the subject of the study, and the researcher. It is also 
complemented by elicitation data from an informal experiment on generic di and 
(in)definite CL-N phrases. This set of longitudinal and experimental data on 
Ching's acquisition of Cantonese CLP will be compared with the same types of 
data from ten native Cantonese children of a similar age. 
3.1 The Subject 
Ching was seven years old when I started my recording. Bom in Changsha, 
Hunan, China on 5 August 1988, she migrated to Hong Kong with her mother in 
September 1995. Her father was a construction site worker and spoke Cantonese 
with an accent; her mother was a fast-food shop worker but could not speak 
Cantonese. Ching always used Mandarin to communicate with her parents. Her 
mother told me that she sometimes used Hunan dialect to talk to Ching who 
could only understand but could not speak the dialect. During the recording 
period, her grandfather from Hunan visited and stayed with Ching for about three 
months. On the first recording I asked her to speak to me in the language she 
used at home. I played the recording to two native Mandarin speakers for them to 
judge Ching's pronunciation. They told me that her Mandarin was standard. 
Ching told me that she sometimes used Mandarin to communicate with her 
classmates who were also Mandarin speakers. 
I obtained information about Ching's exposure to Cantonese by asking 
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herself and her class teacher. At the beginning of the study, she had lived and 
studied in Hong Kong for two months and twenty-nine days. She said she had 
been exposed to Cantonese in the Mainland by watching TV. She spoke 
Cantonese with a heavy Mandarin accent. Her Cantonese utterances were only 
restricted to phrases and sentence fragments. Her class teacher at Man Kiu 
Primary School in Ngau Tau Kok, Kowloon, Hong Kong, told me that she had to 
use Mandarin to communicate with her when she joined the school. All this 
information indicates that Ching's command of Cantonese before the study was 
minimal. 
The seven-year-old Ching was chosen because two of her teachers told me 
that it was psychologically difficult for those immigrants who were over ten to 
speak in Cantonese with great initiative. So, it could take a longer period oft ime 
for them to show the same improvement in L2 performance as a seven-year-old 
child. If a younger child (e.g. three or four years old) was chosen for the study, 
there would be a danger that s/he might not have firmly mastered the grammar of 
his/her L1. In that case, the subject would leam Cantonese as his/her L1. The 
literature in L1 acquisition of Mandarin shows that the word order as SVO in 
Mandarin is acquired early between ages 2;0 and 3;0. (Erbaugh 1992). Properties 
of nominal structure, for example, prenominal uses of -de in relative clauses are 
fully acquired by children by 5;0 (Lee 1990). Chang (1992) reports that genitive 
use, relativizing and nominalizing use of de are acquired by 3;0. All this evidence 
guarantees that the seven-year-old Ching acquired the word order of Mandarin, 
especially with respect to the properties of nominal structure. 
3.2 Timing of recording 
Conversations between the subject and me were recorded by a SONY WM-
GX506 weekly for twelve months. In the absence of literature on the rate of L2 
acquisition of Cantonese, at the beginning of the recording period, the subject's 
class teacher and another teacher who did not teach the subject told me that 
generally the immigrant children, comprising 70% of all the pupils in the school, 
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only took about four or five months to speak Cantonese well. To ensure that the 
L2 acquisition of Cantonese can be observed in detail, my recording period 
covered twelve months with recordings made at weekly intervals, each recording 
session lasting 20-30 minutes. It should also be noted that there were lapses in 
the weekly recordings because of vacations and because Ching took trips to 
Hunan during long holidays. She travelled twice in the Lunar New Year Holidays 
in Feb 1996 and in summer holidays in August 1996. 
3.3 Data 
To gain a profile of Ching's L2 grammatical development, naturalistic speech 
samples were recorded with me conversing with her on picture description and 
story-telling tasks. The pictures were from story books (in Chinese or in English) 
whose texts were covered by paper. For example, the pictures of the story book 
were about some children moving into a dinosaur's world. Different story books 
were used for each recording. Topics for conversation were familiar to the 
subject, such as family, school life, TV programmes, and other topics of interest 
(e.g. the Olympic Games held in August 1996). 
At the end of the one-year recording period, an informal experiment was 
carried out with Ching to see whether she had acquired the properties of generic 
di and (in)definite CL-N phrases. No production data on generic use of <i/-N 
phrases were recorded. However, elicitation data on the use of (in)definite CL-N 
phrases were gathered in this informal experiment to supplement the production 
data in the naturalistic recordings. The experiment consisted of two parts: one 
representing the scene of the interior of a library and the other representing the 
dining room of a home. Each part consisted of two tasks: a comprehension task 
on generic di and an act-out task on (in)definite CL-N phrases. In the 
comprehension task, Ching was asked what was referred to in a given situation, 
e.g. when a student in the library spoke to the librarian with a Jz-N phrase. She 
had to choose the answer from the list of options provided. In the act-out task, 
Ching was told an episode with occurrences of in/definite CL-N phrases, 
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describing, for instance, a student taking some books away from a desk in the 
library. Then she was asked to act-out what the student had done. 
3.4. The corpus 
Recordings o f 3 2 sessions were made, comprising a corpus of 10 hours long. The 
data of all the recording sessions were transcribed in CHAT format 
(MacWhinney & Snow 1990; MacWhinney 1991) and input into computer files. 
The following table summarizes the detailed information about the subject, 
Ching and the recording sessions. The transcripts of 3 sessions (boldfaced in the 
table), each representing an acquisition stage of Cantonese CLP, are included in 
Appendix A. 
Table 3.1. Information of subject & recording . 
Length ofexposure Age of Ching Date of recording Cumulative number of 
in Hong Kong sessions recording session 
2 m(onths) 29 d(ays) 7;3;25 30Nov95 ^ 
3 m l 3 d 7;4;9 — 14Dec95 3 
3 m l 9 d — 7;4;15 20Dec95 4 
— 4 m 2 d 7;4;29 3Jan96 5 
4 m 5 d — 7;5;1 6Jan96 — 6 
— 4 m l 4 d 7;5;10 15Jan96 7 
4 m l 9 d 7;5;15 _ 20Jan96 8 — 
4 m 26 d 7;5;22 27Jan96 9 
5 m 3 d 7;6;0 4Feb96 \_0 
— 5 m 9 d 7;6;6 lQFeb96 11 
6 m 8 d 7;7;4 9Mar96 12 
— 6 m l 5 d 7;7;11 “ 16Mar96 — 13 
— 6 m 2 2 d 7;7;18 23Mar96 — 14 
一 6 m 2 9 d 7;7;25 “ 30Mar96 15 
— 7 m 5 d 7;8;1 6Apr96 一 16 
— 7 m 2 0 d 7;8;16 — 21Apr96 17 
— 7 m 2 6 d 7;8;22 一 27Apr96 18 
— 8 m 3 d 7;8;29 — 4May96 19 
— 8 m 24 d 7;9;20 “ 25May96 — 20 
— 9 m l 4 d 7;10;10 15Jun96 21 
— 9 m 2 8 d 7;10;24 “ 29Jun96 22 
— 1 0 m l 2 d 7;11;8 13Jul96 — 23 
1 0 m l 9 d 7;11;15 一 20Jul96 — 24 
— l l m 2 3 d 8;0;19 24Aug96 — 25 
l l m 3 0 d _ 8;0;26 31Aug96 26 
— 1 2 m l 3 d 8;1;9 一 14Sep96 一 27 
— 1 2 m 2 0 d 8;1;16 21Sep96 28 
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1 2 m 2 7 d 8;1;23 28Sep96 29 
1 3 m l l d 8;2;7 120ct96 }0 
1 3 m l 8 d 8;2;14 190ct96 ^ 
1 4 m 8 d 8;3;5 — 9Nov96 32 
1 4 m l 5 d 8;3;12 16Nov96 33 
The CHAT format used for transcription is adopted from MacWhinney 
(1991). 
As the following sample shows, the details of the subject and background of the 
recording sessions are given at the beginning of each transcript. Each participant 
of the conversation is marked by a string of three block letters with an asterisk. 
Each utterance marked by a puctuation mark occupies one line. While the actual 
transcription was done in Cantonese, in the following sample each utterance was 
transcribed in Jyutping romanization with the English gloss and meaning. Note 
that the gloss and translation are not in the computer files. 
Begin 
Name of SUB: Yip Wai Ching 
Birth o f S U B : 05-Aug-1988 
Sex o f S U B : Female 
Tape location: 16 
Date: 06-APR-1996 
Time duration: 1030-1100 
Age o f S U B : 7;08;01 
Participants: SUB subject RES researcher 
Situation: Talking at the subject's home. 
* SUB: gong nei dou aa 1 ？ 
talk this place SFP 
'Le t ' s talk about here.’ 
*RES: houaa3 . 
ok SFP 
'OK. ' 
*SUB: Siuming naa3, 
Siuming SFP 
‘Siuming.’ 
* SUB: keoi hai Siufan naa3, 
she be Siufan SFP 
'She is Siufan.， 
*SUB: keoi hai Siuming, 
he be Siuming 
'He is Siuming.， 
*SUB: Siuming zau tung Siufan gong... 
Siuming FOC P Siufan say 
'Then Siuming says to Siufan...， 
*SUB: di mat-je aa3? 
CL what-s tuffSFP 
'what? ' 
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*RES: gong mat-je hou aa3? 
talk what-stuffgood SFP 
'What is it good to talk about?' 
*SUB: Siuming nel 
Siuming SFP 
'As for Siuming., 
3.5. Criteria of counting utterances and point of acquisition 
Utterances due to repetitions and imitations by the subject are discarded. If the 
subject's utterance of a target structure is immediately followed by another one of 
the same structure and of the same use in the same context, the second one is 
counted as repetition. If the subject's utterance of a target structure immediately 
follows the same utterance by the researcher, it is regarded as an imitation. In 
case of any doubt on an occurrence, the occurrence is discarded. 
In the development of each of the CLP properties, if occurrences of a target 
structure are recorded in three consecutive sessions, then the structure will be 
counted as acquired by the subject in the fourth session. In these three 
occurrences, the classifier lexeme involved in each time is allowed to repeat once 
while the other lexical items involved are not allowed to repeat. For example, 
supposing these occurrences from three consecutive sessions for definite CLx-Ny 
are: C L i - N a , C L 2 - N b , C L i - N c , the classifier lexeme,CLi, is used twice and the 
three nouns are different. Then the definite CL-N is counted as acquired. Even if 
after the three consecutive sessions, there are no occurrences of the target 
structure in the fourth session, the target structure is still counted as acquired 
when there are no suitable contexts in the session for the target structure to 
emerge. Otherwise, the target structure is not counted as acquired. 
Notes on Chapter 3. 
‘Session 1 was excluded from the analysis because there were other children in the interview. 
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CHAPTER 4. 
THE ACQUISITION OF CANTONESE NOMINALS 
Given the Lexical CL Parameter formulated in Chapter 2 for the nominal 
structure in Cantonese and Mandarin, it would be interesting to see if the 
Mandarin-speaking child, Ching, acquired the Cantonese-specific nominal 
properties by resetting the Parameter. In this chapter, I report on the longitudinal 
development of Ching. I first chart the general development of Cantonese 
nominals in Ching's interlanguage grammar (Section 4.1). Then I describe in 
detail her acquisition of each of the Cantonese-specific nominal properties, 
namely definite CL-N phrases, possessive nominals, nominals with relative 
clauses and adjective-classifier adjectival complex (Section 4.2). Next I present 
control data from the speech of ten native Cantonese children's with regard to 
definite structures, possessive nominals and nominals with relative clauses 
(Section 4.3). Finally I return to the question raised at the beginning of this 
paragraph: Was the Lexical CL Parameter reset by Ching (Section 4.4) ？ 
4.1. Overall development of Cantonese nominal structure 
In Chapter 2, it has been shown that Cantonese nominal structure has specific 
properties that are different from its Mandarin counterparts. Here we observe 
how these properties evolve in a Mandarin-speaking leamer immersed in a 
Cantonese community. Before discussing her acquisition of these nominal 
properties, let us first have an overview of her Cantonese nominal structure, 
especially her production of such structures as: bare noun, Dem-CL-N, Num-CL-
0S0, Dem-Num-CL-ONj), CL-N, Poss-CL-N, Poss-ge-N, RC-CL-N, RC-ge-^, A-
CL adjectival complex and A-N adjectival complex. The first occurrence of each 
property is summarized in Table. 4.1. Here first occurrence means first 
spontaneous use of a structure, the more strigent criteria for acquisition of a 
property established in Chapter 3 do not apply here. 
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Table 4.1. First occurrence of nominal properties* 
nominal ~~bare noun""" Dem-CL-(N) Num-CL-O^O Dem-Num-CL- CL-N 
structures: 2Q 
first occurrence ~~2m(onths) 2m29d 2m29d 2m29d 4m2d 
29d(ays) 
nominal Poss-CL-N ~Poss -ge-N~~ RC-CL-N RC-ge-N A-CL A-N 
structures 
first occurrence 4ml4d 3ml3d 9ml4d 3ml3d 7m5d llm23d 
[*: '2m29d' means ‘2 months 29 days'.] 
From Table 4.1，it is shown that during the first three months ofher stay in 
Hong Kong, (i.e. the beginning of the recording period), Ching used quite a 
number of nominal properties: bare noun, Dem-CL-(M), Num-CL-Q^), Dem-
Num-CL-CN), Poss-g^-N and RC-ge-N. Structures like, bare nouns, Dem-CL-CN), 
Num-CL-OSf) and Dem-Num-CL-(N) appeared early, less than three months of 
her stay in Hong Kong. For Poss-CL-N and CL-N phrases, the first occurrence 
appeared in the fourth month. Finally, A-CL and A-N adjectival complex 
emerged later, not until the seventh month and the eleventh month respectively. 
An example for each property is given in (1 a- i)，each with the label for the 
property, the date of first occurrence and contextual information. 
Bare noun. Dem-CL-HSh, Num-CL-HSf): (2m29d) [There is a car park/ 
( l )a . nei-dou hai hei-ce, jat zil, jat go^ 
Dem-CL bare noun Num-CL Num-CL 
this-place be car, one CL, one CL 
‘There is a car. One car., 
Dem-Num-CL-fNn: (2m29d) [The children have turned the room dirty.] 
b. baa nei loeng gin saam gaau di3 hou zaangl aa3. 
BA this two CL shirt make RES very dirty SFP 
‘make these two shirts very dirty’ 
CL-N: (4m2d) [The little dog is very frightened/ 
c. jan-wai nei-dou jau go dou 
because this-place have CL knife 
'Because there is a knife.’ 
Poss-CL-N: (4ml4d) [His friends are visiting him.] 
d. keoi zek goekji-ging hou-zo hou-noi lel. 
he CL foot already recover-well very-long SFP 
‘His leg has recovered for so long.’ 
Poss-gg-N: (3ml3d) [The boy is riding a bicycle.] 
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e. keoi ge daan-ce 
he GE bicycle 
'his bicycle, 
RC-CL-N: (9ml4d) [Ah Hung is giving his pictures to Fish King.: 
f. waak di waa zan hai hou nan-tai 
draw ClPi pictures real be very hard-read 
‘The pictures he drew were very difficult to read.’ 
RC-gg-N: (3ml3d) [Ching is talking about the purpose of the basket.] 
g. maai-jyun coi ge^ nei go sung 
buy-finish vegetable GE this CL dish 
‘The vegetable as the dish which has been bought.’ 
A-CL: (7m5d) [The doctor is going to give an injection.] 
h. gam daai go zam 
so big CL needle 
‘such a so big syringe’ 
A-N: (1 lm23d) [At night the coward boy has been scolded] 
i. keoi ham-dakjyut-lei-jyut daai-seng 
he cry-AUX more-RES-more big sound 
'He is crying more and more loudly.’ 
Apparently Ching could produce a wide range of properties of Cantonese 
nominals even in the first four months of stay in Hong Kong. However, as shown 
in Chapter 2, although some of Cantonese nominals in particular the Cantonese 
CL-N phrases are syntactically equal to Mandarin's, they are indeed semantically 
different from the Mandarin counterparts. In Cantonese, CL-N phrases can 
denote definiteness, besides indefiniteness. So if the factor of (in)deflniteness is 
included in counting occurrences of CL-N phrases, the occurrence patterns for 
indefinite CL-N phrases and definite CL-N phrases will be very different. Let's 
consider the first 12 recording sessions. It can be found that 17 occurrences of 
indefinite CL-N phrases were observed in nine consecutive sessions whereas only 
four occurrences of definite CL-N phrases were observed in three non-adjacent 
sessions. To be shown in the next section, definite CL-N phrases were not 
acquired by Ching until her seventh month in Hong Kong. In fact, if occurrences 
are counted on semantic grounds together with the criteria of acquisition set in 
Chapter 3, those Cantonese-specific nominal properties were in fact acquired 
much later. Thus the information in Table 4.1 does not represent the whole 
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picture ofChing 's acquisition of Cantonese nominals. 
4.2. Acquisition of Cantonese-specific CLP properties 
Having sketched the overall development of Cantonese nominal structure, in this 
section I will focus on the Cantonese-specific CLP properties, namely definite 
CL-N in subject and object position, Poss-CL-N phrases, RC-CL-N phrases and 
A-CL adjectival complex. As demonstrated in Section 2.3 and 2.4, these 
properties are the consequences for Cantonese nominals due to the Lexical CL 
Parameter. First I will discuss the acquisition of definite CL-N (subject and 
object) in Section 4.2.1 and Poss-CL-N in Section 4.2.2，and establish three 
stages of acquisition based on these findings in Section 4.2.3. Then I will discuss 
the acquisition of RC-CL-N and A-CL adjectival complex, which occurs at the 
last stage in Section 4.2.4. and Section 4.2.5 respectively. 
4.2.1. Def. CL-N fsubject & oljjecf) 
Before describing how Ching acquired the definite CL-N phrases and how such 
an acquisition was evidenced in the acquisition of zoewg-construction, let me first 
give an operational definition of definiteness in deciding whether a token of CL-
N phrases was used as definite or not. 
Adopting Giv6n (1984:399)'s speaker-based definitions of deflnites^ and 
indefinites in terms of communicative contract (c.f. Heim 1983; Avmtin 1994)，I 
would like to change them into operational criteria (c.f. Lee & Szeto 1996) 
because it is the viewpoint of a hearer of the recordings and reader of the 
transcripts from which I had to differentiate the (in)definite use of CL-N phrases 
by Ching. Giv6n's definitions and my modifications are as follows: 
Table 4.2. Criteria of indefinite and definite 
Giv6n's definitions (speaker-based): Operational criteria: 
Indefinite: "Speakers code a referential Indefinite: "Hearers decode a referential 
nominal as indefinite if they think that nominal as indefinite if they think that 
they are not entitled to assume that the they are not entitled to assume that the 
hearer can - by whatever means - assign it speaker can - by whatever means - assign 
unique referential identity." it unique referential identity.” 
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Definite: "Speakers code a referential Definite: "Hearers decode a referential 
nominal as definite if they think that they nominal as definite if they think that they 
are entitled to assume that the hearer can - are entitled to assume that the speaker can 
by whatever means - assign it unique - by whatever means - assign it unique 
reference." |reference.’’ 
In the criteria of defmiteness, 'by whatever means' in this study is limited to 
two contexts under which a CL-N phrase would be counted as denoting a definite 
reading, be it in the subject or object position. First, if a CL-N phrase is preceded 
by another token of the same CL-N phrase in the linguistic context, then the 
former is considered as anaphoric and signaling a definite interpretation. Second 
when a CL-N phrase does not have an antecedent, it would still be considered as 
definite if the subject used it deictically by referring to an object in the picture she 
was describing. Since both she and I were looking at the pictures of a story book 
during the recording, she would assume that I knew the referent for her deictic 
use of CL-N phrases and might not provide any accompanying gesture, for 
example, by pointing to a tree in the picture. So it is important to examine the 
context for the deictic use of CL-N phrases. If there is any doubt on the definite 
use of an occurrence of a CL-N phrase, it will be discarded^. 
Recall that in Section 2.3.3.2 in Chapter 2, CL-N phrases in ^ C J ^ 
Cantonese can denote definiteness in both subject and object CL’ 
position (Fig. 4.1) since the lexical CL can get specified as [+d]c^T^P 
definite by picking up the [+d] value ofthe head CL。，assuming lexical CL A 
[+d] noun 
the empty SpecCLP checks off the [+d] value of the defmiteness 
. , Fig- 4.1 
feature. 
Table 4.3 shows a clear transition in the emergence of definite CL-N phrases 
in subject and object positions. As shown in Column 3, definite CL-N as object 
first occurred in 6 m(onths) 15 d(ays) after Ching,s immersion in a Cantonese-
speaking environment. Only one token of definite CL-N was observed before that 
session, but such tokens were recorded continuously in each of the remaining 21 
sessions. Some of the examples are: 
(6ml5d) [The Queen is watching what is reflected in the Magic Mirror] 
(2) Baak-syut-gung-zyu nel, hou hoi-sam, tung di Siu-ai-jan 
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Snow White SFP very happy with CL '^ Dwarfs 
'Together with the Dwarfs, Snow White was very happy.' 
(14ml5d) [The research is asking Ching why the shopkeeper knew the 
bird wants the clip.] 
(3) Jan-wai keoi tai-dou di cin 
because he see-RES CL '^ money 
'because he saw the money., 
Column 4 shows that definite CL-N emerged as subject in 6m29d, two sessions 
later than its occurrence as object. In the 13 sessions prior to that point, only two 
tokens were found. Definite CL-N phrases as subject were observed in all the 
remaining 19 sessions. Some of the examples were: 
(6m29d) [Many children are trying to get the ball/ 
(4) Go bo baau-zaa 
CL ball explode 
'The ball exploded.' 
(1 lm23d) [A boy is lying on the bed in the Secret Garden." 
(5) Zoeng cong hou leng hou daai aa3. 
CL bed very pretty very big SFP 
T h e bed is very pretty and very big.’ 
* 
Table 4.3 Occurrences of definite CL-N and Poss-CL-N in Cantonese 
Session Length definite CL-N definite CL-N Poss-CL-N 
of stay in (as object) (as subject) 
ffi 
2 I m 2 9 d 0 F 0 — 
3 3 m l 3 d 0 d i j a n ( l f 0 
'CL people ‘ 
di siu pangjau(l) 
'CL children ‘ 
4 3 m 19d W — 0 0 ~ 
5 4 m 2 d 0~ — 0 0 ~ 
6 4 m 5 d F " — 0 0 ~ 
7 4 m l 4 d zekgoek( l ) 0 keoi$ zek goek (2) 
'CLfoot' 'his CL foot' 
8 4 m 19d 0 0 Q 
9 4 m 2 6 d ~ " o Q 
10 5 m 3 d ~ " o 0 
11 5 m 9 d ~ " o 0 
12 6 m 8 d ~ " o Q 
B 6 m l 5 d d i s i u a i j a n ( l ) 0 0 
'CP'dwarf 
14 6 m 2 2 d go hunglung(l) 0 keoidei go gwai leoimin(l) 
'CL dinosaur ‘ 'their CL shelf-inside ’ 
gojiu (so) si(l) faadi hoengmei (1) 
'CL key ’ 'flower CP'fragrance ‘ 
di siu pangjau(l) 
'CP'children 
15 | 6 m 2 9 d |di Je(l) |go bo(l) |waidaanzek goek(l) 
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'Cfstuff 'CLball' 'badguyCLfoot' 




16 7 m 5 d z e k s a u ( l ) di touzai (2) ngo zek sau(l) 
'CL hand ‘ 'CP' rabbit ‘ 'my CL hand ‘ 
di touzai (1) 
'CF'rabbit' 
17 7 m 2 0 d di zoeng(l) zek ngau( l ) 0 
'Cfsauce' 'CL cow ‘ 
d i j e ( l ) 
'CP'stuff 
Ts 7 m 2 6 d go goek( l ) di deng(l) 0 
'CLfoot' 'CF'nail' 
19 8 m 3 d di siu dongmat(l) d i joeng( l ) ngodei go ukkei (1) 
'Cf small animal ‘ 'CP' goat ’ ‘our CL home ‘ 
go zinggin(l) zigei g o j a m ( l ) 
'CLpassport' ‘selfCL voice’ 




21 9 m l 4 d ditouwaa(3) d i j a n ( l ) keoi di waa(l) 
VF'picture, 'CP'people， 'his Cfpicture ’ 
go haai( l ) di gosing (2) keoi d i jau( l ) 
'CL shoe, 'Cr' song, 'his Cffriend, 
go jamngokgaa (1) keoi di pangjau (2) 
'CL musician ‘ 'his Cffriends ’ 
di pangjau (1) keoi go jamngok (1) 
'Cffriend' 'hisCLmusic, 
g o A h b a a ( l ) ngo d i j e ( l ) 
'CLfather' 'myCF'stuff 
go siuniu (1) daai neoi go goek( 1) 
'CL small bird‘ 'big sister CLfoot ’ 
keoi go fei ge deifong (1) 
'hisCLfatGEplace' 
keoi zek goek(l) 
'his CLfoot' 
loeng go zeze zek goek (1) 
'twoCLsisterCLfoot' 
22 9 m 2 8 d go goek(l) di wusi( l ) keoi zek goek (3) 
'CLfoot ‘ 'CF' nurse, 'his CL foot, 
di soeng ze (1) zek siutou (1) keoi tiu gwat( 1) 
'CP' wounded person, 'CL small rabbit ’ 'his CL bone ‘ 
zek siutou(4) go touzai (1) keoi di pangjau (1) 
'CL small rabbit, 'CL rabbit-little, 'his CP'friend ‘ 
di gwozap(2) zek niu (1) ngo baa sin( 1) 
'CP'fruitjuice, 'CL bird, 'my CL fan ’ 
gouk(l) ngo di daan(l) 










'CL dream ‘ 
go mogu(l) 




zek siutouzai( 1) 
'CL small rabbit-little' 
23 10 m 12d go gogo (1) go tonggwo( 1 ) keoi go gogo(2) 
'CL elder brother' 'CL candy' 'his CL elder brother' 
di jan(I) go loupopo( 1 ) ngo deoi haai( 1) 
'cri people' 'CL old woman' 'my CL shoe' 
di zyubou (1) di gwattau( I ) keoidei dijesik(I) 
'Crljewel' 'cri bone' 'their cri food' 
di uk(1) di boumat(1) fohok di je( 1) 
'Clpl house' 'cri treasure' 'science cri thing' 
go sandung (1) zek haai(l) keoidei di%( 1) 
'CL cave' 'CL shoe' 'their cri % ' 




24 10 m 19d zek luk (1) zek long(2) ngo zek ngaaci( 1 ) 
'CL deer' 'CL wolf' 'my CL tooth' 
zek long(I) zek geng (I) keoi go tau(I) 
'CL wolf' 'CL mirror , 'his CL tau' 
zek mou(I) zek luk(I) 
'CL hat' 'CL deer' 
tau ngau(I) 
'CL cow' 
gaa ce (1) 
'CL car' 
di jyutbeng( I) 
'cri mooncake ' 
go deikau( 1 ) 
'CL earth' 
25 11 m 23d di jiugwaai(2) di bing(l) keoidei go lou( 1) 
'cri moster' 'cri ice' 'their CL road' 
di bing(I) go neoizai( 1 ) keoi gaan fong( I) 
'crI ice' 'CL girl-little' 'their CL room' 
go beimat faajyun( I ) go zoekzai(2) ngo zoeng cong( I) 
'CL secret garden' 'CL bird-little' 'my CL bed' 
go naamzai( I ) go naamzai( 1 ) keoi go ukkei(1) 
'CL boy-little' 'CL boy-little' 'his CL home' 
di coeng(l) zoeng cong( I) keoi go baabaa( 1) 
'cri wall' 'CL bed' 'his CL/ather' 
go lipjan(I) zigei go meng( 1 ) 
'CL hunter' 'self CL name' 
di hou hoksang( 1) ngo ukkei go coengdei( I) 
'cri f,!ood student' 'my home CL place' 
26 11 m 30d go j oengwaawaa( 1 ) go sansin popo( I ) zek long go meibaa( 1) 
'CL doll' 'CL god old woman' 'CL wolf CL tail' 
di zokI(table)(I) di je(2) jandei baa seng( 1) 
'cri table' 'Cr'stuff' 'the other CL voice' 
zoeng toi( 1) zek long(l) 
'CL table' 'CL wolf' 












27 12m 13 d di jan(I) di laimat( 1) keoi go gwaifei( 1 ) 
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'CF'people' 'CF'gift' ‘hisCLwifeofking’ 
di mukjoeng(l) go sailouzai(l) ngo go gwaifei(l) 
'CP' sheep, 'CL kid-little ‘ 'my CL wife ofking ‘ 
go gamjyuwong(l) d i j an ( l ) keoi go wonggung(l) 
'CLfish king' 'CP'people ‘ 'his CL palace ‘ 
di syu soengmin( 1) go gamjyuwong(2) keoi di san( 1) 
'Cftree-up' 'CLfishking' 'hisCfbody' 
keoidei zit3[zek]sau(l) 
'their CL hand’ 
keoidei d i j e ( l ) 
'theirCfthing' 
jandei d i j e (3) 
'the otherCP'thing' 
keoidei di saam(2) 
'their CF' clothes' 
28 12 m 20d go tousyuzing( 1) zek sau (1) ngo go tousyuzing( 1) 
'CL library card ‘ 'CL hand ‘ 'my CL library card ‘ 
go gwaimat (1) keoi go tousyuzing( 1) 
'CL monster ’ 'his CL library card ‘ 
di jan (1) go2 go Ah-Tou go 
'Cf people ‘ jyutseoizingling (1) 
go daangou (1) ‘that CL Ah-Tou CL god-
'CL cake ‘ of- Water-of-Moon ‘ 
di waaidaan (1) go2 dou di tousyugun di 
'CP'badguy' syu(l) 
go mun (1) 'that place CP' library 
'CLdoor' Cfbook' 
jandei di zingling (1) 
'the otherCfcrystal' 
29 12 m 27d di ftingging(l) go loujan(2) ngo di waa(l) 
'CP' scenery, 'CL old people ‘ 'my Cf picture, 
zek haai( 1) di taufaat( 1) keoi go meng( 1) 
'CL shoe ‘ 'CF' hair ‘ ‘his CL name ‘ 
di cin( 1) keoi maami gojizai( 1) 
'ClP' money ‘ 'his mummy CL ear-little ‘ 
di tong( 1) keoi zek ngaasin( 1) 
VP' soup ’ 'his CL tooth string ’ 
go lingling gungzyu (1) nei go seizaibaau( 1) 
'CL Princess Lingling ‘ 'your CL dead-boy-little ’ 
nei go siuzi(l) 
'your CLfellow ‘ 
30 1 3 m l l d di gunggeoi (1) di sibing(l) keoi go jan( l ) 
'CF'tool' 'CF'soldier' 'hisCLpeople' 
di maa( 1) go wongzi (1) keoi zek maa( 1) 
'CF' horse ’ 'CL prince ‘ 'his CL horse ’ 
go tit(2) di faa(3) keoi baa gim(l) 
'CL iron ‘ 'Cfjlower ‘ 'his CL sword ‘ 
go faacou(l) disinneoi(l) nei go coenje (1) 
'CLflowergrass' 'CF' angel' 'your CL stupidfellow ‘ 
go wongzi( 1) go wungaa( 1) 
'CL prince, 'CL crow ‘ 
go moneoi( 1) d i cyunman( 1) 
'CL devil woman ’ 'CF' villager ‘ 
di tousyuzing( 1) di gwokwong( 1) 
•CP' library card ‘ 'CF' king ‘ 
di syu(l) 
'CP'book' 
31 13 m 18d deoi sosi( 1) go hunglung( 1) keoi go doi( 1) 
'CL key, 'CL dinosaur ‘ 'his CL bag ‘ 
tiu se(2) gaan uk (1) Mary go doi( 1) 
'CL snake ‘ 'CL house ’ 'Mary CL bag ‘ 
go mun( 1) di fo( 1) ngo tiu teoi( 1) 
'CLdoor' 'CP'fire' 'myCLleg' 
tiu ce( 1) zek siugau( 1) 
I 'CLcar' 'CLsmalldog' 
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|gaan uk(l) go se(l) 
'CLhouse' 'CLsnake' 
zek sau(2) go muimui(l) 
'CL hand ‘ 'CL small sister ‘ 
go siugau(l) go gogo(l) 
'CL small dog, 'CL elder brother ‘ 
zek teoi(l) di minbaau(l) 
'CLleg' 'Cfbread' 
g o t o i ( l ) 
'CLtable' 
go se(l) 
'CL snake ‘ 
gojanjyu(l) 
'CL human fish ‘ 
32 14m 8d go ngaanzing(l) 0 “ keoi di taufaat(l) 
'CLeye' 'hisCP hair， 
di samlam-seoizing( 1) gungzyu di Hkloeng( 1) 
'CP' forest crystal ’ 'princess CP power ‘ 
keoidei di likloeng(l) 
'theirCfpower' 
keoi zek ngaangeng(l) 
'his CL glasses ’ 
mattong go mat(l) 
'honey-candy CL honey ‘ 
keoi zek sau(l) 
'his CL hand ‘ 
keoi go samlam-seoizing( 1) 
'his CL forest crystal ‘ 
keoi go waimit-zinsi(l) 
'his CL destroy warrior ‘ 
keoi di beng(l) 
'hisCF'cake' 
zigei d i j an( l ) 
'selfCF'people' 
zigei di zinsi(l) 
'selfCf' warrior' 
‘ ^3 1 4 m l 5 d go lousyu(l) go syujip( 1) keoi go meng( 1) 
'CL mouse ‘ 'CL tree leaf 'his CL name, 
go cong(l) zek gaap(l) keoidei zek gaap(l) 










'CL window ‘ 
go cin(l) 




'CL shopkeeper ‘ 
*： Repetitions and imitations were excluded, based on the criteria in Chapter 3. 
# : the number in parenthesis means the number of tokens of the adjacent phrase nearby 
$: Given keoi may refer to masculine or feminine, I treat it as masculine in the gloss, which does 
not affect the analysis. 
Meaning of CL (Matthews & Yip 1994): di (denote a quantity of either countable things or 
uncountable substances), zek (for animal, round object and one of a pair), go (a neutral classifier 
used with all words denoting people), tiu (for long, thin objects and animals), baa (for tools and 
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instrument, but not musical instruments), deoi (for items which come in pair), tau ( for counting 
animals, Li & Thompson (1989))，gaa (for vehicles and other large machines) , gaan ( for blocks 
and buildings), zoeng (for flat objects which typically lie in a horizontal position). 
As can be seen from Column 3 and 4 of Table 4.3, it is found that the 
definite CL-N phrase appeared in subject position two sessions later than in 
object position. According to the acquisition criterion set in Chapter 3, if a 
particular nominal structure occurs in three consecutive sessions spontaneously, 
then Ching will be considered to have acquired that nominal structure. Then the 
point of acquisition of definite CL-N as object would be at 7m5d, the fourth 
session following the three consecutive ones. In the same way the point of 
acquisition of definite CL-N in subject position would be 7m26d, 21 days later 
than in object position. 
4.2.1.1. Other evidence: ha- /zoeng-construction 
As the counterpart of ha in Mandarin, the preposition zoeng in Cantonese also 
requires a definite object，(e.g.: see Li 8c Thompson (1989:465) for Mandarin, 
and Matthews & Yip (1994:143) for Cantonese). If Ching is shown to have used 
CL-N phrases in zoewg-construction, they can be asserted as definite. Moreover, 
it follows from our parametric analysis that the definite use of CL-N phrases in 
zoeng-construction should follow or cooccur, rather than precede the three 
consecutive sessions before the acquisition point for object CL-N phrases as 
established above. 
In Mandarin, the object after ba can be definite either in the presence of a 
demonstrative (6a) or in the form of a bare noun (6b). 
Mandarin: (Li & Thompson 1989:463-464) 
(6) a. Kuai yidian ba zhei kuai rou na zou. 
fast a little BA this piece meat take away 
‘Take this piece of meat away quickly!， 
b. Ni ba jiu man-man-de he. 
you BA wine slowly drink 
'You drink the wine slowly!’ 
Cantonese: (Matthews & Yip 1994: 144) 
c. Ngo-dei zoeng go bat cin fan loeng fan. 
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we ZOENG that CL money split two part 
'We'll split the money in two.’ 
d. Jiu zoeng di m-hoi-sam ge je gut-jat-seng tan-zo keoi. 
need put CL unhappy GE stuff one-voice swallow-PFV it 
‘You should take the unhappy things and swallow them in one gulp.' 
In Cantonese, the definite objects required after zoeng can be either with a 
demonstrative (6c) or in a CL-N form (6d). 
Surprisingly, throughout the recording year, Ching kept on using the 
Mandarin counterpart, ha, instead of the Cantonese zoeng, which was used three 
times only, as in: 
(6m22d) [The children have returned from the dinosaur world.] 
(7) a. zoeng tiu so-si zau fong -hai keoi-dei go gwai leoi-min. 
ZOENG CL key FOC put P their CL box inside 
‘take the key and put it inside their box.’ 
(6m22d) [The dinosaur is using a rope to fasten the dog.: 
b. zoeng keoi tou4-zyu aa3 
ZOENG he cover-CONT SPF 
‘He is covered.' 
(13ml 8d) [The monster is going to eat the doggy/ 
c. zoeng zek gau-zai sik-zo. 
ZOENG CL doggy eat PFV 
'The doggy has been eaten.’ 
Most of the time she used Z?aa-constmction (Cantonese pronunciation of ba being 
baa) in the Cantonese syntax^, as in: 
(6m29d) [The bad guy is challenging the goat whether it can beat him.] 
(8) a. Zau baa go waai-daan daa-dou laa3. 
FOC BA CL bad-egg beat-down SFP 
'Then the bad guy was beaten .’ 
(6m29d) [Siuming is throwing a lot of stones into the river.] 
b. Baa go sek-zai deng dou mat-fung dou. 
BA CL stone throw RES bee there 
'The stone was thrown to bees., 
(12ml3d) [The ancestor thinks that the shepherd girl is not beautiful/ 
c. So-ji zau baa keoi gon ceot, ceot-zo gung-sing. 
so FOC BA she get out out PFV palace 
‘So she is expelled out of the palace.’ 
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(13ml8d) [Peter and his family have returned home after the picnic.] 
d. Peter lel, zau baa go se deng-zo... 
Peter SFP FOC BA CL stone throw PFV 
‘Peter threw away the stone.’ 
Therefore, i fwe want to see whether there is definite use of CL-N phrases in 
zoeng-construction, we also have to look at the Cantonese use of Z>a-construction 
(i.e. Z>aa-constmction). And it is found that the CL-N phrase used after zoeng or 
baa indeed denoted defmiteness, for example: (7a,c) in zoeng-comimoXion and 
(8a,b,d) in Z)^/a-constmction. The distributions of definite CL-N phrases together 
with Dem-OSfum)-CL-OSO and definite bare noun in zoeng-/ baa-consXmcXion in 
the recording period are summarized in Table 4.4. 
Table 4.4. Distributions of forms of objects in zoen^-lbaa-consimoXion 
Phrases in zoeng-l\ definite CL-N Dem-OS[um)-CL-OS[) definite bare n. 
Z7aa-c0nstructi0n 
no of tokens in the 11 26 13 
recording period 
fet occurrence 6m22d 2m29d 5m9d 
(* The number oftokens excludes tokens of proper names, pronouns and kinship names as object 
in zoe/7g-/^aa-construction. Repetitions and limitations are also excluded.) 
As shown from Table 4.4, the occurrence of definite CL-N phrases in zoeng-
/ Z>aa-construction took place at 6m22d, at the same time as the three consecutive 
sessions (6ml5d, 6m22d and 6m29d) for establishing the point of acquisition of 
definite CL-N phrases as object (at 7m5d). This is expected since before these 
sessions, definite CL-N phrases had not been acquired. So such definite use of 
CL-N phrases had not appeared in zoeng-/ Z>aa-construction either. However, the 
use of nominals with a demonstrative and of definite bare nouns appeared in the 
construction early, before the use of definite CL-N phrases. 
So far it has been determined that Ching has acquired definite CL-N phrases 
in Cantonese in subject and object position. To understand her nominal 
acquisition in further detail, let us examine her use of Poss-CL-N phrases. This is 
important because as shown in Chapter 2 the structure is linked to definite CL-N 
phrases on theoretical grounds. 
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4.2.2. Poss-CL-N 
In Session 2.3.3.3，Cantonese lexical CL, having a z ^ ^ ^ ^ 
definiteness feature, [±d], can be specified as [+d] [+d]Poss. CL， 
0 z \ 
value by picking up the [+d] value in the head CL . [+d] CL NP 
The definite value in the CL^is due to the presence lexical CL A 
[+dJ noun 
of a possessor in SpecCLP, as in Fig.4.2. 
Fig. 4.2 
Bearing the possessive structure in mind, Table 4.3 shows that Poss-CL-N 
phrases occurred only twice in the first 12 sessions (i.e. in 4ml4d). Later Poss-
CL-N phrases were found in three consecutive sessions, namely 6m22d, 6m29d 
and 7m5d. However, no occurrence was found in the two sessions following 
7m5d. It appeared again in 8m3d, but was not used in the following session. The 
absence of Poss-CL-N phrases in: 7m20d, 7m26d and 8m24d may be due to the 
fact that there were no suitable situations for Ching to produce possessive 
constructions. But as the corpus shows, there were indeed situations for 
possessive constructions in these sessions where only Poss-g^-N phrases are used, 
as in (9). Therefore, Ching cannot be said to have acquired Poss-CL-N phrases 
right after the three sessions: 6m22d, 6m29d and 7m5d. 
(7m20d) [The dog has used the money to buy things/ 
(9) a. Keoi ge je dou zuk-gau laa3wo3. 
it GE stuff DOU enoguh SFP 
‘Its stuff is enough.， 
(7m26d) [Two men are doing renovations.] 
b. Di deng...caap-zo keoi ge goek 
CL nail stab-PFV he GE foot 
‘The nails stabbed into his foot/ feet., 
(8m24d) [Ching explains why she and her classmates sang songs in the 
picnic.] 
c. Jau go jan hai keoi ge saang-jat. 
have CL people is he GE birthday 
‘There was a classmate whose birthday was on that day.， 
From 9ml4d onwards, there was occurrence of Poss-CL-N phrases in each 
of the remaining sessions. According to the criterion of spontaneous occurrence 
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in three consecutive sessions, the point of acquisition ofPoss-CL-N was 10ml9d, 
the previous three consecutive sessions being 9ml4d, 9m28d and 10ml2d as in 
(lOa-b). Then Ching can be said to have acquired the possessive construction of 
Cantonese using CL in her tenth month of stay in Hong Kong. 
(9ml4d) [The two sisters of Cinderella are trying the shoe.] 
(10) a. Lei loeng go ze-ze zek goek zung hai-dou lau-gan hyut 
this two CL sister CL foot FOC P-here flow-PROG blood 
‘These two sisters' feet are bleeding’ 
(14m8d) [The Princess is fighting against the bad guys/ 
b. Gung-zyu di lik-loeng zung bei keoi-dei di lik-loeng do ge2 
princess CL '^ power FOC than they CL '^ power much SFP 
the princess's power is even more than theirs.’ 
4.2.3. Three acquisition stages for definite CL-N and Poss-CL-N 
So far the points of acquisition of three main properties of Cantonese nominals 
have been determined: definite CL-N as object in 7m5d (Session 16) , definite 
CL-N as subject in 7m26d (Session 18) and Poss-CL-N in 10ml9d (Session 24). 
These points help define three stages in the development of Cantonese nominals. 
At Stage 1 (i.e. from 2m29d to 6m29d), there were no regular occurrences of 
either definite CL-N phrases or Poss-CL-N phrases. At Stage 2 (i.e. from 7m5d to 
10ml2d), definite CL-N phrases in subject and object positions were acquired, 
but not Poss-CL-N phrases. Finally at Stage 3 (i.e. from 10ml9d to 14ml5d), 
both definite CL-N phrases (as subject and object) and Poss-CL-N phrases were 
acquired. 
Since it is demonstrated that in Chapter 2, the possessor and the relative 
clause behave similarly in the CLP model, it is interesting to see if the RC-CL-N 
phrase was also acquired at Stage 3 when the Poss-CL-N phrase was acquired. 
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4.2.4. RC-CL-N 
As shown in Session 2.3.3.4，an RC in SpecCLP , CLP 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
being a definite element, checks off the [+d] value [+d] RC CL, 
of the definiteness feature in the head CL� . Then the 「丄⑴广了^ 丁^打 
l+dJ CL NP 
lexical CL matches with such value and gets CL lexeme A 
[+d] noun 
specified as [+d] value, as in Fig. 4.3. Fig. 4.3 
In an RC-CL-N phrase, RC can be PP ([pp toi soeng-min] zek hoeng-ziu ‘the 
banana which is on the table.,) or VP (i.e. relative clause: [y^paau-gan-bou ] di 
hok-sang 'the students who are rurming.，、The corpus shows 10 tokens o f t h e 
RC-CL-N phrase whose distribution is summarized in Table 4.5. An example is: 
(12ml3d) [The King kisses the Shepherd Wife.] 
(11) a. RES: Bin go hai muk-j oeng-gwai-fei aa3 ？ 
who CL is shepherd-wife SFP 
'Who is the Shepherd Wife ofthe King?' 
b. SUB: Nei go nel, nei go zau hai joeng muk-joeng go neoi-zai lei4gaa3. 
this CL SFP this CL FOC is shepherd CL princess SFP 
Table 4.5. Occurrences ofRC-CL-N 
Stage RC-CL-N 一 
1 (2m29d - 6m29d) 
2 (7m5d - 10ml2d) waakdi waa(l)* (9ml4d) ‘ 
'drawCLP'picture' 
coeng di go (1) (9ml4d) 
‘sin^CLP'som’ 
3 (10ml9d - 14ml5d) nei go di je( l) ( 1 lm30d) keoi waak di waa (2)(12ml3d) 
'you say CLP' stuff' 'he draw CV'picture ‘ 
joeng muk-joeng go neoi-zai (1) go-dou di tou-syu-gwun (1) (12m20d) 
(12ml3d) 'thatplace CL^'library' 
'—Soats CL girl’ go-dou di tou-syu (1) (12m20d ) 
haa-min go sai-lou-zai (l)(12ml3d) 'thatplace CU" book' 
'down-face CL kid-little' keoi gong di je( l ) (13ml ld) 
'he sayCLP'th_' 
(‘*’ means that the number of tokens. The session in parenthesis is the session ofoccurrence.) 
From Table 4.5, it can be seen that eight out of ten tokens ofRC-CL-N phrases 
occurred at Stage 3 (10ml9d to 14ml5d). Only two were found at Stage 2. In 
other words, the acquisition ofRC-CL-N did not take place until the definite use 
ofCL-N phrases had been acquired at Stage 2. 
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4.2.5. A-CL adjectival complex 
Recall in Section 2.4.1.1 that a lexical CL in Cantonese can follow an adjective 
to form an adjectival complex, which can function as an adjectival predicate. And 
it has been argued that it associates with the cluster of properties of the Lexical 
CL Parameter. It is interesting to see if Ching could also acquire this A-CL 
adjectival complex. 
In the corpus, Ching produced only nine occurrences of A-CL adjectival 
complex. An example is: 
(12m27d) [The old man asks the young man to put on the shoes for the 
former/ 
(12) nei gam daai go 
you so old CL 
'You're so old enough.， 
The following table summarizes the occurrences of A-CL complex. As shown in 
Section 2.4.1.1, the use of A-CL relates to that of A-N. The occurrences of the 
latter are also presented in the table for comparison. 
Table 4.6 Occurrences of A-CL and A-N complex. 
— Stage A-CL A-N 
1 (2m29d - 6m29d) 一 _ 
2 (7m5d to 1 Om 12d) gam daai-go zam (1)* (7m5d) 
'so big-CL needle ‘ 
gam daai-go sai-gwaa (1) (7m20d) 
'so big-CL watermelon ‘ 
gam daai- go (1) (9m28d) 
'so bi^-CL' 
3 (10ml9d to 14ml5d) hou daai-zeon (1) (12ml3d) jyut-lei-jyut daai-seng (1) (1 l m 2 3 d ) “ 
'very big-CL ‘ 'more RES more big-sound ‘ 
zungjau gam daai-bun (1) (12m20d) nei zan hai daai-daam (1) (1 lm30d) 
'FOC have so big-CL， 'you real be big-bile ‘ 
nei gam daai-go (1) (12m27d) hou sai-daam ge naam-zai (1) 
'you so big-CL' (llm23d) 
hou sai-lap (1) (12m27d) 'very timid GE boy-little ‘ 
'very small-CL ‘ 
bin daai-zek di (1) (12m27d) 
'turn big-CL little-bit' 
keoi gam sai-go (1) (14ml5d) 
'he so small-CL ‘ 
('*' means that the number of tokens. The session in parenthesis is the session ofoccurrence. 
Meaning of CL (Matthews & Yip 1994): zeon (for bottles with a long neck)) 
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Among the nine occurrences of A-CL adjectival complex, three occurred at Stage 
2 and the rest at Stage 3. Like the Poss-CL-N and RC-CL-N phrases discussed 
above, the use of A-CL complex did not take place until the definite CL-N 
phrases had emerged at Stage 2. Despite the few tokens of A-CL complex, it is 
clear that no A-CL phrases were recorded at Stage 1 while they were at Stage 2 
and Stage 3. In view of the data, one may be tempted to suggest that the 
occurrence of A-CL phrases related to the occurrence of other CLP properties. 
When Ching had acquired the A-CL phrases, she indeed had the knowledge 
of the nouniness of Cantonese lexical CL. Also shown in 2.4.1.1, certain 
adjectives were allowed to productively associate with head nouns to form 
adjectival complex. Now that Ching had acquired the A-CL adjectival complex, 
it can be predicted that she should also have acquired the knowledge of allowing 
adjectives to associate with the head nouns to form A-N adjectival complex. In 
fact the corpus supports this prediction. In l lm23d and l lm30d of Stage 3， 
Ching produced three tokens of A-N adjectival complex? as in Table 4.6，for 
example: 
(1 lm23d) [At night the cowardly boy has been scolded 
(13) keoi ham-dak jyut-lei-jyut daai-seng 
he cry-AUX more-RES-more big sound 
‘He is crying more and more loudly.， 
4.3. Comparison with native Cantonese children's data 
This section provides speech data from 10 native Cantonese children and 
compares them with Ching's acquisition pattern ofCantonese nominal properties 
so that we can know to what extent Ching's interlanguage grammar ofCantonese 
nominals at the three stages corresponds to the natives' Cantonese grammar. 10 
native Cantonese children (6 girls and 4 boys), who were about seven to eight 
years old, were chosen to perform Ching's tasks. Each of them was asked to 
describe three of Ching's story books, all used by Ching in each of the 
acquisition stages before. The native children's corpus covered a duration of 
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about three hours. It was transcribed in the same way as Ching's. The criteria for 
excluding repetitions and imitations are the same as those in Chapter 3. 
Table 4.7 summarizes the distribution of different definiteness-denoting 
phrases of the native children, which is placed against that of Ching's definite 
structures. Column 1 represents all the subjects, starting from Ching to the 10 
native children: Child 1 to Child 10. Columns 2 to 4 represent the tokens of 
definite CL-N phrases, Dem-CL-N phrases and definite bare nouns respectively. 
Columns 5 to 7 record the respective ratios of: [CL-N] to [Dem-CL-N], [CL-N] 
to [definite bare noun] and [bare noun] to [Dem-CL-N:. 
Table 4.7. Distribution of definite structures 
Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 —Column 5 Column 6 Column 7 
Ching def. CL-N Dem-CL-N* def. bare n$~~CL-NADem CL-N^are n. bare n! Dem 
2 ^ W (o/o) 
stage 1 n ^ 39 4 31 13 
Stage 2 59 U 6 27 51 219 23 
Stage 3 H9 3 7 0 _ 18 32 660 5 
Child 1 n 3 3 _ 3 52 5 ^ 9 ~ " ~ 
Child 2 26 s l 0 84 I o 
_ g n l d _ 3 25 73 2 34 1250 3 — 
Child4 ^ 27 1 130 — 3500 4 : 
Child 5 ^ 23 3 161 1233 13 
Child 6 16 44 0 ^ ： 0 
_ _ C h M 2 l i ^ 1 9 4 ^ ^ _ j m 3 _ J ^ 
Child 8 j j 35 4 46 400 — 11 
Child 9 32 j ^ 6 2 L 533 13 二 
~ C h i l d 10 43 9 2 478 21500 22 
(#: the percentage is rounded to integers. *: Dem-CL and Dem-Num-CL-OS[) are excluded. $: 
proper names, proper name use of kinship terms and proper name use of common nouns are 
excluded.) 
4.3.1. Comparison of definite structures 
In Table 4.7, among the definite structures, i.e. definite CL-N (in Column 2), 
Dem-CL-N (in Column 3) and definite bare nouns (in Column 4), the Dem-CL-N 
phrase was generally the most frequently used by the native children (Column 3). 
Child 4, Child 5 and Child 10 were exceptions in using definite CL-N phrases 
more than the Dem-CL-N ones (c.f. the ratios of these two structures in Column 
5 ). The least used phrase was the definite bare nouns. This was true of all the 
native children. The number of tokens of definite bare nouns ranges from 0 to 6 
(Column 4). 
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In Column 5, it can be seen that among the seven children who used Dem-
CL-N phrases more than the definite CL-N ones, three of them used definite CL-
N phrases with less than half of the frequency of their use of Dem-CL-N phrases 
(34% for Child 3, 36% for Child 6 and 46% for Child 8). That means when there 
were 100 tokens of Dem-CL-N phrases in a discourse, there would be more than 
30 tokens of definite CL-N phrases. The overall distribution among the 10 native 
children is that definite bare nouns was the least frequently used structure to 
denote definiteness. 
Let's turn back to the distribution of definite structures of Ching. In Column 
5, the ratio of CL-N phrases to Dem-CL-N phrases increased from 4% at Stage 1 
to 51% at Stage 2 but dropped to 32% at Stage 3. Compared with the native 
children's ratio of more than 30%, Ching's distribution of definite structures at 
Stage 2 and 3 matches that of the native children, lending further support to our 
claim that the acquisition point of definite CL-N took place at Stage 2. At Stage 1, 
the ratio of CL-N to Dem-CL-N is 4%, which is much less than the standard of 
the native children. 
Accompanying the increase of the use of definite CL-N phrases by Ching 
was the decrease of definite use of bare nouns. Such a decrease is reflected in 
Column 6. The ratio of definite CL-N phrases to definite bare nouns grew from 
31% at Stage 1, to 219% at Stage 2 and finally to 660% at Stage 3. Such a 
percentage is even larger than two of the native children: Child 8 (400%) and 
Child 9 (533%). This decrease is also reflected by the ratio in Column 7 where 
the definite use of bare nouns reached its minimum at Stage 3 and the ratio of 
definite bare nouns to Dem-CL-N phrases was 5%. Therefore at Stage 3, Ching's 
distribution of definite bare nouns approximates to that of the native speakers, 
who also used definite bare nouns the least frequently. 
Summing up the comparisons between the native children and Ching on 
definite structures, the distributions of definite CL-N phrases, Dem-CL-N phrases 
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and definite bare nouns in Ching's speech at Stage 3 resemble the pattem of the 
native children. While the definite use of CL-N phrases was around 30% o f the 
tokens of Dem-CL-N phrases, the use of definite bare nouns had reached its 
minimum. 
4.3.2. Comparison ofPoss- nominals and RC-nominals 
Table 4.8 records the distributions of possessive structures: Poss-CL-N phrases 
and Poss-ge-N phrases, and relativized structures: RC-CL-N phrases and RC-ge-
N phrases. Recall that in Section 2.3 of Chapter 2, it has been shown that 
Cantonese also has the g^-structures in possessive nominals and RC-nominals. 
Table 4.8. Distribution of possessive and relativized structures 
Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6 
~~Ching~~~Poss-CL-N~~Poss-ge-N~~~Poss-CL-N/ RC-CL-N RC-ge-N~~ 
Poss-j^g-N(%) 
^age 1 5 75 “ 7* 0 24 
Stage 2 - 26 27 “ 96 — 2 32 
Stage 3 53 — 62 85 8 44 
Child 1 — 6 — 6 — 100 “ 0 2 “ 
一Child 2 — 6 — 4 一 150 “ 0 0 “ 
一Child 3 — 16 一 10 - 160 “ 1 3 “ 
~ Child 4 “ 9 2 一 450 — 0 1 
—Child 5 — 12 — 8 — 150 “ 1 2 “ 
—Child 6 “ 7 3 — 233 — 0 — 1 
—Child 7 “ 8 5 “ 160 — 1 一 1 
—Child 8 “ 11 4 - 275 — 0 0 
—Child 9 - 11 1 - 1100 — 0 1 
- C h i l d 10 8 2 400 0 1 
[*： The percentage is rounded to integers.] 
As shown in Table 4.8, among the native children, it is clear that Foss-ge 
phrases (in Column 3) were used less frequently than Poss-CL-N phrases (in 
Column 2). Only Child 1 used the two types of possessives in equal numbers (i.e. 
six tokens for each type). In other words, Poss-CL-N phrases occurred no less^ 
than Poss-ge phrases, i.e. the ratio of frequencies of Poss-CL-N to those of Poss-
ge-N is no less than 100% (Column 4). 
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Across Ching's three acquisition stages, the ratio of Poss-CL-N phrases to 
Poss-ge-N phrases increased from 7% at Stage 1 to 96% at Stage 2 and finally 
settled at 85% at Stage 3 (Column 4), although none of these percentages reached 
the 100% standard of the native children as shown previously. 
As for RC-nominals, Column 5 and Column 6 in Table 4.8 show that for 
each of the native children, the tokens of relativized nominals, including both the 
RC-CL and the RC-g^ phrases ranged from zero to four only. Such a small 
number may be due to the small corpus which only covered about 3 hours 
(whereas Ching's lasted for 10 hours). So it is difficult to sketch out a detailed 
distribution of the two types of relativized structures in their production. 
Summarizing the comparisons in definite structures, possessive structures 
and RC-structures, it has been found that with respect to the development of 
definite CL-N phrases and Poss-CL/ ge-l^ phrases^, Ching's grammar resembles 
the native Cantonese grammar at Stage 2 and Stage 3. With respect to the 
acquisition of definite bare nouns and RC-CL/ g^-N phrases, her grammar 
approximates native grammar by Stage 3. Combining these findings will lead to 
the conclusion that of the three acquisition stages, Stage 3 represents the stage at 
which the subject has mastered Cantonese nominal structures . 
4.4. Acquisition by resetting the Lexical CL Parameter 
In Ching's acquisition of Cantonese nominals, Stage 1 lasted for six months 
(including the first two months before the beginning of the recording period) and 
Stage 3 for about four months. Stage 2 lasted three months. Given that the 
definite CL-N phrase was acquired at this stage and five out of the eight sessions 
recorded the occurrence of Poss-CL-N (i.e. over 50% of occurrence), it is 
reasonable to say that the acquisition of the possessive construction was nearly 
completed within this stage. This means that Ching acquired at least three 
properties: definite CL-N phrases as subject, definite CL-N phrases as object and 
Poss-CL-N phrases, of the Cantonese CLP properties at the same time. This co-
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acquisition of properties must be accounted for by acquisition theory. 
Recall that the analysis developed in Chapter 2 accounts for the typological 
differences in the nominal structure for Cantonese and Mandarin. The difference 
is due to the nature of the functional category CLP in these languages. Given the 
same structure of CLP, the differences between the two languages lie in the 
inherent feature of the CL lexeme: Cantonese CL lexemes have a defmiteness 
feature while Mandarin CL lexemes do not. This gives rise to the Lexical CL 
Parameter responsible for the parametric variation in the nominal structure of the 
two languages. The Lexical CL Parameter thus explains not only the acquisition 
of each property by Ching, but also her concurrent acquisition of the cluster of 
properties concerned. 
Below, I demonstrate how Ching's definite CL-N phrases (as subject and 
object), Poss-CL-N phrases and RC-CL-N phrases may have developed as a 
result o f the resetting of the Lexical CL Parameter，and how her development of 
A-CL adjectival complex relates to the acquisition ofthese phrases. 
4.4.1. Definite CT.-N (subiect & object) 
Due to the positive evidence in the input data, Ching acquired the definite use of 
CL-N phrases both as subject and object in the seventh month ofher stay in Hong 
Kong. This means that she had acquired the knowledge ofusing CL-N to denote 
defmiteness, apart from its indefinite u s e � � A c c o r d i n g to the Lexical CL 
Parameter, Ching had understood that the Cantonese CL lexeme, unlike its 
counterpart in Mandarin, is marked for the defmiteness feature [士 d]. 
As a result, she knew that the [士 d] feature of a CLP 
Cantonese CL lexeme can be checked off in the ^ ^ ^ , 
V^ J«/ 
CLP and specified as [+d] value. Recall the / ^ " X ^ 
assumption that an empty SpecCLP checks off [+d] CL NP 
[+d]bun / \ 
the defmiteness feature of the functional head N, 
C L � a s [+d] value (Fig. 4.4). The CL lexeme, 
bun, of the CL-N phrase, bun syu, should be Fig 4 4 ^ ^ 
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allowed to be inserted in the head CL^ by 
matching the [+d] value of its definiteness 
feature with the [+d] value in the head CL� . 
When she acquired the definiteness feature, the definite CL-N should be 
allowed not only in object^ position but also in subject position. The definiteness 
effect is not violated because the CL-N phrase has a [+d]-valued CL lexeme. 
That is why Ching also acquired definite CL-N phrases in subject position at 
Stage 2. 
4.4.2. Poss-CL-N 
Another member of the cluster of properties concerned is the Poss-CL-N phrase 
in Cantonese possessive construction, according to the analysis in Chapter 2. The 
Lexical CL Parameter predicts that the Poss-CL-N phrase should be acquired at 
the same time when the definite use of CL-N is acquired due to the resetting of 
the Parameter. 
In the syntax, once a CL lexeme can be CLP 
specified as [+d] value in the definite CL-N phrase, [+d] Siuming CL’ 
it should agree with a [+d]-valued item in SpecCLP [+d] c L ^ ^ N P 
(Fig. 4.5). When a possessor, Siuming, is in bun A 
[+d] syu 
SpecCLP, since it has a [+d] value (as assumed in Fig. 4.5 
Chapter 2), it can match with the [+d] value of the head CL^ as well as the [+d]-
valued CL lexeme. 
The co-emergence of the definite use of CL-N phrases as subject and as 
object and the possessive construction, Poss-CL-N phrases supports the 
prediction of the Lexical CL Parameter. This is shown by the fact that in all but 
one ofthe ten sessions these three properties of Cantonese CLP were observed at 
Stage 3. 
��� • 
To sum up, when Ching acquired the definiteness feature of the CL lexeme 
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in Cantonese, the lexeme gets specified as [+d] value in the functional head CL^ 
by insertion and hence permits the definite use of CL-N phrases as subject and 
object on the one hand, and Poss-CL-N phrases on the other. 
So far I have only examined three properties related to Cantonese CLP (i.e. 
definite use of the CL-N phrase as subject and as object and the Poss-CL-N 
phrase in possessive construction), without considering the other properties 
related to the parameter, such as RC-CL-N phrases and A-CL adjectival complex. 
This is due to the constraint of longitudinal studies which cannot give sufficient 
data for each of the properties. The corpus in the present study gives considerable 
data on common nominals and possessive nominals but very few occurrences of 
RC-CL-N phrases and A-CL adjectival complex. 
4.4.3. RC-CL-N 
Despite the paucity of RC-CL-N phrases in the corpus (only ten occurrences) as 
reported in Section 4.2.4, eight of them were observed at Stage 3 and two at 
Stage 2. In other words, no occurrences were recorded at Stage 1 when definite 
CL-N phrases as subject and object and Poss-CL-N phrases had not yet been 
acquired. 
Such an occurrence pattem of the RC-CL-N CLP 
phrase is consistent with the Lexical CL D^^^"""""^， 
KL CL 
Parameter. As shown in Chapter 2, the phrase [+d] / \ 
belongs to the cluster of properties in Cantonese [+d] cUex^me ^ 
nominals because the CL lexeme, having the N 
Fig. 4.6 
definiteness feature, can agree with the RC against the [+d] value (RC being 
assumed as having [+d] value in Chapter 2) (Fig. 4.6). Therefore, if Ching had 
not acquired the definite CL-N phrase and the Poss-CL-N phrase at Stage 1, she 
would not have had the knowledge of the definiteness feature of the CL lexeme 
and hence no occurrences ofRC-CL-N phrases were observed. 
4.4.4. A-CL adiectival complex 
In Chapter 2, I have shown that the A-CL adjectival complex is due to the 
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NOUNrN[ESS of Cantonese CL lexemes, linked to the defmiteness feature of CL 
lexemes. When Ching reset the Lexical CL Parameter from the Mandarin setting 
to the Cantonese setting, she should also be expected to have acquired the 
NOUN^ESS ofCL lexemes. 
The Parameter correctly predicted the occurrences of the A-CL adjectival 
complex. As shown in Section 4.2.5, all the nine occurrences of this structure 
emerged at Stage 2 and Stage 3 and none at Stage 1. At Stage 1, Ching had not 
yet acquired the defmiteness feature of the CL lexeme and hence there were no 
occurrences of the cluster of properties. Since this feature is linked to the 
NOUNE^ESS of the CL lexeme, no occurrences of A-CL adjectival complex 
were observed at Stage 1 either. So only when the defmiteness feature was 
acquired at Stage 2 and mostly at Stage 3 did the A-CL adjectival complex 
emerge at these stages. 
To conclude, I have surveyed the general development of Cantonese 
nominals by Ching and pointed out that if occurrences are counted on semantic 
grounds, those Cantonese-specific nominal properties were acquired later. The 
development of each of these properties (definite CL-N phrases, possessive 
nominals, nominals with relative clauses and adjective-classifier adjectival 
complex) has been documented, giving rise to three stages of acquisition. Then I 
have compared Ching's interlanguage grammar of Cantonese nominal structure 
with ten native Cantonese children's by placing their speech data against her 
longitudinal data. Finally, I have demonstrated that the co-occurrences of the 
above nominal properties may have resulted from resetting the Lexical CL 
Parameter. 
Notes on Chapter 4. 
‘ T h e romanization approximates the child's actual non-native pronunciation. 
2 Matthews & Yip (1997) suggest ge in relative clause is a formal register of Cantonese and 
resembles Mandarin. 
3 Giv6n's definition is for operational purpose in this acquisition study and it is not equal to the 
syntactic notion of the defmiteness feature proposed in Chapter 2. 
4 In fact there were no such occurrences. 
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5 Except in generic sentences which can allow indefinite nominals. Eg: Keoijat-jat dou [zoeng 
loeng wun tong] lam haifaa-jyun difaa soeng min. ‘S/he plants the flowers in the garden with 
two bowls ofsoup every day.’ Or the nominal can have a partitive (specific) reading ( in the sense 
of En9 1991): Zoeng toi soeng min jau sai zi bat, saam bun syu, keoi [zoeng loeng zi bat]fong-
hai go bat-doijap-min, [zoengjat bun syu] fong-hai bou din-lou zak-bin. There were four pens 
and three books on the table. S/he put two pens inside the pencil case, one book beside the 
computer.' 
6 This may be due to code-mixing. 
7 Given CL-ge association is optional in Cantonese nominals as shown in Chapter 2, since ge is 
optional, it is not easy to collect data solely in natural speech and there is none ofi ts occurrence in 
the corpus. Instead the elicitation of such data can be done in a grammaticality judgment task in 
which ge is put in different positions of a Dem-CL-N sequence. 
8 This provides empirical evidence that (at least for these 10 native speakers o f 7 to 8) ge is less 
often used in possessives than CL although theoretically both are grammatical in Cantonese. The 
little use ofge has been found in early Cantonese childhood (l ;5 to 2;8) in Lee et al (1996) 
although they do not survey Poss-CL-N phrases. 
9 There is indeed a difference between Ching's ratio ofPoss-CL-N to Poss-ge-N and the native 
children's ratio, but this is only a difference in frequency. 
' " A s shown in Section 4.1, indefinite use of CL-N first occurred in Ching's fourth month ofstay 
in Hong Kong. In fact, the corpus shows that she used CL-N as indefinite throughout the three 
stages. For example: 
(Stage \y.jau dijan zau waa /have CP' people FOC say/Then some people say， 
(Stage ly.jau go siu-pang-jaul\Ydist CL little boy/ 'there is a little boy, 
(Stage 3): gong go gu-zai bei nei teng /tell CL story to you listen/ ‘tell you a story.， 
As documented before, there is an asymmetry of the acquisition ofdefinite CL-N in subject and 
object position. As to be discussed in Chapter 6, definite CL-N phrases are unambiguous in 




AN INFORMAL EXPERIMENT ON GENERIC di AND di-^ PHRASES 
In Section 2.3.3.5 ofChapter 2，it has been shown that the plural CL lexeme, di, 
in Cantonese has a generic use when it associates with a noun in a sentence with 
an individual predicate although the classifier is optional. For example (repeated 
from (65a)): 
O^i) maa-lau zung-ji sik hoeng-ziu 
CL monkey like eat banana 
T h e monkey (generic) / Monkeys (generic) like(s) eating bananas.' 
Since typological evidence (e.g. Krifka 1995) also points out the correlation 
between definites and generics, I have suggested that this generic use ofdi hinges 
on the definite use of CL-N phrases, the latter being due to the definiteness 
feature of CL lexemes in Cantonese. 
Although the generic di has yet to be shown to belong to the cluster of 
properties of the Lexical CL Parameter, it is one of the nominal properties of 
Cantonese expected to be acquired by Ching along with her acquisition of other 
Cantonese-specific nominal properties. Since there were no production data on 
the generic use of di in Ching's corpus, I decided to carry out an informal 
experiment to elicit her understanding of the generic di through a comprehension 
task at the end of the recording period. Moreover，the experiment involved an 
act-out task which was used to tap her knowledge of the (in)definite use ofdi-N 
phmses. The same experiment was also conducted on ten native Cantonese 
children, whose results were compared with Ching's. 
5.1 Design of the experiment 
The experiment aimed at testing Ching's understanding of the generic use, 
indefinite use and definite use ofc//-N phrases These three structures were tested 
1 2 3 
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in two parts: one presenting a library situation (Picture 1 a-b) and one a sitting 
room situation (Picture 2 a-b). Each part involved two tasks: a comprehension 
task on generic di, and an act-out task on (in)definite c//-N phrases. 
In the comprehension task on generic di, the relevant sentences/questions used to 
test the subject's understanding are as in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1. Task on generic di. 
Part 1 (comprehension task: generic di) Part 2 (comprehension task: generic di) 
context: at the library circulation counter context: in the sitting room of a home 
( l a ) 請問 _事書擺晚邊度呀？ （2 a )哎，最近^ 5^好貴呀. 
Cing-man di gu-si-syu baai-hai bin-dou aa3? Aai, zeoi-gan di bou-lam hou gwai aa3. 
please-ask CL '^ story books locate-P where SFP INT recent CL '^ plum very expensive SFP 
‘Excuse me. Where are the storybooks located?' |‘Oh，recently plums are very expensive.' 
In these contexts, the c//-N phrases in the sentences are interpreted as generic, 
referring to the kind of objects denoted by the noun, but not to the instances of 
the objects. In Part 1, the upper portion of Picture la shows a girl who has just 
entered the library, asking question (la) to the librarian. In this situation, the di-^ 
phrase, di gu-si-syu, 'CL '^ story books' used by the girl should be interpreted as 
referring to the books of the story-type, but not some instances of this type. So 
the question asks for the location ofbooks of the story-type. 
In deciding what is meant by di gu-si-syu 'CL '^ story books' uttered by the 
girl in the situation, Ching had to face some distracters for this generic J/-N 
phrase. The librarian answers the girl by saying: 
(lb)第二個圖書櫃度. 
Daiji go tou-syu-gwai dou 
second CL book-shelf there 
‘On the second bookshelf.’ 
If she did not know the generic use of di, she would be misled by the librarian's 
answer in (lb) and would interpret di gu-si-syu 'CL '^ story books' as those on 
Shelf 2 in the lower portion of Picture la. Another distracter was the books on 
1 2 4 
the three desks: A, B and C, shown in the lower part ofPicture la. Some ofthem 
were story books (with blank covers), placed only on Desk A and B. If Ching 
knew the generic use of di-N phrase, she would not exclude these story books 
and interpret the di-N phrase as those on Shelf2. 
In the lower portion of Picture lb, there are multiple-choice questions 
asking Ching what is referred to by di gu-si-syu 'CL '^ story books' in the girl's 
question. So the expected answer is Option (g): 
( g ) :第二個櫃 +檯A +檯B 
Daiji go gwai + toi A + toi B 
‘on shelf 2 + Desk A + Desk B' 
That means the di~N phrase denotes all the storybooks in the libra^, at least 
those on Shelf 2，Desk A and B shown in Picture la. Options (a - f) represent 
麵-generic readings. Option (h) indicates a generic reading but is inappropriate 
to the situation in Picture la because this option also includes story books in the 
other libraries. 
hi Part 2, the same design applies. The context is a sitting room o f a h o m e 
(Picture 2a). While the girl is eating two plums, her Mummy has just arrived, 
carrying a bag of eight plums. Then Mummy says to the girl: 
( 2 a ) 哎 , 最 珊 細 子 貴 呀 . 
城 zeoi-gan di bou-lam hou gwai aa3. 
|NT recent CL^' plum very expensive SFP 
'Oli, recently the plum is very expensive.' 
Then the girl replies: 




In this situation, one should interpret di bou-lam 'CU^ plums' in (2a) as referring 
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to the fruit of the plum-type, but not to any particular example of it. So the 
sentence means that the price of the fruit of the plum-type is high. 
As in Part 1，there were some distracters, which are the eight plums in 
Mummy's bag and those in the girl's hands and beside her right leg. If Ching did 
not know the generic use of di bou4am 'CL '^ plums'. She would interpret it as 
those plums in Mummy's bag and/ or those of the girl's. She had to answer a 
multiple choice question printed at the bottom of Picture 2a asking what was 
referred to when Mummy uttered di bou-lam'QV^ plums'. And the expected 
answer is Option (d) or Option (e): 
d)媽咪袋裏面和街市擺賣 
Maami doi leoi-min wo gaai-si haai maai 
‘those in Mummy's bag + those for sale in the market 
e )全香港的街市 
Cyun Hoeng Gong dik gaai-si 
‘all the markets in Hong Kong,; 
Options (a-c, f) represent non-generic readings. 
In the act-out task, the test items concerned are: indefinite and definite uses 
of c//-N phrases. The relevant sentences are as in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2. Tasks on (in)definite J/-N. 
Part l(act-out task: (in)definite di-^) |Part 2 (act-out task: (in)definite J/-N) 
[indefinite di-^ as object] [indefinite di-^ as object] 
( i c )跟住，小芬就攞 ^ ^ ^ ^事書，擺瞧（ 2 ( 0突然之間， ^ m ^ m m m m m -
概 C 度. Dat-jin zi-gaan, jau di boulam luk-zo lok toi 
Gan zyu Siufan zau lo-zo di gu-si-syu, baai- dou 
hai toi C dou suddenly, have CL '^ plum fall-PFV down 
then Siufan FOC take PFV CL '^ story books table there 
put-P Desk C there 'Suddenly some plums fell on the table.’ 
'Then Siufan took some story books and put 
them on Desk C' [definite di-N as subject] 
M ^ .+ I \T k . 1 ( 2 d ) S M t t , 帕 _ 比 細 老 « 1 4 . 
[definite dl-N as object] ga«-^« di boulam bei sai-lou lo zau-zo' 
(ld)小芬跟住去！^廁所.之後呢，有個 tiienCLPiplumbybrothertakeawayPFV 
人/就^^^^5[事書1^目弟. 'Then the plums were taken away by Brother.’ . 
Siufan gan-zyu heoi-zo ci-so, zi-hau lel, jau 
1 2 6 
go jan zau lo-zo di gu-si-syu lei lai. 
Siufan then go-PFV toilet, then SPF, have 
CL person FOC take-PFV CLpl story books 
RES read 
'Then Siufan went to the toilet. Then a 
person took the story books to read.' 
In each part, the researcher read out the test sentences (Ic-d) and (2c-d) and then 
gave two instructions for acting-out to Ching, each involving a di-N phrase. In 
(Ic) and (2c), the di-N phrase (bold-faced) should denote an arbitrary quantity of 
instances of an entity provided in each part (i.e. story books in Picture I band 
plums in Picture 2b). Ching was expected to pick out an arbitrary quantity of 
instances in each part. It would be wrong if she picked out all the instances in 
each part. In (Id) and (2d), the same di-N phrase appeared again: in object 
position in (I d) and in subject position in (2d). It should be interpreted as definite 
since it referred back to the same phrase in the previous instruction. So Ching 
had to pick out all the instances she had chosen in (I c) and (2c) respectively. 
5.2 Materials 
In each of the two parts, two sets of pictures were involved. Pictures (I a-b) were 
used in Part I and Pictures (2a-b) were used in Part 2. Each picture shown here is 
exactly the same size as the pictures used in the experiment. In Part I, Picture I a 
is for the comprehension task: generic di. The upper portion of Picture I a depicts 
the circulation counter of a library where there is a girl labelled as '/J\3}' (Siufan) 
and a librarian labelled as 'lIJ~~f*~' (librarian). Siufan is standing near the 
counter and asks the librarian the question as in (la). The question: g~rl:t~D~$ 
~fI~Jl1l0~? 'please-ask CLpl story books locate-P where SFP' is in a speech 
bubble on Siufan's left side. The answer of the librarian: ~=OOIiI~flll 
'second CL book-shelf there'. is in a speech bubble on the top of his head. The 
lower portion of Picture 1 b is the reading area of the library, displaying Shelf I, 2 
and 3, labelled as '1~~~'zing-taam-syu (detective books), 'ti5c$~' gu-si-syu 
(story books) and 'Jj~i1lt~' leoi-jau-syu (travel books) respectively. There are 
three desks, labelled as 'A', 'B' and 'C'. Shelf 1 contains 13 detective books, 
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each marked with a horizontal line across the centre, Shelf 2 four story books, 
each with a blank cover, and Shelf 3 eleven travel books, each marked with a dot 
in the centre. There are one detective book, three story books and two travel 
books on Desk A, one detective book, three story books and one travel book on 
Desk B, and one detective book and one travel book on Desk C. Siufan is 
standing beside Desk A. At the bottom of the lower portion of Picture 1 a is a 
multiple question for the generic di: 
(le) rf:t~~: IJ\~§~ 'nt5i&$~' 1*f~jfntB0~? 
man-tai: Siufan waa 'di gu-si-syu ' hai zi bin-di aa3? 
question Siufan say Clpl story-book be refer what-CLpl SFP 
'Question: What is referred when Siufan says di gu-si-syu?' 
Below the question are the answer options: 
a) m=oofll Daiji go gwai 'on shelf2'; 
b) ~ A toi A 'on table A'; 
c) 8: B toi B 'on table B'; 
d) s: A + s: B toi A+ toi B 'on table A + table B'; 
e) m=oofll +~ A Daiji go gwai + toi A 'on shelf 2 + table A'; 
f) m=ooffl +~ B Daiji go gwai + toi B 'on shelf 2 + table b'; 
g) m=ooffl +~ A+tI B Daiji go gwai + toi A + toi B 'on shelf 2 + table B'; 
h) m=ooffl +~ A+tI B + ~{if!Ji1:;:mgPli~$:;: Daiji go gwai + toi A + toi 
B+ 
keitaa tou-syu-gun ge gu-si-syu. 'on shelf 2 + table A + table B' 
Picture I b, which is for the act-out task on (in)definite di-N, represents the lower 
portion of the lower portion of Picture I a except that only Shelf 2 and the three 
desks are present. Representing different kinds of books, paper cuttings (each of 
7mmx7mm) with different markings corresponding to the markings of the books 
in Picture I a, had been prepared by the researcher and were put in the space of 
Shelf 2 and of the three desks in front of Ching during the experiment. White and 
rectangular paper cuttings with a horizontal line represent detective books, those 
with a blank cover represent story books and those with a dot stand for travel 
books. The arrangement of the paper cuttings is exactly the same as that of the 
books drawn in the lower portion of Picture la. For exposition purpose, I have 
drawn the lay-out of the paper cuttings in Picture I b. Below Desk A and Desk C 
are two instructions testing indefinite di-N (Ic), and definite di-N (Id). 
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(lc)跟住，小芬就攞^<&1^事書，擺條檯〔度. 
Gan zyu Siufan zau lo-zo di gu-si-syu, baai- hai toi C dou 
then Siufan FOC take PFV CL '^ story books put-P Desk C there 
‘Then Siufan took some story books and put them on Desk C.’ 
(1(1)小芬跟住去佐廁所.之後呢，有個人就攞^^&^事書唆蹄. 
Siufan gan-zyu heoi-zo ci-so, zi-hau lel, jau go jan zau lo-zo di gu-si-syu lei tai. 
Siufan then go-PFV toilet, then SPF, have CL person FOC take-PFV CL^' story books RES 
read 
'Then Siufan went to the toilet. Then a person took the story books to read.， 
In Part 2, the comprehension task on generic di is based on Picture 2a. It depicts a 
sitting room of a home where a girl labelled as ‘小芬，(Siufan) is eating two 
plums held in her hands when a woman labelled as ‘媽咪’ (Mummy) has 
returned home, holding a transparent bag of eight plums. There is also a table 
with an empty plate on it. On the left of Mummy's head is a speech bubble with 
the sentence:‘哎，最近帕^^好貴呀，TNT recent CL^' plum very expensive 
SFP,; near Siufan's head is a speech bubble with the reply: ‘係 aa4' ‘really SFP,. 
At the bottom ofPicture 2a is a multiple choice question on generic di: 
(2e):問題：媽咪話嫩娜’係指邊卩的呢？ 
man-tai maa-mi waa di bou-lam hai zi hin-di lel 
question mummy say CL^' plum be refer what-CL^' SFP 
'Question: What is referred to when Mummy says di bou-lamT 
Below the question are the answer options: 
a)女馬咪袋裏面 Maami doi leoi-min 'those in Mother's bag’； 
b) /_]、芬手裏面 Siufan sau leoi-min 'those in Siufan's hands'; 
c )街市擺賣 gaai-si baai maai 'those for sell in the market,; 
d)女_咪袋裏面禾口街市擺賣 Maami doi leoi-min wo gaai-si baai maai 'those in 
Mother's bag + those for sell in the market ； 
e )全香港的街市 Cyun Hoeng Gong dik gaai-si ‘all the markets in Hong 
Kong,; _ _ 
f)女馬咪袋裏面+,」、芬手裏面 Maami doi leoi-min + Siufan sau leoi-min 'those in 
Mother's bag + those in Siufan's hands' 
Picture 2b is for the act-out task on (in)definite J/-N. It depicts the same sitting 
room except that on the plate there are eight red circular paper cuttings (each with 
a diameter of 6mm), representing the eight plums in Mummy's bag in Picture 2a. 
The paper cuttings had been prepared by the researcher and were put in the space 
of the plate in front of Ching. For exposition purpose, I have drawn the eight 
plums on the plate. Below the sofa are two instructions testing indefinite dU^ 
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(2c)，and definite j^f/-N (2d). 
(20)突然之間，_^^?5|佐落檯度. 
(2(1)跟住，帕_比細老攞走14. 
5.3. Procedures & Results 
The two parts of the experiment were carried out at the end of the recording 
period: Part 1 in the second last session and Part 2 the last session. In each part I 
carried out the comprehension task first by presenting the (a) Picture and then the 
act-out task with the (b) Picture. The process ofeach part was audio-recorded. 
5.3.1. Part 1 (comprehension task on generic di� 
I took out Picture (a) to Ching, explaining that the picture represented a 
circulation counter in a library with two people: the librarian and a girl in the 
upper portion, and a reading area in the lower portion. Then I introduced the three 
shelves by reading out the labels of each shelf and telling her that each shelf 
contained books. I proceeded to explain what types ofbooks were represented by 
the three types ofpaper cuttings!: a horizontal line representing detective books, 
a blank cover story books and a dot travel books, and told her that some books 
from the shelves were on Desk A, B and C. 
Then I drew her attention to the upper portion and told her that one day after 
Siufan entered a library, she went to the circulation counter and asked the 
librarian a question. I read out the question in Siufan's speech bubble which I 
pointed at with a pen. Then I pointed at and read out the answer in the librarian's 
speech bubble. After that I directed her to the multiple choice question in the 
lower portion ofPicture la. Having told Ching that she had to choose one option, 
I read out the question and explained each option to her. Then I told her to circle 
the answer. 
Her choice is Option ⑵：第二個櫃 +檯 A+檯 B 
Daiji go gwai + toi A + toi B 
1 3 0 
‘on shelf2 + tableB,; 
5.3.2. Part 1 (act-out task on rinMefinite di-N) 
In the act-out task, I presented Picture lb to Ching and told her that it represented 
the reading area as in the lower portion ofPicture la. Then I took out 17pieces of 
paper cuttings and told her that they represented the books on Shelf2 and Desk A， 
B and C in Picture la. To prepare her for the acting-out activity and to know her 
understanding of the marks on each piece of paper cuttings, I asked her to help 
me put the cuttings in the same way as arranged in Picture la. 
After that I drew her attention to the two instructions and told her that she 
was going to act out the action in each instruction. Then I read out the first 
instruction: 
(1(0:跟住’小芬就»^45^事書，擺_。度. 
Gan zyu Siufan zau lo-zo di gu-si-syu, baai- hai toi C dou 
then Siufan FOC take PFV CL^' story books put-P Desk C there 
‘Then Siufan takes some story books and put them on Desk C., 
I ordered Ching to act out the action by saying: 
你攞啦. 
nei lo laal 
you take SFP 
'You take them，. 
Ching chose two story books from Shelf2 and put them on Desk C. 
I went on reading the second instruction : 
( i d ) 小芬跟住去佐廁所 .之後呢， ^ r n x m m m & m m m m ^ 
Siufan gan-zyu heoi-zo ci-so, zi-hau le, jau go Jan zau lo-zo di gu-si-syu lei 
tai. 
Siufan then go-PFV toilet, then SPF, have CL person FOC take-PFV CL^' 
story books RES read 
‘Then Siufan goes to the toilet. Then there is a person who takes the story 
books 
to read.， 
My order followed. 
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棚 啦 ’ 
nei lo laal 
you take SFP 
‘You take them，. 
Ching asked me whether she should take away the two story books she had 
previously put on Desk C. I told her to think more again and then she took away 
both the story books from Desk C. 
5.3.3. Part 2 (comprehension task on generic dVs 
took out Picture 2a, describing that the picture was a scene of a sitting room 
where there were a girl, Siufan and a woman, Mummy. There was also a table 
with a plate on. Then I told Ching that one day while Siufan was eating two 
plums in her hands with another plum beside her right leg, Mummy arrived home 
with a transparent bag of eight plums. Then Mummy spoke to Siufan. I read out 
the sentence in Mummy's speech bubble by pointing at the bubble. I read out 
Siufan's response by pointing at her speech bubble. 
After that I drew Ching's attention to the multiple question in the lower part 
ofPicture 2a. I reminded her to choose one option before I read out the question. 
Then I explained each option to her. She was told to circle the answer. 
Just after I had explained the first two of the options to Ching, she said 
without hesitation that di bou-lam referred to those inside Mummy's bag. Asking 
her to wait, I continued to explain the rest of the options. She finally gave the 
same response. 
Her choice i s : � 媽 咪 袋 裏 面 
Maami doi leoi-min 
‘those in Mother's bag’ 
5.3.4. Part 2 ract-out task in rinMefinite J/-N^ 
When moving to the act-out task on (in)definite j^f/-N, I presented Picture 2b， 
which has a table and a plate. Then I took out eight red circular paper cuttings, 
told Ching that they represented the eight plums in Mummy's bag and asked her 
1 3 2 
to put them on the plate, which was aimed at preparing her for the acting-out 
activity. 
I proceeded to direct Ching to the instructions in Picture 2b. After telling her that 
she had to act out the action of each instruction, I read out the first instruction: 
( 2 c )突然之間， _ ^ ^ ? ^佐落檯度 . 
Dat'jin zi-gaan, jau di boulam luk-zo lok toi dou 
suddenly, have CL^' plum fall-PFV down table there 
‘Suddenly there are some plums fallen on the table., 
Then I ordered her to act by saying: 
‘你攞啦’ 
nei lo laal 
you take SFP 
‘You take them,. 
Ching took four plums from the plate and put them onto the table near the 
edges. 
After that I read out the second instruction: 
(2d)跟住，帕^»±細佳攞走佐. 
gan-zyu di boulam bei sai-lou lo zau-zo' 
thenCLPi plum by brother take away PFV 
‘Then the plums are taken away by Brother.' 
My order followed: 
‘你攞啦’ 
nei lo laal 
you take SFP 
'You take them,. 
Ching asked me whether di boulam in (2d) referred to those four which she 
had put on the table previously. I told her to think about it by herself. Then she 
started to successively pick out the four plums from the table. After that she 
continued to pick out those remaining on the plate and said that they were 
reserved for Daddy. Finally all of the eight plums were picked out. No plums 
1 3 3 
were left either on the plate or on the table. 
5.4. Comparison between Ching's and native children's results 
After I carried out the above experiment with Ching, I did the same with the ten 
native children, whose speech data had been collected for the analysis in Chapter 
4. These results together with the expected outcome of the experiment are 
summarized in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3. Result of the experiment on generic di and (in)definite di-N 
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1 • The fourth row marked with 'expected answer’ refers i(Ttii; 7es;^rSS's-eif);.t;cransWer. 
2. In the columns marked with 'generic di\ '+' stands for a target/correct response, i.e. generic 
use ofdi. '-, stands for a non-target/incorrect response, i.e. non-generic. 
3. In the columns marked with 'indefinite di-W, ‘+，stands for a target/correct response, i.e 
indefinite use: ‘some of the story books/ plums were taken away,. '- ' stands for a 'non-
target/incorrect response, i.e. non-indefinite use: 'all the story books/ plums were taken away’ 
4. In the columns marked with 'definite di-W, ‘+，stands for a target/correct response, i.e. definite 
use: 'all the story books/ plums previously selected were taken away’. ‘-, stands for a non-
target/incorrect response, i.e. non-definite use: ‘some of the story books/ plums previously 
selected were taken away，. 
In the comprehension task on generic di, Ching showed the target response 
in Part 1 and a non-target response in Part 2. Out of the ten native children, seven 
gave a target response in Part 1 and eight in Part 2. While five of the ten 
interpreted di as generic in one of the two parts o f the experiment, the other five 
chose the generic reading for di in both parts. 
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In the act-out task on indefinite di-N, Ching interpreted di as indefinite in 
both parts. All but one native children chose the indefinite reading for di in Part 1 
and eight of the children were correct in Part 2. There was one native child who 
did not choose the indefinite readings in both parts. 
As for definite csf/-N, Ching interpreted the phrase as definite in Part 1 while 
she gave non-definite reading in Part 2. Six of the native children failed to 
interpret di-N as definite in Part 1 ； four failed to do so in Part 2. 
5.4.1. On generic di 
Comparing Ching's and the native children's result on generic di, we observed 
that her performance was compatible with half of the natives' because they also 
performed accurately in only one of the two parts o f the experiment. To such an 
extent ofcompatibility, Ching's knowledge of the generic use ofdi in Cantonese 
can be said to resemble the native children's Cantonese grammar. Due to the lack 
of longitudinal data on generic di, there is no way to see i f the property was also 
acquired at Stage 3，as the other Cantonese-specific nominal properties were. 
Given that generic di has been shown as a property dependent on the definite use 
of the classifier system, this experiment provides empirical evidence for Ching's 
knowledge of this genericity to co-occur with the other nominal properties at 
Stage 3, since it was carried out at the end of the recording period. 
One may argue that in Part 1, the context gave a hint to Ching to choose the 
generic reading of^//-N even if she did not know the generic use of the classifier. 
When Siufan asked the librarian the question with the di-^ phrase after she had 
entered the library, she would not be assumed to have a particular set ofbooks in 
mind which were known to the librarian (unless she were told to receive the 
books she had reserved before). So it would have been natural for Ching to 
exclude the non-generic readings of the di-N phrase by this pragmatic hint 
without knowing what di meant. 
The generic task in Part 2 aimed to overcome this defect of Part 1. When 
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Mummy uttered the sentence with the di-N phrase (Picture 2a), she was carrying 
a bag of plums. If Ching did not know the generic use of di, she would map the 
^'-N phrase to those plums in the bag and get a non-generic reading for the 
phrase. However, this situation may be too biased for the non-generic reading. It 
would have been implausible for one to interpret Mummy's words as referring to 
the plums in the market but not those which she hadjust bought and was carrying 
when she said to Siufan. So even if Ching knew the generic use ofdi, she would 
be biased towards the definite reading of the J/-N phrase and so was forced to 
interpret the di-N phrase in Mummy's utterance as referring to the plums in 
Mummy's bag. 
In order to be clear about the effect of this definiteness-biased context, after 
Ching circled the response, the researcher asked Ching further whether di bou-
lam，'the plums' could refer to those in the markets. And she said that they could. 
Therefore, we can interpret that her non-target response to the multiple question 
in Picture 2a was due to the definiteness-biased context. 
5.4.2. On indefinite ^z-N 
Regarding the indefinite use of csf/-N phrase in the act-out task, Ching gave 
indefinite readings in both parts, i.e. taking some of the story books/ plums from 
the picture. This is not surprising because Section 4.1 has shown that indefinite 
use of CL-N phrases first occurred in Ching's corpus when she had stayed in 
Hong Kong for only four months (the second month of the recording period). 
What is interesting is that two of the native children did not get both parts correct: 
Child 1 taking away all the plums from the plate in Part 2; Child 3 taking away 
all the story books in Part 1 and all the plums in Part 2. According to Lee & Szeto 
(1996:199), for native Cantonese children, ‘the linguistic encodings for 
(in)definiteness is not acquired before five years of age’. Given that these ten 
native children were seven to eight years old, it is surprising for the two children 
to have given incorrect responses in the task on indefinite <i/-N in both parts. 
Another reason for their non-indefinite interpretation may be due to the fact that 
they interpreted the di~N phrase deictically (Thomas Lee, p.c.). 
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5.4.3. O n def in i te di^N 
Recall that in the act-out task on definite c/i-N phrases in both parts, Ching was 
not sure what should be taken away in her acting-out. In Part 1，she asked me 
whether she should take away the two story books which had been previously put 
on Desk C. Despite her question, I did not give any hint to her and asked her to 
think more. In the end, she took away the books which had been chosen 
previously. That means she interpreted the di-N phrase definitely. 
However, in Part 2，Ching did not give definite reading for di-N phrase. She 
asked me if she should take the plums which had fallen on the table previously 
and the researcher told her to think of it by herself. Then after taking away the 
plums on the table, she also took away the remaining ones on the plate and said 
that they were reserved for Daddy. That means she did not understand the 
instruction fblly, not to mention the definite use of^//-N phrase in it. 
Comparing Ching's and the native children's result on definiteness, it is 
surprising to find that the latter's was not superior to that of Ching: some even 
did the task worse than Ching. Only two of the natives interpreted the di-N as 
defmite in both parts (Child 1 and Child 3). Another two also went to the extreme 
of giving non-definite readings in both parts (Child 7 and Child 9). One may 
argue that in the act-out task ofPart 1，the definite di-N phrase in the instruction 
(ld) is in object position where the phrase can also have an indefinite reading. 
Hence six of the children interpreted the phrase as indefinite. Notice that in Part 2, 
the definite di-N phrase of the instruction (2d) is in subject position and the 
phrase cannot have other non-definite readings. Nevertheless, four of the children 
did not interpret it definitely. As native Cantonese speakers, they were not 
expected to have non-definite readings of di-N phrases in subject position 
whatever pragmatic reasons there were. 
In conclusion, the experiment attempted to provide a window on Ching's 
understanding ofthe generic use of the plural classifier, di, in Cantonese. There is 
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some evidence that Ching showed this knowledge in the two parts of the 
experiment, which were carried out at Stage 3 when the other Cantonese-specific 
nominal properties were acquired. This empirical evidence supports the 
theoretical claim made in Chapter 2 that there is an indirect link between the 
generic di and the other Cantonese-specific nominal properties. It is predictable 
for Ching to have performed accurately on indefinite di-N phrases in the 
experiment because as documented in Chapter 4，indefinite CL-N phrases first 
occurred in her fourth month of stay in Hong Kong. As for definite c//-N phrases, 
although Ching did not give the target response in both parts, at least one of them 
reflected on her definite use of di-N phrases. Such an extent ofunderstanding of 
definite di-N phrases was compatible with the findings from the longitudinal data 
that definite CL-N phrases (as subject and object) were acquired at Stage 2. 
Finally regarding the task on definite di-N phrases, I attributed the incorrect 
responses in Part 1 from six of the native children to experimental defects since 
the experiment was an informal one. Nevertheless, I maintained that those 
incorrect responses from four of the children were not simply due to the informal 
experiment because as mentioned before, the J/-N phrase in subject position 
should be interpreted only as definite, whatever defects there were in the 
experimental design. 
Notes on Chapter 5. 
1 In the actual experiment, coloured paper cuttings were used. 
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CHAPTER6 
CONCLUSION 
This chapter rounds up the thesis by summarizing the characteristics of the 
Lexical Parameter for the nominal structure in Cantonese and Mandarin, and the 
findings of L2 acquisition by the Mandarin-speaking child, Ching. Further 
evidence for showing the L2 acquisition as the result ofparameter resetting then 
follows. Finally two general issues for future research are discussed: trigger for 
the Lexical CL Parameter and parameter resetting in L2 acquisition. 
6.1. Theoretical and acquisition findings 
The proposed Lexical CLassifier Parameter encompasses a cluster of properties 
for Cantonese and Mandarin, namely definite nominals, possessive nominals and 
RC-nominals. Under the Cantonese setting, the Parameter permits definite CL-N 
phrases (as subject and object), Poss-CL-N phrases and RC-CL-N phrases; under 
the Mandarin setting, the Parameter allows definite bare nouns, Poss-ge-N 
phrases and RC-ge-N phrases. Given morphological features and functional 
categories as the loci of parametric variation in language, the crux of the 
Parameter is the (un)availability of the suggested definiteness feature, [±d], 
present in Cantonese CL lexemes but not in Mandarin CL lexemes. These two 
types of CL lexemes interact with the head CL^ of the functional category, CLP, 
through feature checking mechanisms, giving rise to two respective sets of 
nominal properties in the languages concerned. In addition, the Cantonese CL 
lexeme di can have a generic use. Cantonese allows the A-CL adjectival complex 
and the possibility ofinserting ge (a genitive marker) after a sortal CL lexeme. 
To an L2 acquirer of Cantonese, one of his/her tasks is to acquire the 
Cantonese-specific nominal properties. Longitudinal data reflected on the 
acquisition ofdefinite CL-N phrases (as subject and object), Poss-CL-N phrases, 
RC-CL-N phrases and A-CL adjectival complex. Because of the lack of data on 
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generic di in the corpus, an informal experiment was carried out with Ching in 
order to elicit her knowledge of generic di. 
It was found that not until her seventh month of stay in Hong Kong did the 
subject start to acquire the nominal properties of Cantonese. Definite CL-N 
phrases in subject and object position were acquired in the seventh month while 
Poss-CL-N phrases appeared in the tenth month. Based on these data, three stages 
of acquisition were established: Stage 1，covering the first four months of the 
observation period with no significant occurrence of definite CL-N phrases and 
Poss-CL-N phrases; Stage 2，covering the period from the fifth through the 
seventh months during which definite CL-N phrases emerged as subject and 
object; Stage 3, covering the last four months with co-occurrences ofdefinite CL-
N phrases and Poss-CL-N phrases. Despite the low frequency of their 
occurrences, RC-CL-N phrases and A-CL adjectival complex were not recorded 
until Stage 3. The concurrent developments of these nominal properties argue for 
resetting o f the Lexical CL Parameter. Since the Parameter subsumes a cluster of 
nominal properties, altering its setting will simultaneously effect another series of 
properties. 
Ching showed some understanding of the generic use o f the plural classifier 
di，based on the elicitation data from the informal experiment. Since the 
experiment was carried out at the end of the recording year, her understanding of 
generic di was seen as occurring at Stage 3 when other nominal properties 
emerged. Despite the pitfalls of the experiment, it provides a window on the L2 
acquirer's knowledge of the generic use ofdi in Cantonese. 
To sum up, the Lexical CL Parameter adequately explains not only the 
parametric variation in the nominal structure of Cantonese and Mandarin, but 
also the L2 acquisition ofCantonese nominals in terms ofparameter resetting. 
6.2 Further evidence for parameter resetting 
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The logic for the above instance of parameter resetting was based on co-
occurrence of the properties that cluster around the Parameter. One may argue 
that if other properties also co-occurred at Stage 3 when nominal properties did, 
the Parameter should also include the former properties as its clustering 
properties. In other words, co-occurrences of nominal properties and other 
grammatical properties may be due to the overall development or maturation of 
the grammar but not due to the resetting of the Parameter. 
Let's see if this argument is correct by examining the development of other 
properties in Ching's interlanguage grammar of Cantonese. Take for instance the 
development of sentence final particles. 
The main function of sentence final particles (sfp) in Cantonese is to 
indicate different types of speech acts and the speaker's knowledge of and 
attitudes towards an event. According to Matthews & Yip (1994:338), there are 
‘some thirty basic forms compared to seven in Mandarin，. This number does not 
include the combination of individual particles since Cantonese sfp can have 
sequences with two or even three individual particlesjoining as a constituent. 
Table 6.1. summarizes the development of sfp across the three stages of 
acquisition of CLP properties, which are placed against the former for 
comparison. 
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Table 6.1 • Development of sentence final particles. 
Stage 1 |Stage 2 |Stage 3 — 
CLP no significant CL-N sub & obj CL-N sub & obj 
occurrence Poss-CL-N Poss-CL-N 
A-CL RC-CL-N 
A-CL 
sfp: aa2, aa3, aa4 aal, aa3, aa4, aak3 aal, aa3, aa4,aak3 
individual bo3 
Saa3, gaa4, ge2, ge3 gaa3, ge2, ge3 gaa3, ge2, ge3 
laal, laa3, laak3, lao3, lel, laal, laa3, laak3, lol, lo3 laal, laa3, laak3, lel, lol, 
^o3 lo3, lok3, lu3 ‘ 
则“3 mel maa3, mel 
隨3, nel naa3 naal, naa3, naakS, nel 
) ^ (17)* wo3, zaa3 (16) wo3, zaa3 (24) 
sfp" aalmaa3, aalmaa5 
2-particle- gaa3bo3, gaa3laa3 
sequence gaa3laa3, gaa3laak3, gaa3wo3 gaa3laak3, gaa3lol 




lei4ge3 laa3bo3, laa3gwaa3 
laa3wo3, lei4gaa3 
lei4ge3, lei4laak3 
^ (3) naalmaa3 (21) 
S^P- lei4gaa3wo3 (1) 
3-particle-
sequence 
[*： the number indicates the types of sfp being used] 
Surprisingly, in Ching's corpus, there appeared about 20 different sfp 
(including individual and sequence) emerging at Stage 1 when the nominal 
properties had not yet occurred (Table 6.1). Across the three stages, the inventory 
of Ching's sfp grew rich and reached a maximum of 46 at Stage 3. Some of the 
examples at Stage 1 were: 
“ l a o r (3ml9d) [individual sfp] 
(1) a. SUB: keoi-dei jat haak zau dou-zoi dei-haa saai, m，zau dou-zoi dei-haa 
lao3. 
they once frighten FOC fall on floor all INT FOC fall on floor SFP 
‘Frightened, they all fell on the floor, m, fell on the floor., 
b. RES: bin- go aa3? haa? 
who CL SFP, what 
‘Who? yes?' 
' ' ge3waar (3ml9d) [2-particle sequence of sfp] 
(2) a. RES: nei-dei teng-j at zung j iu-m-j iu faan aa3 ？ 
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you tomorrow FOC need not need go SFP 
'Tomorrow do you need to go to school?， 
b. SUB: m, jiu aa3, tai, tai sing-daan caa-wui, hou, hou leng ge3waa3. 
INT need SFP look look X'mas party very very beautiful SFP 
'Well, I need, look look the X'mas Party, very very beautiful.' 
(1) is an instance of individual sfp and (2) of 2-particle sequence of sfp. Even if 
the use in (2) is non-native, suffice it to say that such a creative use reflects her 
rich system o f s f p at the early stage ofher Cantonese grammar. 
Despite the co-occurrence of sfp and nominal properties at Stage 3，those 
who argue against a non-parameter resetting view should also consider the early 
stage, i.e. Stage 1. A clear differentiation of the development of these two types 
of properties is that while there was no significant occurrence of nominal 
properties at Stage 1 (as reported in Chapter 4)，there had been considerable 
occurrence of different types of sfp (individual and 2-particle sequence) at the 
same stage. This reflects that the development of nominal properties should be 
seen as different from that of sfp and form a discrete entity itself. Therefore the 
development of these two types of properties should not be viwed as a 
homogenous phenomenon as a result of the maturation or development of 
Ching's interlanguage grammar of Cantonese. 
Given such a differentiation in the development, it is evidenced that the 
Lexical CL Parameter should adequately account for the nominal structure and 
ignore sentence final particles in spite of their cooccurrences. 
6.3. Implications for future research 
A question related to the issue of parameter resetting is what triggers the Lexical 
CL Parameter, i.e. what positive evidence in the environment can enable Ching to 
choose the Cantonese setting of the Parameter in her interlanguage grammar? 
Below I suggest two candidates. 
The first one is the definite CL-N phrase in subject position. In such a 
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position, only the definite reading is allowed. When it is in the object position， 
the CL-N phrase is ambiguous between either a definite or an indefinite 
interpretation, depending on the context of the sentence. That means, the CL-N 
phrase in object position is not easy for Ching to perceive as definite. So the 
subject position is a privileged context for interpreting the CL-N phrase as 
definite. In spite of this, the context for a CL-N phrase in subject position has to 
be strong enough to let her interpret it as definite because she might hypothesize 
that Cantonese also allows CL-N phrases to be indefinite in subject positions. If 
the candidate for the trigger is the Poss-CL-N phrase, the above problem may be 
solved because Ching will have no interpretation task on (in)definiteness in 
relation to the context. All she has to do is to map the phrase to its possessive 
fimction: whenever she saw it, she knew that it denoted a possessive relation 
unambiguously, unlike the ambiguous CL-N phrase. 
Combining this hypothesis with the fact that the definite CL-N phrase was 
acquired earlier than the Poss-CL-N phrase, I would consider the definite CL-N 
phrase as the right candidate for triggering the Lexical CL Parameter. The 
justification for this candidate has to rely on empirical evidence from future 
research of the trigger for the Parameter. 
Another implication is the issue of (un)successful parameter resetting in L2 
acquisition. As shown in the literature on resetting the pro-drop parameter in 
Chapter 1, the crux of interpreting acquisition data lies in how one formulates a 
parameter with what theory. In the formulation of the Lexical CL Parameter, I 
use the Feature Checking Theory to unite these phrases: definite CL-N , Poss-CL-
N and RC-CL-N together as a cluster of properties. Given these members of the 
cluster, the child could have been considered as not resetting the parameter i f the 
low frequency of the occurrences of RC-CL-N (only 10 in the corpus) had been 
recorded persistently from a larger set of naturalistic speech data with more 
potential situations for the phrase to emerge. This formulation of the Parameter 
resembles the Version 1 of the pro-drop parameter with more properties. 
Nevertheless, if I had adopted C&S (1997)'s parametric analysis for the 
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differences of Cantonese and Mandarin with regard to (in)definite bare nouns and 
(in)definite CL-N phrases, the child could have been viewed as resetting the 
parametric value from Mandarin to Cantonese because there was an increasing 
use of definite CL-N phrases and a decreasing use of definite bare nouns. But 
then, this will leave unexplained the acquisition of other nominal properties, for 
example, Poss-CL-N. This parametric analysis is parallel to the Version 2 of the 
pro-drop parameter with less properties. 
Therefore, whether an L2 learner successfully resets a parameter depends on 
how it is formulated. And the proposed Lexical CL Parameter should be 
evaluated based on future research of language acquisition. 
6.4. Concluding remarks 
In response to Chomsky (1965:58) mentioned in Chapter 1, this thesis has 
demonstrated that the Lexical CL Parameter is sufficiently rich to account for L2 
acquisition (the L2 logical problem)，yet not so rich as to be inconsistent with the 
diversity in nominal structure of Cantonese and Mandarin. 
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Appendix A: 3 sample files ofthe corpus 
Begin 
Name of SUB: Yip Wai Ching 
Birth ofSUB: 05-Aug-1988 
Sex ofSUB: Female 
Tape location: 02 
Date: 30-NOV-1995 
Time duration: 1030-1100 
Age ofSUB: 7;3;25 
Participants: SUB subject RES researcher 
Situation: Talking at the subject's home. 
*RES: 0f , 
*RES:你呢平時條屋企呢， 
*RES:同爹她媽咪用哮話講聯3&33? 
* S U B :唔， 
* S U B :香港話. 
* R E S :香港話3 3 4 , 
*RES: m m m aa3? 
*RES: m m m aa3? • 

























* S U B :忘記哂. 
*RES:吓？ 















*RES: PjgD^O n^t gaa3? 
* S U B :學校. 
*RES:吓？ 































* R E S :我都唔識 ® . 
* S U B :呢度係小夠. 
*RES:唔， 










* S U B :唔坐得人. 
*RES:唔坐得人， 
*RES:點解唔坐得人&&3? 
* R E S :企_上面咪得1 0 1 ? 
*RES:夠唔夠大aa3 ,佢架車？ 
*SUB: 唔夠. 




* R E S : 佢… 
*SUB:佢係小朋友， 
* S U B :小朋友. 
*RES:佢做也嚼3&3? 
* S U B :佢… 
*SUB:在唔知， 
* S U B :唔知3 3 3 . 
*RES:佢係咪丨條度溫緊丨野&&3? 
* S U B :溫 . . . 
* S U B :唔知a a 3 . 







*RES: _ 夾 埋 ， 
*RES: m ^ , 
*RES:係叫做1^?&33? 
* S U B :玩具. 




*RES: 棚 呢 ？ 
*RES: 0(?張呢？ 
* S U B :寬 . 
*SUB:呢個係床， 
* S U B :呢個係… 
*RES:遙控制， 
*RES:知唔知aa3? 
* S U B :呢個係… 
*RES:跟我講&&1， 
*RES:遙控制. 
* S U B :遙控制. 
*RES:你知唔知愛11^做哮&33? 
* R E S : 愛撒鶴視 . 
*RES: 0(^個， 
*RES: _ - A r 4 V a 3 ? 
* S U B :呢個係佢 4 6 1爸 4爸 1 . 
*RES:你估佢幾多歲&311&34. 














* R E S :點解 aa3? 
*RES:點解話佢高興aal? 
*SUB:佢都笑&33. 




* R E S :好 laak3, 
*RES:跟住呢， 
*RES:仲有一卩的好得意gaa3 bo3, : 
*RES:你蹄蹄… 
*SUB:邊度好得意3&3? 
*RES: 0 | , 

















* S U B :唔. 
*RES:小明卩驢做哮333? 
*SUB:小明在chuang(穿)漂亮的衣服. 
* R E S :哮色 gaa3? 








* R E s : mmmmmmm a a s ? 
*SUB:諛… 
*SUB: -aa3 . . . 
*SUB: Saa3.. . 
*SUB:擺… 












































Name of SUB: Yip Wai Ching 
Birth ofSUB: 05-Aug-1988 
Sex ofSUB: Female 
Tape location: 16 
Date: 06-APR-1996 ’ 
Time duration: 1030-1100 
Age ofSUB: 7;08;01 
Participants: SUB subject RES researcher 
Situation: Talking at the subject's home. 
*SUB:講呢度&&1? 
*RES: Maa3. 




*SUB: Pfi5t2^? aa3? 








* R E S :邊 0 _度煮餘？ 




















* S U B : 就 _ . . . 








































* S U B :小紅 aa3, 
*SUB:附熱天你都出^1玩303... 
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* S U B :小明 aa3, 
*SUB:你， 
*SUB:你， 
* S UB: 搞住耳仔， 
* S U B : 我 講 _ - 聽 唔 _ 概 ？ 
*RES:但隻耳仔受傷， 
* R E S :係咪 aa3? 














































































* R E S : 哮 _ 呢 帕 ？ 
* S U B :靑蛙. 
























* R E S :係咪 aa3? 
* S U B :係 aa3. 
























* RES: 慢慢會變成哮aa3 ？ 
*SUB:好肥&33. 
* R E S :係爾 3 , 
*RES:肥到件衫喘唔晤著&33? 
*SUB: 唔晤著3&3. 








Name of SUB: Yip Wai Ching 
Birth ofSUB: 05-Aug-1988 
Sex ofSUB: Female 
Tape location: 26 
Date: 31-AUG-1996 
Time duration: 1030-1100 
Age ofSUB: 8;00;26 
Participants: SUB subject RES researcher 
Situation: Talking at the subject's home. 
*SUB:你唔係話下次錄音比我聽362? 
*RES:係狂&3, 
* R E S : 頭先嗰舊輔 l e i 4 gaa3? 
* S U B :吓？ 
*RES:頭先嗰舊哮化丨4 8&&3? 
*SUB:係我朋友3&3. 
* R E S : 唔係 aa3, 











* R E S :依舊哮嚼 lei4 ge3 sinl? 
* S U B :呢個麵粉. 
*RES: 麵粉. 
























* R E S :哮肉 lei4 gaa3? 
*SUB:隨便哮肉都食aa3? 
*RES: 哮肉都食aa4? 















* S U B :唔. 
*RES:有幾重&33? 
* S U B :唔知 aa3. 















* R E S :柑_的呢， 
















* R E S :依度你 _的样嚼& 3 3 ? 
*SUB:種佐大蒜同埋蜜瓜. 
*RES:大蒜同埋蜜瓜3&4? 
* S U B :係 aa3. 
*RES:可以擺埋一齊種863爪61? 






* S U B :唔係 aa3， 
*SUB:我自己敎， 
















* R E S : 係 aa4， 
*RES:點解但同媽咪走043&3? 
* S U B :唔 . ： 





* S U B :係翻佐工 aal maa3. 
*SUB: _翻工嗰度玩&&3. 





*SUB: Pg{^ aa3, 
*SUB:星期六唔係唔駛翻工333. 




*SUB: ng{^ aa3, 
*SUB:近時星期六， 
* S U B : 佢 _上午假， 
*SUB:下午翻工&&3. 
















* S U B :蹄書. 
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* R E S :蹄緊咩書 a a 3 ? 







* S U B :唔知 aa3, 
*SUB:我比翻呢個阿爺先. 




* R E S :呢個 aa3. 
*RES:佢做緊^2嚼&&3? 







* R E S :吓？ 
* R E S : 好 aak3. 
*SUB:小明瞧度… 









* R E S :阿爺哩_度做緊 ^ 3 & 3 ? 
*SUB:阿爺佢卩贼抹， 
*SUB:抹， 
*SUB:搞卩的 zokl aa3.(zokl is a table) 
*RES:吓？ 
*SUB:抹， 
* S U B : 撫的 zok 1 (啊 table) aa3. 
*RES: _的， 
* R E S :抹張檯係0 ^ 0 3 ? 
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* S U B :係3 3 3 . 
*RES:講多次做哮嚼333? 
* S U B :抹張檯a a 3 . 
* R E S :係. 
* S U B : 阿嫲呢就 _烫衫 . ： 
























* S U B :點解^" ge2? 








*SUB: ^ # t naal, 
*SUB: xxx到死至可以同D的動物交朋友gaa3zaa3. 
*RES:唔， 











*SUB: DgP^ aa3? 
*RES:參加王子嗰個… 














































* R E S :係咪 aa3? 
*SUB: {^ aa3, 
* S U B :佢就去 laak3. 
































* S U B :佢想去溫媽 1媽 1 , 



















* S U B :個狼. 















* S U B :我會溫嚇媽 1媽 1 gaa3 laak3, 
*SUB: XXX, 
*SUB: Wnt®#gaa3? 









* S U B :你坐上去我比卩 _尔食 a a l . : 
*SUB: f i n f , 
*SUB: n/gote aa3, 
* S U B :係好好食好好食卩_ 1 & 4 8&&3, 




* R E S :帕花 lei4 gaa3, 
* R E S :係咪 aa3? 
* S U B : 係 aa3, 
*SUB:佢話， 
*SUB:嘩， 
* s u B : rnm, 
*SUB:呢卩的卩甘難食， 
*SUB:不過好香， 
* S U B :呢帕係哮 lei4 gaa3? 
* S U B :好難食3 3 3 , 









* SUB: 仲想食多卩的tim 1 aa3. 





* S U B :老友記. 






































* R E S :好 laak3, 
*RES: _呢有個人呢就即刻， 
* R E S :打電話 laa3 wo3, 
*RES:打九九九， 


















* R E S :好 laak3, 
*RES:卩甘收佐線呢， 
*RES:佢媽咪呢就想出門口 laa3 wo3, 
*RES:咐跟住， 
* R E S :但係 






































* S U B :你話 aa4, 







* R E S :咐好 laak3, 
*RES:佢《^講講下呢， 
*RES:柑跟住醫生喷到 laa3 wo3, 
*RES:跟住醫生話， 
*RES:你係咪小熊貓概媽咪aa3, 
*RES: _小熊個媽咪就話係 3 3 3 ， 
*RES:佢有卩的咩事3&3? 
*RES:醫生就話事就有包事， 
* R E S :不過呢嗰隻腳呢斷佐條骨� 0 3 . 
*SUB:媽咪話眞是， 






















*RES: / J « ® i f l S a a l maa3, 


































* S U B :怕 . . . 
*RES:怕麻煩334? 











* S U B :係3 3 3 . 
*RES:哦， 
*RES:附你下次記住一定要準時咪得 lo l . 






* R E S :係咪 aa3? 
*SUB: S a a 3 . 
*RES:卩甘有有蹄卩的英文書gaa3? 
*SUB: fTaa3. 
* R E S :點解 aa3? 





























* R E S :係咪 aa3? 










* R E S :係 aa4? 
*SUB: S a a 3 . 
*RES:你認得出aa4? 
*SUB:梗係認唔出仏31. 









* S U B : 行 aak3. 






* R E S : 你識唔識 g a a 3 ? 






* S U B : 吳俏玉 1 0 1 . 







* R E S :唔. 
*RES:卩甘佢就話佢自己係吳俏玉. 
* S U B :係3 3 3 . 







* R E S :係 aa4? 
*SUB:佢話我厄佢〜05. 












* R E S :點解 aa3? 
*SUB:佢好煩&&3, 
*SUB:每日都打電話1&4. 
* R E S :係 aa4? 
*SUB:係&33. 
*RES:又打電話比你又打電話比柯雅芬aa4? 
* S U B :係 aa3. 
@END. 
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